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1. INTRODUCTION 
(îrassl.nul constitutes ninety percent of the arable land in Ireland. 
Approximately ten percent of the grass produced is harvested mechanically; 
the remainder being used by grazing animals. The efficiency with which 
grazing pasture is utilized is critical to the overall efficiency of 
land use. 
This study attempts to estimate planning parameters which can be 
used to improve the efficiency, at farm level, of pasture utilization 
by grazing non-lactating cattle. A linear programming model is accepted 
as being the appropriate decision model for the farm firm. This model 
is characterized by an income objective function, planning restrictions 
and a set of linear equations, called activities. The input/output 
coefficients of the activities describe the relationship between the 
planning restrictions and,income. The purpose of this study is to esti­
mate input/output coefficients which will describe the effect of dif­
ferent stocking rates on income, under given planning restrictions, on 
Irish farms. The estimated coefficients should be applicable to in­
dividual farms. 
The estimation of a production function(s) relating the production 
of grazing animals to stocking rate presents unusual problems. Animal 
production functions usually relate animal output to feed inputs where 
the level of inputs are measured. Under grazing conditions, the animal 
controls intake within the constraints of the given stocking rate. 
There is no measure of the actual intake. When animals are fed to 
appetite under controlled feeding, the quality of the feeds is controlled 
and the consumption is measured by disappearance. In the grazing situa-
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tien, the animal controls the quality of feed intake within the con­
straints imposed by the level and quality of the available forage. 
The quality of the forage varies with time of growing season. Stock­
ing rate is measured by the number of animals per acre. Animal pro­
duction is affected by animal intake and intake is affected by varying 
the grass available per animal. Stocking rate is not a measure of 
available grass per animal because the available grass per acre varies 
between pastures and over the season within a pasture. This thesis 
shows that an operational relation between animal output and stocking 
rate can be estimated. %he principle of the method is to establish a 
relationship between an animal parameter and a pasture parameter. This 
relationship can be applied to a particular situation by putting the 
appropriate parameter values into the relationship. The general prin­
ciple can be applied to all foraging animals. This study, however, 
deals only with grazing cattle under Irish conditions. 
Data were available from enterprise studies on farms and from 
stocking rate experiments. The suitability of data to provide estimates 
depends on the interpretation that will be given to these estimates. 
The purpose of estimating input/output coefficients is to use them as 
planning parameters in a linear program. Chapter II discusses the 
relationship between the linear programming model of the firm and the 
production function used to estimate the input/output coefficients. The 
analysis leads to the selection of the experimental data for estimation 
purposes. , 
When dealing with similar animals, the number per acre on a given 
pasture gives the relative stocking rate. Changing the number per acre 
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changes the degree of uLllization of available grass by changing the 
ratio of animal appetite to available grass. When this ratio reaches a 
certain level, the animals will just be able to achieve their appetite 
intake. Further increases in stocking rate will result in lower intake 
and liveweight gain per animal. Changing the stocking rate on a given 
pasture affects per animal and per acre production by changing the ratio 
of animal appetite to available grass. The farm operator can use dif­
ferent types of animals and these may graze the pasture jointly. The 
appetite demand for pasture per unit area depends on the type as well 
as the number of cattle. The literature on appetite intake is reviewed 
in Chapter III and analyzed to estimate the relative appetite intake of 
different types of cattle. The estimated relationship between appetite 
intake and animal and pasture factors has implications for the relation­
ship between maximum rate of liveweight gain, animal type and time of 
grazing season. These implications are also discussed in Chapter III. 
A general model for the relationship between the rate of liveweight 
gain and stocking rate is given in Chapter IV. The parameters and 
biological assumptions of the model are presented and discussed. A 
general model for predicting the maximum rate of liveweight gain of 
grazing cattle is presented along with the biological evidence supporting 
the model specification. The appropriate independent variable for the 
response to stocking rates which restrict animal intake is specified. 
I' 
The biological nature of this response relationship is presented along 
with appropriate mathematical models for a given maximum rate of live-
weight gain. A general model is then presented for a range of maximum 
rates of liveweight gain. The estimation procedure for the general model 
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is specified. Finally, the literature on similar models is reviewed and 
discussed in relation to the model developed in Chapter IV. 
A prediction equation relating maximum rate of liveweight gain to 
animal and pasture characteristics is estimated from available ex­
perimental data. The data and regression results are discussed in 
Chapter V. 
Estimated coefficients for the general response models, derived 
from available experimental data, are presented in Chapter VI. The re­
lationship between stocking rate and liveweight gain per acre is also 
discussed. The economic implications of the estimated relationship 
are discussed in Chapter VII. 
The relationship between stocking rate and liveweight gain per 
animal and per acre does not describe all the uses that may be made of 
pasture by the beef farmer. Instead of grazing all his pasture land, 
he may conserve portions of the grass for winter feeding. Furthermore, 
he can affect the available grass per acre by the level of fertilizers 
applied. Chapter VIII shows how the general stocking rate response 
model can form part of an integrated model which also considers the 
fertilization and winter feeding program of the farm firm. 
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1 r. 1.INF.AR PROCRAMMTNG AND THF PRODUCTION riINCTfON 
A. Tutor-rnrm and Fntra-farm Production Functions 
Alternative methods for estimating input/output coefficients for 
use in planning production for farms will be discussed. We are in­
terested in coefficients which can be used to develop plans for farms, 
given quantitative reflection of their resource and product restrictions 
and objectives in the application of mathematical programming techniques. 
Production functions have generally been estimated by establishing 
(using regression techniques) the relationship between final output and 
the basic inputs for a production unit. In the case of agricultural 
production, the farm has often been taken as the unit of production. 
The production functions so derived have been described as inter-farm 
production functions (33, 44, 61) rather than intra-farm production 
functions. Indeed, such functions do not estimate the structural 
intra-farm production surface needed to derive the optimum plan for any 
given farm and farmer. If the objective is to estimate input/output 
coefficients for planning, the structural regression equation(s) are of 
main interest. 
Since the estimated coefficients are to be used for programming 
purposes, it is instructive to look at the relationship between the 
farm production function and the linear programming solution for the 
farm plan. 
When we examine the activities that constitute a farm plan, we 
realize that farm production basically involves a number of biological 
processes. These processes involve the transformation of biological 
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inputs through a process of biological transformation into biological 
products; e.g., soil nutrients and water into grass through the bio­
logical process of grass growth and the transformation of grass ingested 
and digested by cattle into beef. The various biological processes form 
the basis of farm production. In order for these processes to take 
place, the various biological factors have to be brought together 
appropriately in time and space. The rate of transformation depends on 
the ratio in which these factors are brought together. The bringing 
together of these biological factors will be referred to as servicing 
the biological processes. This servicing requires inputs of power and 
equipment which will be referred to as technical inputs as distinct from 
biological inputs. Thus, associated with the biological processes we 
have technical processes such as cutting grass and feeding cut grass to 
animals. 
Regression techniques applied in estimating the coefficients of 
a biological process, when the data are from different sources, do not 
give a mongrel function since the same biological process is operating. 
Consequently we can use the data from all sources representing this 
process to estimate the same biological process. 
Alternative techniques for carrying out a technical process can be 
distinguished in terms of the source of power and type of equipment 
used. These distinctions should be used to define technical processes. 
I 
The coefficients of processes so defined can be estimated from data 
combined from different sources. 
A farm program can be defined In terms of Its biological and tech­
nical processes. These processes can be considered as the activities of 
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a linear programming problem. A linear programming model of the farm 
firm will be used to show the relationship between inter-farm and intra-
farm production functions. It will also be shown that the process 
function approach overcomes the major criticisms of the farm production 
function method. 
B. The Linear Programming Model of Farm Production 
1. Production period 
All models of production specified in terms of inputs and outputs 
refer to a specific time period. Due to the annual cycle of plant growth, 
a one-year period is the common production period to use in the case of 
farm production. The time period of one year will be assumed to apply 
to production models in this discussion. 
Tlie following general linear prograiming model of farm production 
will be used as a basis for discussion. 
2. Definitions 
Final products are these products which are outputs sold 
off the farm during the production period. 
Intermediate products are those products which are the 
outputs of one activity but inputs to another 
activity. 
Technical process activities are those activities which alter 
the position of biological inputs and outputs in time 
and space. They operate to bring the biological factors 
together in time and space so that the biological processes 
of transformation can take place. 
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Disposal activities are those activities used so as to 
facilitate the expression of the inequality conditions 
of the farm production problem in the form of equations. 
Basic resources are all the inputs to activities which are 
not intermediate or final products. 
3. Notâtion 
Let Xj denote the activity and its level. 
Let n equal the total number of activities: j = 1, 2, ..., n. 
Let j = 1, 2, ..., n^ be the activities purchasing basic resources. 
Let j = n^ + 1, n^ + 2, ..., n^ be the activities purchasing 
intermediate products. 
Let j = ng + 1, n^ + 2, ..., n^ be the activities producing 
intermediate products. 
Let j = n^ + 1, n^ +2, ..., n^ be the technical process activities 
carried out on the farm. 
Let j = n^ + 1, n^ + 2, ..., n^ be the activities producing final 
products. 
Let j = n^ + 1, n^ + 2, ..., n be the disposal activities for re­
sources on the farm at the beginning of the production year. 
Let r^ denote the i*"^ resources and its level at the beginning 
of the production period. 
Let m equal the number of total inputs used on the farm over the 
production period: i = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Let i = 1, 2, ..., m^ be the basic resource inputs. 
Let i = + 1, + 2, ...» m^ be the intermediate product inputs. 
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Let i = + 1, + 2, ..., m be the technical activity inputs. 
Let A^. = quantity of used in producing one unit of x^. 
4. Model 
The first n^ activities represent purchases of basic resources; 
hence, n^ ^  Similarly, for intermediate products purchased, (n^ -
n^) ^  (m^ " m^), and for intermediate products produced on the farm 
(n^ - n^) ^  (m^ - m^). The number of disposal activities is (n - n^) = 
m. The linear programming problem has the following restrictions in the 
absence of disposal activities: 
R. ^  2 a..X., i = 1, 2, ..., m 
^ j=l J 
With (n - n^) = m, disposal activities added, the inequalities become 
equat ions. 
n 
R. — 2 a..X,, i=l, 2, ...,m . 
X j=i xj J 
The linear programming model of the farm operation describes what 
actually takes place on the farm in terms of the biological and tech­
nical activities. The number of activities in our model, n, is less than 
the number possible activities N. Likewise, the number of resource in­
puts, m, is less than the number of possible resource inputs M. 
5. Assumptions of the linear programming model 
a. Proportionality The flows of items into and out of an activity 
are always proportional to the level of the activity. Economically, this 
means that there are constant returns to scale for each activity. This 
is not a serious limitation since there are separate activities for 
different processes of producing the same product. Where a particular 
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process function does not satisfy the proportionality assumption, it 
can be adequately represented, over the range of non-increasing returns 
to scale, by a number of activities. This can be shown generally as 
follows : 
Process function: 
implies 
X = f(r,, r , ..., r ) (2.1) 
1 z m 
X/r^ f(rj^/r^, r^/r^, , ^j+i'''^j 
r^/r^) (2.2) 
1 = f^(X/r^, r^/ry r^/r^, ..., ^/rj, 
..., r /r.), j 1, 2, ...J m (2.3) 
m J 
Activity: 
m 
X = r a.r. (2.4) 
i=l ^ ^  
implies 
m 
1 = (1/a )(X/r. - Z a (r./r.)), j = 1, 2, ..., m (2.5) 
J J i=l ^ ^ J 
Equations 2.3 and 2.5 give: 
m 
= (1/a )(X/r - 2 a (r /r.)), j = 1, 2, ..., m (2.6) . 
J J i=l 1 K J 
Equation 2.6 gives m equations which can be solved for the m unknown a^ 
for a specified value of the set of ratio variables x/r^, r^/r^; 
i, j = 1, 2, ..., m. Any point on the production function (Equation 2.1) 
can be represented by its coordinates (X, r^, r^, .., m). Consequently, 
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every point can be represented by an activity. All points with the same 
(x/rj, r^/rj; i, j = 1, 2, ..., m) ratio variables correspond to dif­
ferent levels of the same activity. 
The existence of a solution to the linear programming (L.P.) prob­
lem requires that the input/output space be a convex set. Consequently, 
only that portion of the production function having non-increasing re­
turns to scale can be represented by a set of linear activities. In 
practice, L.P. models use a subset of these activities to approximate 
the process function. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, for the case 
of two inputs r^ and r^. The top section of Figure 2.1 shows the process 
function as expressed generally in Equation 2.2 above. The two points 
A and B on the process function are represented by the activities OA and 
OB, respectively, in the lower section of Figure 2.1. Any point along 
the line joining the points A and B on the process function (such as C) 
can be represented by linear combinations of the activities OA and OB. 
The activity levels in Figure 2.1 are shown as those levels where 
r^ = 1, to keep the horizontal axes in both diagrams on the same scale. 
The point C on both figures are equivalent points and correspond to 
the relative activity levels OD and OE of activities OA and OB, re­
spectively, where ODCE is a parallelogram. Geometrically, we have: 
and 
fla - 1 - '=la + fib = 1 
° 'zc - •^2b "^2a + 'lb ' 'zc ' 
Figure 2.1 also shows that: 
(^la/^/^l^a * ^lb(*/^l)b)/(^la ^Ib^ * 
12 
1» • 
X/r 
I 
(X/r,) 
c 
a 
1 
lb 
la 
0 
r r r 2b 2c 
Figure 2.1. The approximation of a nonlinear production 
function by a set of linear activities 
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Hence, the point C on the line AR in Figure 2.1 can be represented by 
linear combinations of the activities OA. and OB where the combining 
weights sum to one and negative activities are not permitted. Thus, 
two activities in the L.P. model can be used to represent the line AB 
which approximates the curve AB in Figure 2.1. 
b. Divisibility Activities can take on levels including any 
fraction or multiple of the unit of activity specified in the model. 
The lumpiness or indivisibility of certain inputs or outputs can be 
handled by constraining the linear pgoranming solution to be an integer 
solution of the activities. This can be achieved by rounding the level 
of activities in the solution or by using integer programming. 
c. Additivity The activities are independent and additive. 
They are independent in that the input/output coefficients of one 
activity are independent of the level of other activities. Where 
processes have different input/output coefficients when combined, com­
pared with when they are carried out separately, then mixes of these 
combinations should be defined as activities. Sufficient mixes should 
be used to adequately describe the variation in input/output coefficients 
as we move from one mix ratio to another. An example of this is the 
ratio in which grazing animals are combined with pasture. The utiliza­
tion of pasture and the production per animal is dependent on this 
ratio. 
Activities are additive due to their independence. This means that 
combinations of activities are feasible when each activity is feasible. 
The total resources used is the sum of the resources used by the 
activities. 
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d. Non-negativity While activities can take on zero or positive 
values, they cannot take on negative values. The non-negativity assump­
tion allows for the irreversibility of processes. In practice these 
activities are not reversible and thus the assumption of non-negativity 
is consistent with the real world situation of which the L.P. model is 
an operational description. In the case of programs where we wish to 
allow for the purchase or sale of the same product and where these 
activities have the same technical and biological coefficients and the 
same absolute price per unit to the farmer, we need two activities in­
stead of one due to the non-negativity assumption. 
e. Linear objective function In selecting the solution to an 
L.P. problem, the criterion used is the maximization of a linear ob­
jective function. The objective function is a linearly weighted sum of 
the levels of the activities. The weights used are based on the per 
unit product prices to the farmer of outputs and inputs. These prices 
are taken to be independent of the level of the activities on the farm, 
which is a reasonable operational procedure in the case of an individual 
farm. 
f. Single valued expectations In linear programming, we treat 
the input/output coefficients, prices and resource supplies as if they 
are known with certainty. There is a degree of unrealism in this pro­
cedure under most circumstances, but this applies to all techniques which 
apply single valued expectations. There are modifications of the simpler 
method of linear progranming which facilitates variable resource pro-
granming, variable price programming, and variable input/output co­
efficients programming. 
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g. Fin I toness ft is assumed that only a limited number of re­
source restrictions and activities are relevant to a farm situation. 
Thus, it is feasible to apply the linear programming decision model to 
a farm situation. 
C. The Farm Production Functibn Versus 
the Process Production Function 
The linear programming model of a farm operation can only be 
specified if we know the coefficients ) of the various activities. 
Each activity in the model describes a linear relationship between the 
inputs and the outputs of that activity. This linear relationship de­
fines a complete process production function if the function is linear 
and only a segment of a process production function if it is nonlinear. 
The coefficients for the activities are derived from process production 
functions. 
Production functions are estimated to quantify the relationships 
between variables involved in production. Thus, the estimation of pro­
duction functions must be essentially concerned with the nature of these 
relationships. The relationship describes the changes in the independent 
variables that will give a specified change in the dependent variable. 
Take the function 
Y = Z a.x., i = 1, 2, ...» n (2.7) 
i 
as describing the relationship between Y and the x^'s. This function 
implies that doubling the level of and leaving the values of x^, 
i r j, unchanged, will yield a new value of the dependent variable at 
the level y' + a.x'.  where y' was the original value of Y and x'.  the 
J J J 
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original value of x^. The relationship described in Equation 2.7 must 
be a structural relationship. The effect of on Y may be direct or 
indirect but the coefficient a^ must quantify this effect. 
Production at farm level basically involves biological processes. 
The inputs and outputs in these processes are related to each other by 
the biological mechanisms of transformation. Our knowledge of the bio­
logical processes tell us how the mechanisms appear to work and gives 
us a basis for developing the structure of the relationship between 
the variables in these processes. The structure of the relationship 
represents our present knowledge of how the production process appears 
to operate. In order for the quantified structural relationship to be 
operable, by a decision-maker, the variables must be those he can 
control or whose values are known. We may have knowledge concerning 
individual cell growth in an animal's body. We are not, however, in­
terested in developing a production function for an individual cell 
to be used by farm operators. In developing production functions for 
farm operators, the variables we will consider are animals and feeding 
stuffs. However, the more detailed information on the mechanisms of 
transformation of feed into animal product may enlighten us regarding 
the structure of the relationship between the animal product and the 
feed input. The form of the process function should be consistent with 
the known structure of the relationship between the variables and the 
variables used should be operable by the decision-maker. The same 
criteria apply to process functions describing technical processes. 
These are the processes by which the position of inputs and outputs is 
changed in time and in space. 
1.7 
In estimating process functions, the unit of process has to be de­
cided. The first criterion in deciding the unit of process is the in­
dependence of this unit. If the unit of process is not independent of 
other processes, then the process function should not be estimated in­
dependent of these processes. Joint estimation of the interdependent 
processes would suggest the simultaneous equations method of estimation. 
In the phenomenon of existence, it can reasonably be said that "every­
thing depends on everything else." Any given variable has varying de­
grees of dependence on other variables. The dependence of a given 
variable on some other variable may be so slight that this dependence 
can be ignored and still result in a satisfactory functional relation­
ship for the purposes of decision-making. The dependence on some other 
variables may be strong but the values of some of these may be rela­
tively stable and can be treated as fixed parameters. In some case, 
it may be possible to trace the effect of some variables through a chain 
of causality so that the effect of these variables can be summarized by 
taking into account the last link on this chain. 
Thus, while the value of A depends on the values of B, C, ..., H by 
virtue of the chain of causality, the situation can logically be sum­
marized by saying the value of A depends on B. Insofar as cause-effect 
structural relationships are known, it is possible to select processes 
so that we can treat them as being independent. The structure indicated 
above can be broken down into the following process functions: 
F 
G 
H 
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A = f(U) 
B = f(C,D,E) 
C = f(F) 
D = f(G) 
E = f(H) 
Knowledge of the structural relationships between variables facilitates 
the selection of appropriate variables to ensure that a process is sat­
isfactorily independent. Given our present decision models and computing 
facilities, it seems desirable to attempt to isolate independent processes. 
The corresponding process functions will, by virtue of their independence, 
be amenable to mathematical programming. 
The lack of biological knowledge and the restriction that the vari­
ables must be operational leads to some degree of incompleteness or error 
in specifying functions. Errors of observation and computation also 
exist. The consequent lack of confidence in point observations necessi­
tates repeated observations on the values of variables in a function. 
Estimates of parameters, to which we can attach a certain degree of con­
fidence, are gotten from data by applying statistical procedures. 
The choice of unit of process will depend mainly on: 
1. Our knowledge of the structural relationships between 
variables. 
2. The need to make a number of observations on the con-
committant values of the variables in the unit of process. 
The relationship between process functions using the farm as the 
unit of process and those using biological and technical processes can 
be shown by reference to the linear programming model of the farm firm. 
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The notation in section B.3 will be used. When the total farm 
operation is taken as the unit of process, then the dependent variable 
in the process function is 
^ w .X. 
j=n4+l J J 
where w. denotes the weight given to in the process of stunnation 
carried out in aggregating the outputs. Comnonly w^ is the market price 
per unit of x^. The independent variables in this process function are 
r^j i 13 2g ..., , m^ 1, ..., m2 ~ 2 
where r and r are intermediate product inputs whose supply is 
^2-1 *2 
zero at the beginning of the production period, but which are produced 
during the production period by activities x , and x , respectively. 
Thus, the farm unit of production function will be 
J = '('1- '2 \ + 1, ..., r -2). (2.8) 
^ . "2 
This method will be referred to as the farm production function method. 
When the various biological and technical processes carried out on 
the farm are each considered a unit process, the process functions to be 
estimated to describe the farm operation are as follows; 
Let 
x +l,x +2, and x +3 represent linear segments 
°2 2^ *2 
describing different portions of a nonlinear production curve which de­
scribes the production process for one product. Thus, x 4- 1, 
°2 
X -r 2, X -r 3 represent the same production process and in the process 
"2 "3 
production function they will be represented by x +1. Let a similar 
°2 
case hold true for x +1 and x +2 and also for x +1, .... 
"3 "3 "4 
X +4; the outputs in the corresponding production process functions 
"4 
will be represented by x +1 and x +1, respectively. All the 
"3 *4 
other biological and technical activities represent a separate process 
each and the relationship between the inputs and outputs is linear. 
Hence, the process functions to be estimated are 
x^ + 1 = f(r^) i = 1, 2, ..., but excluding all values 
of i where A^, n^ + 1 = -1 (2.9) 
x^ + 1 = f(r^) i = 1, 2, ...J m^ but excluding all values 
of i where A^, n^ + 1 = -1 (2.10) 
X + 1 = f(r.) i = 1, 2, ..., m_ but excluding all values 
"4  ^ J 
of i where A^, n^ + 1 = -1 (2.11) 
For j = n^ + 4, ... n^, n^ + 3 ... n^, n^ +5, ... m^, we have the 
following process functions 
Xj = f(r^), i = 1, 2, ..., m^ but excluding all values 
of i where A_ = -1 (2.12) 
This method will be referred to as the process production function method. 
Two methods for estimating input/output data have been outlined 
here; the former will be referred to as the "farm method" and the latter 
the "process method." The relationship between the two methods for a 
given farm operation can be seen by comparing Equation 2.8 with Equations 
2.9, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12. Equation 2.8 summarizes all the activities 
in the linear programming model. The process method breaks Equation 2.8 
down into sub-equations describing the relationship between variables 
within Equation 2.8 and between these and other variables. For example. 
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X is a process activity producing the intermediate product denoted x 
This intermediate product is used as the resource r in other 
activities. The production of the intermediate product x is not 
*3 
specified in Equation 2.8 but is taken account of as follows: 
A .X. 
n 
S 
®2 j=n,+l *2' J j 
ni„ 
is an intermediate product produced by x Hence, we have: 
s = 
n 
E R = -X + 2 A .X, 
™2 °3 j=n2+l *2' J j 
j ^  
m„ 
- 0, its level at the beginning of the production period. Since it 
is an intermediate product,only that required for use will be produced 
and hence, the corresponding disposal activity will be zero. 
n^ 
X = z a .X. 
j=ai2+l ™2 ' J J 
j ^  
hence, all the x produced was used up in other processes and the values 
*3 
of X., j = n +1, ... n , j / n take account of the effect of x 
J ^ 5 J n^ 
This is represented schematically for the complete model as follows: 
Process Method Farm Method 
r. X +1 
1 
^4 
_ _ o > 
®2 
X 
^5 
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It has been pointed out earlier that data relating to one farm 
Is not stifFicio.nt Cor us to pet "s.it is factory" estimâtes of the co-
efffcienfs in the Equations 2.8 throuf^h 2.12. This is due to the In­
completeness of our knowledge regarding the structure of the relation­
ships between the variables; errors of observation and measurement and 
our inability to handle a model taking account of all the variables 
that may be involved in the relationships. Consequently, we need a 
number of observations so that by using probability theory, we may be 
able to make some statements regarding the confidence to be attached 
to our various estimates of the input/output coefficients. Hence, we 
need a number of observations on the concomnittant values of the 
variables in Equation 2.8 when using the farm method. These observa­
tions will be used to estimate the coefficients in Equation 2.8. Since 
all these observations are considered to be from a population of such 
possible observations, where Equation 2.8 specifies the relationship 
between the variables, it is important to examine the conditions under 
which the farm method will give appropriate estimates for farm planning. 
Since linear progranming (L.P.) or some other decision model using the 
theory of marginality is considered as the decision-making technique of 
analysis for the farm firm, such a model of the firm can give us some 
insight into the appropriateness of alternative methods of estimating 
production functions. Given the marginality criteria by which an L.P. 
model allocates resources between activities, we can examine the farm 
firm conditions which would give farm function estimates consistent with 
the process functions (and implied activities) of the L.P. model of 
the farm firm. 
I' 
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n. Production Function Estimates and the Theory of 
Marginality in Decision-Making Models 
The theory of marginality is used in applying the production 
function estimates in decision-making. Hence, it is important that 
our estimates of marginal productivity are true estimates. Conse­
quently, it could be argued that the estimation of farm functions need 
not estimate structural relationships as long as they provide true 
estimates of the marginal products (MP) of inputs. Let us now examine 
the conditions under which farm functions give true estimates of MP 
and check if these conditions prevail in practice. In this discussion, 
it is assumed that inputs and outputs are classified so that they are 
the same between farms and the inputs actually used in the process are 
measured. In order to clarify the treatment of the question posed, it 
will be assumed that there are no problems of functional specification 
and no errors due to variables excluded from the function or due to 
measurement. Then the question becomes a very fundamental one; what 
conditions are necessary for farm functions to give true estimates of MP 
of inputs and what problems do these conditions pose independent of the 
problems of specification and errors? Under the assumptions made, we 
will get true estimates of the MP of inputs if given levels of the in­
dependent variables (inputs) are always associated with the same level 
of the dependent variable (output). 
1. Case 1. Farms operating the same process 
If farms are operating the same process, then the data are similar 
to experimental data except that the levels of the independent variables 
for each observation is decided by an individual decis ion-making unit 
rather than having the levels in all observations decided by one de­
cision-making unit. This type of data facilitates the estimation of 
a structural relationship giving true estimates of the MP of independent 
variables and the function estimated is a process function. However, 
this situation is highly unlikely to prevail on a sample of farms. 
2. Case 2. Farms producing the same product and using the same processes 
Since each farm provides one observation, the allocation of re­
sources between processes should be such that if a farmer changes 
his total resource input to that of another farmer, he will achieve 
the level of output of this other farmer. This would be achieved if 
within farm allocation of resources was such as to equate the MP of 
each input between processes. Then, given that the farms are using the 
same processes, the levels of the processes are uniquely determined by 
the levels of the inputs. This can only be achieved in practice if 
homogeneous farms are selected (where homogeneity means using the same 
processes and producing the same product) and where it can be assumed 
the rule of within-farm resource allocation is such as to give the same 
level of output for given input levels on all the farms. If the inputs 
and output can be allocated between processes, then case 2 reduces to 
case 1. 
3. Case 3. Producing the same product and using different sets of 
processes 
The transformation of inputs into outputs is described by the set 
of processes and the level of inputs in each process on the farm. 
Hence, the differences in processes between farms should be system­
atically related to Che differences between levels and ratios of in­
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puts on farms, such that a change in the level and/or ratio for any 
firm will result in the selection of the corresponding set of processes 
and the corresponding allocation of inputs between processes. This can 
only be expected to happen if the decision rules of the firm operators 
arc such as to ensure it and all the processes are considered as options 
by each operator. The decision rule of equating MP of inputs between 
processes would again satisfy the above condition if all the processes 
have been considered by each firm operator. 
In case 1, 2 and 3 we have considered samples of farms producing 
the same product. The farms need not be specializing in this product 
as long as the allocation of inputs between processes producing this 
product and other products is known. In order to get true estimates 
of MP, a common rule (a rule implying that the value of the dependent 
variable is uniquely determined by the levels of the independent vari­
ables) of allocation of inputs between processes on a farm is required. 
If the results are to be applied in a decision-making model using the 
theory of marginality, then the rule of within-farm allocation of re­
sources should be that of equating the MP of inputs between processes. 
This can be shown by the following economic decision model for a firm: 
Let X be the product 
Xj be the product produced by process j, j=l, 2, ... J. 
r\j, (i = 1, 2, ..., I), be the level of the 1*"^ input 
used in the process. 
Xj «= fj (r^, T^, ... r^), be the process. 
= Z rbe^t,he total input of resource i. 
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(^11' ^ 21' *•*' 
^2 ~ ^ 2 (^12' ^ 22' *"' ^12^ * 
~ ^ J (^IJ' ^ 2J» ' * 
X = S X. 
j J 
X is maximized for the firm with resource inputs when 
X = Z X.+X. (?r..-R.) is maximized 
j J 1 J iJ 1 
where is the Lagrange multiplier which ensures that the 
Sr.. = R.. The marginality conditions for the maximization 
j ^ 
of X are: 
a X 21 X 
TTT = -TT^ + ^i = 0 (2.13) 
ij ij 
a X. 
-th 
Ô r"^  =  ^' 
ij 
That is, the MP of the i"" resource is the same for all processes. Note 
that it is not necessary that the level of output be such as to maximize 
income. Ail that is required is technical efficiency in the allocation 
of inputs such that the level of X produced on any farm cannot be achieved 
by input levels less than or equal to those used,for all inputs. The 
prices of inputs and outputs to the various farms is of no concern in 
establishing the suitability of farm data for production function estima­
tion, where we are dealing with a single product. This can be appreciated 
since we are estimating input/output relationships which are independent 
of prices so that the function(s) estimated can be applied with various 
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price vectors to derive economically-efficient levels and ratios of 
inputs• 
If the conditions for technical efficiency (set out in Equation 
2.13) are not satisfied, we are unlikely to get true estimates of MP 
because the technical inefficiency has to be of such a particular 
nature as to be unlikely to exist. This can be illustrated as 
follows : 
Let A and B be two farms. 
Let = Rj^, i = 2, 3, ..., I, for A and B. 
Let R^^ > ^ ib' subscripts a and b refer to farm A and B, 
respectively. 
Let and X^ be the processes used by both A. and B. 
The observations for farms A and B are shown on Figure 2.2. Assuming 
that both farms are technically inefficient and achieve an output of 
and Xy instead of the technically-efficient level X^ and X^, respectively, 
Ô X — for farm A and B. Then a true estimate of • p (for R. = R., i = 
— *^^2 z z 
2, 3, ..., I) will only be achieved if (X^ - X^) = (X^ - X^). It should 
also be noted that being able to specify the optimum level and ratio of 
the R. is insufficient for planning purposes unless it can be assumed 
i i' 
that firms are capable of allocating the so as to achieve the 
optimum level and ratios of the r^^ as specified in Equation 2.13, 
4. Case 4. Farms producing more than one product and the output of 
each product is measured 
If the inputs can be allocated between products, then we are back 
to cases 1, 2 or 3 with each farm providing data for more than one 
product and we can estimate separate functions for each product or process. 
(Simultaneous equations approach is not considered since independence be-
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Figure 2.2. 
la 
The technically efficient and actual output for 
farm A and B 
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tween tlie functions is necessary for their application in a linear pro­
gramming decision model.) 
When the inputs cannot be allocated between products, then a 
weighted sum of the outputs of individual products is used as an index 
of total output. In order to get a true estimate of MP not only must 
Equation 2.13 be satisfied for each product but also the allocation of 
inputs between products should satisfy Equation 2.14. 
a Y 
^^ = —— for each R., for each farm (2.14) 
y  ^  
for each pair of products X and Y, where W^, are the respective 
weights for X and Y in aggregating the products on each farm. This 
condition requires that the firms are technically efficient in producing 
the index of output. If the weights (w) are the product prices. Equa­
tions 2.13 and 2.14 imply economic efficiency in the allocation of in­
puts between processes and products for a given level of total inputs 
but does not require economic efficiency in the choice of level of out-
i- ^ 
put of products. If the relative weights are the same as the relative 
product prices on each farm, then the gross value of output would be 
an appropriate output index to use as dependent variable in farm pro­
duction function estimation where Equations 2.13 and 2.14 can be assumed 
to be satisfied and where the same set of processes are considered as 
options by the farm operators. This latter point relates to the level 
of technical knowledge of the operators, which can affect the level of 
technical efficiency on farms. The conditions necessary to ensure true 
estimates of the MP of inputs to be used in planning are; 
1. Common technical knowledge among farm operators. 
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2. Technical efficiency in the allocation of inputs between 
processes producing the same product. 
3. For farms producing more than one product, we need economic 
efficiency in the allocation of inputs between products as 
judged by the set of relative weights used for the products 
of each farm in developing an index of output. 
Case 4 differs from cases 1, 2 and 3 in that it poses the problem 
of aggregating outputs, a problem which usually has to be faced where 
the farm firm is taken to be the unit of process. It should be noted 
that it is not necessary to assume the same relative product prices or 
apply the same relative weights to the products of all farms in develop­
ing an index of output. Thus, for example, two farms with the same set 
of inputs each producing the same two products may produce different 
ratios of the products but still be technically efficient in producing 
the index of output. This is illustrated by the production possibility 
curve in Figure 2.3, which is based on a given use of inputs, where X 
and Y are the two products and Â and B are the two farms. 
By reference to Figure 2.3, we can illustrate the implications of 
the three conditions set out above to ensure that we get true estimates 
of the MP of inputs. 
1. Common technical knowledge ensures that we are dealing with 
the same production possibility set: this is the area 
contained in OS S 
X y 
2. Technical efficiency in the allocation of inputs between 
processes producing the same product implies that if the 
fiirm produced only one product, X or Y, then the level of 
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Slope = -W 
xb 
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S 
X 
X 
a 
0 
Figure 2.3. The production possibility curve for farm A and B 
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output would be OS^ and OS^, respectively. 
3. Economic efficiency in the allocation of inputs between 
products as judged by the relative weights implies that 
the product mixes produced must fall on the curve 
that is, given that the ratio of products for A(B) is 
given by QA.(OB), then the level of products produced is 
OX^ and OY^ (OX^ and OY^) and also that the relative 
weights given to X and Y in aggregating output are 
and and respectively. 
In order that a stable relationship exists between the index of 
output (Z) and the inputs, the value of Z should be the same for all 
farms using the same inputs. Consequently, a fourth condition needs 
to be added: 
Condition (4)--for all farms using the same inputs: 
Z = S X.W. = C where C is a constant. (2.15) 
j ^ ^  
For the two-product case illustrated in Figure 2.3, Equation 2.15 states 
that : 
+ YaWya = + ^b^yb = < ' 
Let Y = f(X) represent the production possibility curve S S . Then for 
x y 
all points along this curve (that is, for all farms using the same inputs 
as Â and B and satisfying ccaditions I, 2 and 3), the and associated 
with each point must satisfy 
YW + XW = C 
y X 
which implies 
XW = C - W f (X) 
X y 
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= 1/X (C - Wy £(X)) 
= fy (Wy, X), for any given X = X . (2.16) 
Equation 2.16 specifies the set of (W^, W^) that give a constant value 
of Z for a given value of X. Using the price of one product, in all 
farms as a price scale, reduces the set of weights (W^) that can be 
associated with a given value of X. This can be illustrated in our two 
product example as follows ; 
Let W be the scaling price 
^  ( W ,  )  c  ,  
Then Y + X 7-7;—r = —— = C for each farm. 
< Wy ) Wy 
= 1/X (c'- f(X)) 
where 
w' = W /W for X = X, w' = f' (X) . 
X X y * X y 
In the general case of one or more products, where an index of out­
put is used as the dependent variable, the production possibility curve 
can be represented by 
f(X^, Xg, ..., X^) = 0 where X^ is the level of the product. 
E qu a t i o n 2.15 implies Z X.W. = C for all farms using the same in-
J J J 
puts. Applying the same weights on all farms or the same relative weights 
where a scaling price is used will satisfy Equation 2.15. However, this 
implies that if conditions 1, 2 and 3 are satisfied, all farms using the 
same inputs will produce the same levels of products. Under such cir­
cumstances, the farm firm observations trace out a product mix expansion 
path, associated with different levels of inputs used, which is appropriate 
only to the prevailing price ratios. 
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5. Implications for farm functions 
Let us review the implications for farm functions of the fore­
going analysis. It should be remembered that we are assuming no 
problems of specification or errors. 
The four conditions necessary to ensure true estimates of the MP 
of inputs are: 
1. Common technical knowledge among farm operators. 
2. Technical efficiency in the allocation of inputs between 
processes producing the same product. 
3. For farms producing more than one product, we need economic 
efficiency in the allocation of inputs between products as 
judged by the set of relative weights used for the products 
on each farm in developing an index of output. 
4. The set of weights used in the output index must be such 
as to give the same value of index for all farms using the 
same inputs. 
In case 1, where all farms are using the same process to produce 
the same product, there is no problem over the range of levels of in­
puts observed where the same weight is used on all farms to give an 
index of product output (Equation 2.15). However, in this case as in 
others, we may not observe input levels and ratios which show where the 
MP of inputs become zero or negative where this, in fact, can happen. 
In all other cases, technical efficiency in the allocation of inputs be­
tween processes producing the same product is necessary to ensure true 
estimates of MP of inputs. This has very serious implications for the 
usefulness of farm functions. If the functions are considered to be 
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relevant only to the populations from which they are derived, then it 
implies that they have nothing to offer as prescription tools for tech­
nical efficicncy since the MP estimates will only be true If this popula­
tion of farms is already technically efficient. They are only useful 
as decision criteria for technical efficiency if farms which are tech­
nically efficient can be used for deriving MP estimates and the re­
sulting estimates applied to technically-inefficient farms. However, 
efficient specifications for the latter farms cannot be derived since 
the farm function does not enable us to specify the appropriate alloca­
tion of inputs between processes. Consequently, all such a farm function 
can do is establish a criterion of technical efficiency for farms pro­
ducing one product using more than one process. For farms producing 
more than one product. Equation 2.15 is only likely to be satisfied 
where the same product prices prevail and the in the output index 
are the prices of the products. The same considerations regarding 
technical efficiency hold for these farms; except in this case, the 
criterion of efficiency is only appropriate for the prices prevailing 
on the farms used in estimating the production function. 
Except in case 1, the conditions necessary for true estimates of MP 
of inputs are unlikely to be satisfied on farms and even if they are, 
the usefulness of the estimates are almost negligible unless we can a 
priori distinguish between technically efficient and technically in­
efficient farms. The latter we can only do if we already know the input/ 
output relationships, in which case we do not need to estimate them. 
(Since ease 1 can be described as experimentation with a different method 
of deciding on the levels of the independent variables, it will be ex-
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eluded from farm functions in the subsequent discussion.) We then have 
to ask the question: what meaning can be attached to the apparent MP's 
derived from estimated farm functions? 
Insofar as conditions (1) through (4) are not satisfied, the farm 
functions do not give us true estimates of the MP of inputs as used in 
the L.P. model of farm production. The estimates of MP's are affected 
by the degree to which these conditions are not met. However, insofar 
as the deviations from the necessary conditions are correlated with the 
levels and ratios of the inputs used on the farms, then the apparent 
MP's can have meaning. That is to say that if (1) the level of technical 
knowledge, (2) the technical efficiency of allocation of resources be­
tween processes, (3) the economic efficiency of allocation of resources 
between products, and (4) the ratio and/or levels of product prices are 
so correlated with the input levels on farms that the input levels also 
act as indices of the differences in these four properties; then the 
apparent MP's are the MP's of the inputs within this inter-farm structure. 
The inter-farm structure in this case is described by the correlation be­
tween input levels and these four properties. The apparent MP's so de­
rived I will call structural MP's. The farm functions do not give esti­
mates of MP's appropriate for deciding on the optimum allocation and 
level of inputs since the expected MP's would only be realized if the 
appropriate changes are also made in the four properties which are 
structurally related to the levels of inputs. However, if the inter-
farm structure as defined here is relatively stable (other properties 
of the structure may be changing) the farm functions are appropriate 
for predicting the output(s) from farms. In this case, a farm pro-
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(lue t Ion ftinrl ion tuny doser Ihr Mm pnl li of flovo I opinonl: of (".-irin;? over 
tfmo. I'or ox.'iniplo, publ ic pol icy regarding spending; on erltic.al Ion may 
raiso Mip Icvol oT teclinlcal knowledge of farm operators. Tf the cor-
rclnl.ion pattern of the inter-farm structure remains stable, then we can 
expect structurally correlated changes in levels of inputs. Under such 
conditions a farm function would be appropriate to predict the level of 
output of farms with input levels within the range of those observed in 
estimating the function. 
While it is concluded that farm functions can have meaningful use, 
they are suited to predictive uses under a relatively stable inter-farm 
structure with regard to certain properties of this structure. Process 
functions, on the other hand, are appropriate for prescriptive purposes 
and consequently are appropriate tools for farm planning. 
The main contribution of the above analysis is that it points up 
the conditions necessary for the estimates of MP's of inputs to be 
appropriate for planning the operations of the individual firm. By the 
assumptions, we have abstracted from the problem of specification (i.e., 
aggregation, correlation and measurement) of inputs and products, 
specification of the function and measurement errors. These problems 
have been dealt with in the literature (34, 55). Most of the discussion 
on the appropriateness, for planning purposes, of the MP's derived from 
farm functions, has been in terms of "inter-fiinn" as opposed to "intra-
firm" functions. In the case where an index of output is used to give 
a combined measure of the output of more than one product, it is not 
necessary for the MP of inputs to be the same between firms as suggested 
by Bronfenbrenner (10a) and Reder (56). It is sufficient that the Mar­
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ginal Value Product of an input be the same in all its uses within each 
firm and that the firms be faced with the same product prices. In the 
case of firms producing only one product, technical efficiency within 
each firm is all that is required. The basic problem has been much 
confused in the literature (46, 60) by failure to distinguish between 
technically efficient and economically efficient allocation of resources 
even under the assumptions of a single product, common inputs and one 
common production function, which corresponds to case 1 above. In the 
case of one product technical efficiency is sufficient to ensure that 
a given level of output is always associated with specified levels of 
the inputs. 
6. A digression on farm functions 
The use of farm functions is mainly predictive within the structure 
(as defined above) in which it is estimated (a similar conclusion to 
Marschak and Andrews (49)), because technical efficiency within each 
farm is unlikely to exist. While such functions are not prescriptive, 
they are descriptive and are likely to be useful in indicating the 
relative MP of an input between farm groups for which functions have 
been estimated (33). Such comparisons could help policy-makers in 
forming policies which were designed to or would affect the allocation 
of inputs between such groups of farms. 
Even under the assumptions of this analysis, farm functions are 
I' 
average functions. It should be noted that: (a) conditions (1), (2), and 
(3) require technical efficiency within a common level of technical 
knowledge in the production of a product or index of output, (b) 
condition (4) requires that when products are aggregated, the procedure 
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of aggregation gives an appropriate scale of measurement. Hence, a 
farm function fitted for a group of farms will represent some weighted 
average of (a) the technical efficiency levels of the farms and (b) in 
the case of product aggregation some weighted average of the aggregate 
scales of measurement. One possible approach to overcoming this problem 
would be to measure the relative technical efficiency of the farms using 
the most efficient observed as the scale for measurement as outlined 
by Farrell (24). Then the derived measure of technical efficiency could 
be used as an independent variable in the farm function or the function 
could be estimated from the most efficient firms. In the case where 
the dependent variable is an aggregate of products the rule of aggrega­
tion should be such as to give the same value of the dependent variable 
for all points on a given most efficient production possibility curve. 
7. Problems of input measurement 
The assumption that inputs actually used are measured will now be 
relaxed. The L.P. model has disposal activities for inputs. This is 
because input supplies are sometimes fixed at a certain level and 
effectively, while the L.P. model allows complete divisibility of in­
puts in use, it permits indivisibility in the acquisition of these in­
puts. Consequently, even under an optimum farm plan, inputs used are 
not necessarily equal to inputs available on the farm. In order to re­
cord the level of inputs used, we need to keep a record of their use. 
If this is done, it requires little extra resources to record the alloca­
tion of their use between processes and in general can be expected to be 
worthwhile given the much superior power of the process function and in­
deed to be necessary where the information is to be used for farm planning. 
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In estimating farm functions, total farm data are generally used and 
available rather than utilized inputs are recorded (33, 44), particular­
ly for inputs which have indivisibility in their acquisition. 
Relaxing the assumption that inputs are so classified as to be the 
same between farms, it is realized that quality of inputs is a serious 
problem, particularly as regards land, mechanical equipment and labor 
input. 
Given these problems of input measurement, which are likely to 
give effectively different measures between farms, it seems likely 
that descriptive functions could best be estimated for groups of farms 
(grouped by region, product or other relevant criteria) using time 
series observations on the whole group, rather than cross-section 
studies using each farm as a unit of observation. Farm functions give 
estimates of structural MP's even if there were no errors of measure­
ment and specification. Hence, they are only useful if the inter-farm 
structure remains relatively stable. While the ratios of inputs avail­
able to inputs used will vary from farm to farm, these ratios can be ex­
pected to remain relatively more stable for the group of farms between 
years, given a relatively stable inter-farm structure. Similarly, the 
quality of inputs—particularly those which have indivisibility in 
their acquisition such as labor, machinery and buildings—can be ex­
pected to vary much more between farms than between years for the 
group of farms. The importance of these considerations can be appreciated 
when we keep in mind that regression techniques (as generally applied) 
assume the independent variables (inputs in this case) to be measured 
without error. Also, insofar as there is a trend over time, in the re­
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lationship between output and inputs, a time variable can be used to 
take account of this in a prediction relationship. Consequently, the 
farm functions as generally estimated (33, 44, 61) from farm records, 
are not only not prescriptive functions but it is doubtful if they 
are the most appropriate technique for estimating descriptive functions, 
except where the aggregate data for the appropriate farm groups can 
only be got by recording data for the individual farms. 
8. The process function approach 
In using regression techniques to estimate the parameters of 
the production function, a number of assumptions are made: 
y = f(x^, ..., x^) + u is the general production function to be 
estimated. 
Let j =1, 2, ..., n be the number of observations. 
='j ° + "j • 
The assumptions of the regression model are: 
(1) E(u) = 0 
(2) E(Uj^ Uj) = 0, i 7^ j 
(3) The Uj are normally distributed 
(4) The values of the x's are observed without error. 
These assumptions are most unlikely to hold true. Assumption 4 is 
generally seriously violated in farm data. Hence, it is desirable that 
we use our knowledge of the structural form of production relationship 
in selecting a production function rather than select on the basis of 
the assumptions of the statistical model. We can only use cur bio­
logical and technical knowledge if we choose units of process which per­
mit us to apply this knowledge. Thus, it seems better to use the 
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process method where we make observations on the various biological and 
technical processes being carried out. Insofar as properties of the 
process relationship, such as first and second derivatives, are 
consistent wherever the phenomenon has been observed, then a function(s) 
consistent with these properties should be chosen. We can use this 
knowledge, insofar as it is available, to select a functional form. 
The data from experiments more nearly meets the assumptions of the 
regression technique than farm data and hence, is more appropriate 
for testing functions as regards statistical goodness of fit. Having 
thus selected the function, it can be fitted to the biological and 
technical process data from farms to estimate "commercial coefficients" 
as contrasted to "experimental coefficients." Research has shown that 
"experimental coefficients" give higher values of the dependent vari­
able in the production function than is realized in commercial 
practice (20). This is due to the level of skill and technical process 
services used in experiments which is higher than is appropriate on 
commercial farms. This extra high level of services applied to agri­
cultural production experiments is due to the experimental demands for 
control and measurement of variables. Also variables not being varied 
are usually held at non-stress levels to minimize variance. Conse­
quently, their levels are usually non-restricting with respect to the 
level of the dependent variable and are likely to exceed the levels 
occurring (and possibly appropriate) in commercial practice. 
In conclusion, it is felt desirable to use the process method of 
estimating production functions rather than the farm method. This is 
more demanding on resources for data collection per farm, but is 
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essential to the estimation of structural equations. Hov/ever, the 
problems of input measurement using the farm method are such that the 
allocation of this input to the various biological and technical 
processes is often necessary in order to get a satisfactory measure 
of the actual input on a farm basis. If the level of inputs avail­
able on the farm over the production period is used as a measure of 
total farm inputs, this assumes that in the L.P. model (section B), 
Xj =0, j = n^ + 1, n. This is particularly true of inputs like 
labor and fixed capital which are the most difficult to measure. Hence, 
if the ncccssary observations and recording is done to measure the actual 
inputs on a farm basis, the extra research input to analyze the data 
on an individual process basis is not as great as it would seem at first 
glance. It should also be borne in mind that with given research re­
sources applied in survey methods, we can afford to reduce the number 
of observations if we increase the quality of the recording. One should 
first decide the quality of information necessary to answer the question 
being asked. If the question is, what is the structural production 
function, then the data collected must be amenable to the estimation 
of this function. Using biologicaland technical process data seems 
necessary to the estimation of the structural input/output relation­
ships in farm production. 
9. Choice of data source 
Data relating to grazing cattle were available from enterprise 
studies on farms and from stocking rate experiments. The above 
mentioned considerations resulted in the experimental data being used 
to estimate the relationship between liveweight gain and stocking rate 
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for grazing cattle. 
The main problem with the farm data is the lack of homogeneity 
of the pasture input. A study of the biological processes involved 
in the transformation of grass into animal weight gain (Chapters II 
and III), shows that a stable relationship can only be estimated between 
the animal and pasture parameters. It is concluded that the process 
function approach is the only one that can give meaningful input/output 
coefficients for this relationship. 
r 
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m . Arri-Trriî TNTAKF. AND STOCKING RATK KQUTVAT.I-INTS FOR 
nTFFlîRIÎNT TYPES OF CATTLE 
A. Definition of Terms 
Pasture : 
Pasture is a grass or grass/clover sward which is harvested in 
situ by the grazing animal. 
Stocking rate equivalent; 
Stocking rate equivalent is the animal demand for grass per unit 
area of pasture, expressed as a multiple of the appetite of a specified 
type of animal. 
Animal appetite ; 
Animal appetite is the maximum intake (measured in pounds of dry 
matter or pounds of organic matter) of a particular feed that an animal 
will ingest. 
The critical level of availability : 
The critical level of availability is the minimum level of avail­
able pasture grass that will permit animals to achieve their appetite 
intake. 
B. The Role of Stocking Rate in Pasture Utilization 
One method of feeding beef cattle is to graze them on pasture. The 
performance of any particular animal at pasture will be affected by the 
quantity and quality of the grass it ingests. For any given pasture, 
the quantity of herbage that a particular animal will ingest will depend 
on the access which the animal has to the pasture. When the animal has 
free access to an area of the pasture sufficiently large and the avail­
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able grass per unit area is such that the animal can satisfy its appe­
tite, then the appetite of the animal will limit its intake. Grazing 
experiments with lactating cows (30) suggests that the animal achieves 
its appetite intake when the available grass is 50% or more in excess 
of the animal's appetite intake of highly digestible grass. This 
critical level remains the same even when digestibility declines (29). 
Likewise for other grazing animals, there is a minimum level of avail­
ability of grass at which they will attain their appetite intake. This 
is the critical level of availability. Increasing the availability 
above the critical level will not increase intake and results in a de­
cline in the degree of utilization of available grass. Research sug­
gests that the level of intake depends on digestibility (7, 8, 12, 17, 
19, 29, 30, 40, 41) and that the grazing animal tends to select its in­
take favoring herbage of higher digestibility. Consequently, the 
digestibility of the grazed herbage tends to increase with increasing 
availability up to the critical level. However, the definition of 
appetite used here is such that intake will not increase when avail­
ability is increased above the critical level. 
When the grass available is decreased below the critical level, 
then intake per animal will decline. However, the percentage decline 
in intake is less than the percentage decline in availability and re­
sults in a higher degree of utilization of the available herbage. 
There is evidence also (30, 40) that the relationship between intake 
and availability is curvilinear. The general nature of the relationship 
is shown in Figure 3.1. As the level of availability declines below 
the critical level, the intake per animal declines at an increasing 
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•H 
Critical 
level 
Available grass per animal 
Figure 3.1. The nature of the relationship between animal 
intake and grass availability 
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rate over a certain range and the degree of utilization increases. 
Changing the ratio of animal appetite to available grass, affects 
the degree of utilization of grass, the intake per animal and con­
sequently, the performance per animal. A farm operator can affect per­
formance per animal and per acre on a given pasture by varying the 
appetite for grass per unit area of this pasture. Since grazing 
cattle differing in age, weight and lactation status can be used to 
graze pasture, we need to know the relative appetities of these dif­
ferent animal types. If this is known, then for various mixes of 
cattle we can say what the relative appetites for pasture are when the 
animals are stocked in certain numbers per unit area. Using one type of 
animal as a standard and expressing the relative demand of all grazing 
animals as multiples of that for the standard animal, we get a stock­
ing value equivalent for any group of grazing animals. The appetite 
for grass in terms of stocking value equivalents per unit area of 
pasture is called the stocking rate equivalent. 
In order to estimate the stocking value equivalents of various 
types of grazing cattle, the literature dealing with pasture intake has 
been reviewed. The actual intake level observed depends on the avail-
I 
ability of grass. Only those experiments where the level of availability 
is not considered to have restricted intake are used in establishing the 
relative appetites of grazing animals. Data reported in the literature 
were excluded where the reporter expressed doubt regarding the ad lib 
availability of grass, or where the percentage utilization of available 
grass was reported as exceeding seventy percent. 
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C. Animal and Pasture Factors Affecting the 
Appetite Intake of Grazing Animals 
1. The importance of choosing variables other than animal product 
In order to determine the effect of varying the number and 
types of cattle on pasture per unit area we need some relative measure 
of the appetite of grazing animals. A number of studies have been 
carried out to determine the intake of animals grazing pasture. At­
tempting to get a measure of relative appetite, as it is defined here, 
only observations from experiments where the grazing animal could ex­
press his appetite are of use. However, observations from a wider 
range of experiments can be drawn upon in attempting to identify the 
properties of the grazing animal which affect its appetite. 
In recent years, with the development of the chromic oxide tech­
nique for measuring pasture intake, quite a number of studies have 
been carried out relating animal intake to various animal and pasture 
characteristics. Animal factors considered are weight of the animal 
(W), its weight change during the experiment (G), and its milk yield 
(M) in the case of lactating animals. Pasture factors considered are 
digestability of the pasture and its availability. In published work 
on this subject matter, intake is measured as dry matter intake (DMI), 
organic matter intake (OMI) and digestable organic matter intake (DOMI). 
In all the studies reviewed, intake was found to be significantly 
related to the weight of the animal. In using statistical criteria 
to estimate the relationship between intake and W to the power of K, 
the values of K estimated range from 0.4 to 1.0 in the case of cattle. 
However, it should be borne in mind that in some of these experiments 
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the intake of the animals may not have reached appetite level due to the 
availability of pasture being such as to restrict intake. Tables 3.1 
and 3.2 show the variation in results reported in relating intake to 
animal factors. In the equations listed, the independent variables 
W, G and M are used in attempting to estimate the requirements for 
maintenance, liveweight gain and milk production. We are not interested 
in allocating intake between W, G, and M in establishing relative stock­
ing values. The purpose of establishing relative appetite intakes is 
that stocking values may be used by farm operators to affect the appe­
tite for pasture in relation to its supply. Varying the appetite/ 
supply ratio for any given type of animal will affect the degree of 
utilization of available pasture and will also affect the animal's in­
take at those levels of stocking where grass supply limits intake. 
Consequently, it is of interest to relate an animal's appetite to 
variables other than those of animal output, since stocking values are 
intended to be used to affect the level of animal output and at the 
same time the degree of pasture utilization. Hence, an attempt will be 
made to relate appetite intake to weight for different types of grazing 
animals under grazing conditions. 
2. Relationship between weight and appetite intake for grazing cattle 
All the work to date shows a high correlation between intake and 
weight. The strength of the correlation depends on the weight of the 
animal. There seems to be a much closer relationship between weight 
and intake in the lighter weight of animal than in the heavier weight 
of animal (36, 38). The scatter diagram, shown in Figure 3.2, shows 
that the nature of the relationship between intake and weight is non-
Table 3.1. Grass Intake prediction equations reported In the literature for non-lactatins cattle 
Model: Intake = b + b, W + b.G 
0 1 L 
Intake \ ">2 
17 DOM I .73 3.9 .052 -
* 
36 OMI 1.00 5.8 .014 
" 
* 
.61* 0.3 .29 -
.73* 2.6 .11 -
1.00* 6.4 .018 -
.61* -0.5 .36 -
.73 2.4 .14 -
38 DCMI .73* 6.1% .0617 -
.73 0* .1037 -
.43 0* .8049 -
.62 0* .2480 -
•73* 0* .0675 2.52 
.62* 0* .1527 2.122 
.43 0 .0003 6.19 
50 DMI 1.00* -7.22 .0353 -
Weight range 450-720 lbs.; Avg. weight 604 lbs., 
age ; 18 months 
Weight range 400-913 lbs.; Dry cows, 2- and 1-
year old cattle 
Rg = .56) 
Rp = .57) Sward 1 
R, = .57) 
Rg = .81) 
R„ = .81) Sward 2 
R = .81) 
Weight range 387-1, 403; Cows, heifers and 
calves 
(heifers and calves 
only) 
Weight range, 350-780 lbs. 
These are assumed values for regression. 
Table 3.2. Grass Intake prediction equations reported In the literature for lactatlng cattle 
Model : Intake = b 
0 + bj^ W + bgG + bgM 
Reference 
No. Intake K 
b 
o "i ^2 "3 
Comments 
17 DOMI .73* 0* .086 0 0 b- and b_ did not take on significant 
values 
30 DCMI .73* 0* .077 .61 .22 
37 DOMI .73* -12.5 .164 1.25 .23 
.73* 0* .09» .76 .20 
.73* 0* .095 1.64 .21 Mutton 1962 
.73* 0* .046 .56 .30 Corbett, Langlands and Boyne, 1962 
45 DOMI 73* 
* 
0 .101 .541 .246 
73* 0* .101 • .221 
73* 0* .093 .501 .272 
73* 0* .097 » .239 
Experiment 1 
Experiment 2 
it 
These are agsuined values for regression. 
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3.2, Appetite intake of lac tat ing (x) and non—lactating 
(.) cattle; data from Table Al. 
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linear and is likely to be represented by an exponential function. This 
is consistent with the work to date as indicated in Table 3,1. The 
variation in the power of the exponent is dependent upon the weight of 
the animal as is shown in some of the references given in Tables 3.1 
and 3.2. It should be borne in mind that the relationships shown in 
Table A1 do not necessarily relate to experiments in which the intake 
was limited by appetite. In the work reviewed where regression re­
lationships have been estimated, the exponent of W has varied from 
0.4 to 1.0. This, in part, is explained by differences in the weight 
ranges of animals used in the various experiments. This is shown 
specifically in references 36 and 38 where the exponent is higher for 
the lower weight animais. An examination of Figure 3.2 indicates that 
an exponential function will be appropriate for the purposes of 
establishing a regression relationship, between intake and weight. This 
figure also suggests that it is not acceptable to assume that such a 
regression line will go through the origin. 
3. The effect of lactation on intake 
It is generally accepted that lactating cattle have a higher appe­
tite than non-lactating cattle of similar liveweight (6, 9, 19). Where 
direct comparisons have been made, there is evidence to support this 
general belief. In one such comparison (26), dry matter intake of 
lactating cows was 115 to 135 percent of the dry matter intake of their 
non-lactating twins and there was no relationship between the dry matter 
intake increases and milk yield. In a similar comparison (41), where 
zero grazing was applied over a thirty-six week period, the intake of 
lactating cows was 147 percent of the intake of their dry twins. In yet 
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another comparison (43), the dry matter intake of lactating cows was 
120 percent of the dry matter intake of non-lactating cows and over the 
15 weeks of the trial, the average weight of the non-lactating cows 
was 120 percent of the weight of the lactating cows. In another pub­
lished work by the same author (42), intake is shown to vary over the 
lactation in a fashion unrelated to milk yield and this suggests that 
physiological factors other than milk yield are important in determining 
intake for lactating animals. In the light of such evidence, it seems 
that in relating intake to weight, we must distinguish between lactating 
and non-lactating animals. The difference in level of intake between 
lactating animals and non-lactating animals of similar weight is clearly 
shown in Figure 3.2. Baker (4), reviewed the literature on in­
take by cattle. In regressing intake on weight to the power of K, he 
estimated K = 0.99 + 0.044. No distinction was made between lactating 
and non-lactating cattle, although a scatter diagram of the data used 
indicates that such a distinction is appropriate. 
4. The effect of digestibility on intake 
Intake is positively related to the digestibility of the forage 
offered, over a certain range of digestibility (7, 8, 19, 28, 29). With 
mechanically harvested grass, intake tends to stabilize when the di­
gestibility of the food offered achieves a level of about seventy-five 
percent (7, 8, 41). When ad lib feeding is practiced, the animals select 
in favor of the more digestible forage. Consequently, the forage con­
sumed tends to have a higher digestibility than the forage offered. Un­
der grazing conditions, intake was found positively related to the di­
gestibility of the forage consumed, over the range sixty-eight to seventy-
eight percent (29). 
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The digestibility of grass varies with the time of year (17, 19, 
29, 57, 62). Consequently, digestibility is likely to be a source of 
variation in the data from different experiments. Forage digestibility 
should be included in the model for predicting appetite intake of 
grazing cattle. 
D. Estimation of a Prediction Equation for the 
Appetite Intake of Grazing Cattle 
The data used in this analysis is given in Table A.l and Figure 3.2, 
The intake was measured as CMI, DMI or both. In order to combine the 
data, the IMI was converted to (MI. Due to the stability of the ash 
content of herbage dry matter, the model used for conversion was OMI = 
K(DMI). Fourteen observations (30, 39) where intake was measured as 
both OMI and DMI, were used to estimate K. The estimated value of K 
was 0.8986244 (+ 0.00491835), with an value of 0.9996207. The DMI 
data was then converted to OMI using the relationship OMI = 0.9(DMI). 
The prediction model is : 
OMI = I(W-A)^ (LX) (3.1) 
C81I = organic matter intake per animal per day in 
pounds 
W = weight of animal in pounds 
A = 100, 125, 150, 175 
X = 1(L ) for lactating (non-lactating) cattle 
Q = DŒI/OMI, DŒ4I/CMI ^  0.80, DOMI/OMI ^  0.75 
DOMI " digestible organic matter intake per animal per day 
in pounds 
I, Ly a, q are parameters to be estimated 
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A visual examination of Figure 3.2 indicates that a best-fit regression 
line will intercept the weight axis at a value between 100 and 175. The 
listed series of values of A was chosen for examination. The literature 
reviewed indicated that the positive relationship between intake and 
forage digestibility may only hold for digestibility below a certain leveL 
The following three alternative specifications of the Q variable were 
considered; 
(1) Q = DOMI/CMI over the range of DOMI/CMI in the data 
(2) Q = DOMl/mi for DOMl/OMI ^ 0.80 
= 0.80 for DOMI/OMI > 0.80 
(3) Q = DOMI/OMI for DOMI/OMI ^ 0.75 
= 0.75 for DOMI/OMI >0.75 
The regression model is; 
log^ OMI = i + a log^ (W-A) + JLOO + q log^ Q (3.2) 
i = log^ I 
^ = log^ L 
M = 1(0) for lactating (non-lactating) cattle. 
It is appreciated that the most efficient estimates would be 
achieved by using the appropriate weighted regression on the data 
collected from various sources. The published data did not contain 
the estimates of variance necessary to generate the appropriate regres­
sion weights. Unweighted regression analysis will still give unbiased 
estimates of the coefficients. The model with Q = 1 was fitted to all 
the data and the complete model fitted to the data subset for which the 
digestibility of forage intake was available. In each case the model 
was fitted to the data for non-lactating cattle (M = 0) and for combined 
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lactating and non-lac tating (M = 0 to 1) cattle. Comparison of the 
parameter estimates and their standard errors for the two groups pro­
vides a check on the appropriateness of the function specification for 
the combined data. 
The regression results of the full model for Q = DOMI/OMI and of 
the incomplete model with Q = 1 are given in Table 3.3 for A = 150. 
Q = DCMI/OMI gave best results for the complete model in that it gave 
the smallest estimate of standard deviations for each parameter and for 
the overall regression equation. Similarly, A = 150 always gave the 
best results. Combining the data for lactating cattle with non-lactating 
cattle improved the fit and gave no significant change in the estimates 
of the common parameters. It is concluded that the data supports the 
function specification for the combined data. The inclusion of the 
variable Q in the model gives a significant (at the 10% level) re­
duction in the residual sum of squares according to analysis of variance, 
(Table 3.4). The larger estimate of Sh for the complete data set sug­
gests that the lactating cattle, as a group, consumed forage of higher 
digestibility than the non-lactating cattle. The selected prediction 
mode1 is ; 
OMI = I(W-150)* (LX) where Q •= DOMI/OMI (3.3) 
or 
logg OMI = i + a logg (W-150) + j6(M) + q log^ (DOMI/OMI) . 
The estimated value of the parameters are: 
i = -0.761026 (+ 0.160867), (I - 0.467186) 
a •= 0.588226 (+ 0.022121) 
= 0.196672 (+ 0.045066), (L - 1.217346) 
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Table 3.3. Results of regression analysis for A = 150 
Regression 
Parameters 
Q = 1 
M = 0 
-0.901552 
(0.122680) 
0.570654 
(0.020087) 
M = 0 or 1 
-0.894476 
(0.115967) 
0.569482 
(0.018988) 
0.275563 
(0.038990) 
Q = DOMI/OMI 
M = 0 M = 0 or 1 
Standard 
Deviation 0.174273 
0.8609 
0.164938 
0.8939 
Degrees of 
Freedom 130 154 
-0.938582 
(0.149844) 
-0.928987 
(0.132878) 
-0.793673 
(0.188661) 
-0.761026 
(0.160867) 
0.587432 
(0.025243 
0.585792 
(0.022383) 
0.589479 
(0.025170) 
0.588226 
(0.022121) 
0.198337 
(0.045676) 
0.196672 
(0.045066) 
Standard 
Deviation 
• 
0.188095 
0.9042 
Degrees of 
Freedom 57 
0.167070 
0.9294 
81 
0.493199 
(0.393429) 
0.187159 
0.9073 
0.572792 
(0.318041) 
0.164803 
0.9321 
56 80 
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Table 3.4. Regression analysis of variance for A = 150, Q = DOMI/OMI 
Source Sum of Squares d.f. Mean Square F 
Total 
Residual 
log^ (W-150) 
Residual 
M 
Res idual 
logg Q 
Residual 
660.10498 
627.99341 
32.11157 
29.31812 
2.79346 
0.52629 
2.26716 
0.08810 
2.17907 
84 
1 
83 
1 
82 
1 
81 
1 
80 
0.340665 
0.034067 
0.027990 
1623.20 
860.61 
18.80 
3.23 
0.027238 
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q = 0.572792 (+ 0.318044) 
The estimated relative appetite intakes of non-lactating cattle 
is given by the relative values of (W-150)^. Lactating cattle are 
estimated to have an appetite intake approximately 22 percent greater 
than non-lactating cattle of the same weight. The relative appetite 
intake of a 1,000 pound non-lactating animal will be taken as a unit 
stocking value. The relative stocking values for grazing cattle, given 
in Table 3.5, are derived as follows: 
Relative stocking value (RSV) = (LX)((W-150)/850)^*^^^^^^ (3.4) 
where 
0.196672 L = e 
X = 1 (L ^ ) for lactating (non-lactating) cattle. 
The stocking value equivalent for a group of cattle is given by: 
Stocking Value Equivalent (SVE) = 2n^(RSV)^ (3.5) 
where 
i refers to an animal type according to weight and lactation 
s tatus 
n^ is the number of animals of type i 
(RSV). is the relative stocking value of an animal of type i 
Stocking rate equivalent is the stocking value equivalent per 
acre 
E. Implications of the Appetite Intake Model for the Re­
lationship Between Liveweight Gain and Animal Weight 
The relationship between intake, animal weight and digestibility 
of intake are not considered to be known exactly. However, we can de­
duce certain properties from the general nature of the relationship and 
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Table 3.5. Estimated relative stocking values for cattle 
Weight 
(Pounds) Non-lactating Lactating 
250 0.284 - -
300 0.360 --
350 0.427 - -
400 0.487 
450 0.542 — — 
500 0.593 
550 0.642 - — 
600 0.688 --
650 0.732 
700 0.774 --
750 0.815 
800 0.854 - — 
850 0.892 
900 0.929 1.131 
950 0.965 1.175 
1000 1.000 1.217 
1050 1.034 1.259 
1100 1.068 1.300 
1150 1.100 1.339 
1200 1.132 1.378 
1250 1.164 1.417 
1300 1.195 1.454 
1350 1.225 1.491 
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the order of magnitude of the parameters. By deduction, we can get in­
sight into the nature of the relationship between the maximum rate of 
gain of grazing non-lactating cattle and variables such as weight and 
digestibility. This knowledge provides guidance for the specification 
of appropriate functional relationships, designed to predict the maximum 
rate of liveweight gain. 
Equation 3.3 gives the relationship between intake and weight for 
cattle grazing to appetite. A portion of appetite intake is required 
for maintenance.^ In the case of non-lactating cattle, intake in ex­
cess of maintenance requirements is available for conversion into live-
weight gain. The activity involved in grazing does not result in any 
measurable increase in the digestible energy required for maintenance 
(47). Consequently, Equation 3.6 will be used as a basis for predicting 
maintenance requirements. 
TDNM = 0.04358 (3.6)^ 
TDNM is the total digestible nutrients required for maintenance. 
TDN = DOM + 1.25 DF where DF = digestible fat (3.7)^ 
= DOM (1 + 1.25(DF/D0M)) (3.8) 
2 
The value of (DF/DOM) for grazing pasture is 0.02. Substituting this 
value in Equation 3.8 gives Equation 3.9. 
DOM = TDN/1.025 (3.9) 
Combining Equations 3.6 and 3.9 gives us the digestible organic matter 
required for maintenance, (DOMM), as set out in Equation 3.10. 
DGMM = 0.04252 *'^3 (3.10) 
Source: Brody (9, p. 478). 
2 
Source: Sheehy (59, p. 179). 
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The digestible organic matter intake (DOMI) of non-lactating cattle 
given by Equation 3.11 is derived from Equation 3.3. 
DOMI = (W-125)°-S8S22* q1-572792 
The digestible organic matter available for conversion into liveweight 
gain (DOMG) is given by Equation 3.12. 
DONG = e-0'761026 (%_i50)0'588226 ^1.572792 _ Q.04252 (3.12) 
The predicted values of DOMG for W ranging between 250 and 1350 and Q = 
0.727 are given in Table 3.6. (The geometric mean value of Q, from 
the sample of 85 observations, was used.) DOMG is a monotonically in­
creasing function of W (Figure 3.3). 
In order to deduce the exact nature of the relationship between 
liveweight gain and weight, under appetite intake, we would need to 
know the conversion rate associated with the varying weight levels. 
Let C denote pounds of liveweigjht gain per pound DOMG. Due to 
the changing composition of gain, as liveweight increases, we know 
that C declines with increasing weight. Let Equation 3.13 represent the 
relationship between C and weight. 
G = c - gW (3.13) 
where g > 0 
and C > 0 for W ^ 1350 . 
The daily liveweight gain (G) is then given by: 
G = (c - gW)(I(W-A)^ MW^) (3.14) 
where 
DOMM = MW^ 
ÔG/ÔW - (c-gW)(aI(W-A)®'^ - g (I(W-A)® . 
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Table 3.6. Predicted appetite intake, in pounds per day, for iion-
lac tat in); cattle, where Q = 0.727 
DOMG 
Weight GMT DOM I DOMM DOMG DOMT. 
250 5.844 4.250 2.394 1.856 0.437 
300 7.418 5.395 2.735 2.660 0.493 
350 8.786 6.389 3.060 3.329 0.521 
400 10.018 7.285 3.374 3.912 0.537 
450 11.152 8.110 3.677 4.434 0.547 
500 12.211 8.880 3.970 4.910 0.553 
550 13.209 9.606 4.257 5.349 0.557 
600 14.156 10.295 4.536 5.759 0.559 
650 15.061 10.953 4.809 6.144 0.561 
700 15.930 11.585 5.076 6.509 0.562 
750 16.766 12.193 5.338 6.855 0.562 
800 17.575 12.781 5.596 7.185 0.562 
850 18.358 13.350 5.849 7.501 0.562 
900 19.118 13.903 6.098 7.805 0.561 
950 19.858 14.441 6.344 8.098 0.561 
1000 20.579 14.965 6.586 8.380 0.560 
1050 21.282 15.477 6.824 8.653 0.559 
1100 21.970 15.977 7.060 8.917 0.558 
1150 22.643 16.467 7.293 9.174 0.557 
1200 23.302 16.946 7.523 9.423 0.556 
1250 23.949 17.416 7.751 9.665 0.555 
1300 24.583 17.878 7.976 9.902 0.554 
1350 25.206 18.331 8.199 10.132 0.553 
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ôg/ôW > 0 implies: 
(c-gW)(aI(W-A) Q a-1 qq+l ^ - bMW^"^) > g (I(W-A)* - MW^) > 0 
b-1 
- bMW ) > 0 (al(W-A)^"^ 
I/M > bW (3.15) 
The fact that DOMG is greater than zero implies : 
I/M > / (W-A)^ (3.16) 
By Equation 3.16 we know that the condition in Equation 3.15 will at 
least be satisfied where: 
Applying the estimates of the parameters, as given in Equation 3.12, 
Equation 3.17 implies that for a given value of Q, the rate of live-
weight gain increases with weight, at least up to 650 pounds liveweight. 
Irish data (15) indicate a weak negative relationship between 
liveweight gain in the first ten weeks at pasture (when digestibility 
is high) and initial weight for animals in the weight range 740 to 980 
pounds. This suggests that rate of gain reaches a maximum for animal 
weight between 650 and 980 pounds and then declines. Given the nature 
of the relationship between DCMG and W, as shown in Figure 3.3, we can 
conclude that G increases at a decreasing rate up to certain level and 
then decreases. 
bW^"^ / a(W-A)*"l ^ / (W-A)^ 
b/a s w / (W-A) 
b(W-A) ^  aW 
W ^ bA / (b-a) (3.17) 
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F. The Effect of Digestibility on the Rate of Liveweight Gain 
The digestibility of grass varies with time of year. The de­
cline in digestibility, at the latter part of the grazing season, 
is such that increasing the availability does not allow the animal 
to maintain the high level of D(MI achieved earlier in the season 
(Chapter IV.B.2). In terms of Equation 3.3, this decline in intake is 
due to the decline in Q. The effect on intake of varying Q from 0.64 
to 0.82, for W = 620, is shown in Table 3.7. (The value of W used is 
the geometric mean from the sample of 84 observations.) The importance 
of the variable Q is illustrated by the fact that a 20 percent decline 
in Q gave a 12, 30, and 48 percent decline, respectively, in OMI, DOMI 
and DOMG. Consequently, time of grazing season is an important ex­
planatory variable in any model for predicting the rate of liveweight 
gain of animals grazing to appetite. 
Referring again to Equation 3.14 we get: 
G = (c-gW) (I(W-A)^ - MW^) 
ÔG/Ô Q = (c-gW)(q+l) I(W-A)^ 
(Q/G)(ÔG/ÔQ) =(c-gW)(q+l) I(W-A)^ / (c-gW) (I(W-A)^ (3.18) 
Let 
DOMG/DCMI = Z (3.19) 
DOMG = Z (DOMI) (3.20) 
Equations 3.18 and 3.20 imply: 
(Q/G) (ÔG/ÔQ) = (q+l)/Z (3.21) 
ÔG/ÔQ = q"^ (q+1) GZ"^ (3.22) 
The ratio of DCMG to DOMI (Table 3.6) reaches a maximum for W in 
the range 750 to 800 and then declines gradually. For W greater than 
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Table 3.7. I'rcclictcd appetite intake, in pounds per day, for a 620 
pound non-lactating animal 
DOMG 
Q OMI DOM I DOMM DOMG DOMT 
0.64 13.497 8.638 4.645 3.993 0.462 
0.65 13.618 8.852 4.645 4.206 0.475 
0.66 13.737 9.067 4.645 4.421 0.488 
0.67 13.856 9.284 4.645 4.638 0.500 
0.68 13.974 9.503 4.645 4.857 0.511 
0.69 14.092 9.723 4.645 5.078 0.522 
0.70 14.208 9.946 4.645 5.300 0.533 
0.71 14.324 10.170 4.645 5.523 0.543 
0.72 14.439 10.396 4.645 5.751 0.553 
0.73 14.554 10.624 4.645 5.979 0.563 
0.74 14.668 10.854 4.645 6.209 0.572 
0.75 14.781 11.086 4.645 6.440 0.581 
0.76 14.894 11.319 4.645 6.674 0.590 
0.77 15.005 11.554 4.645 6.909 0.598 
0.78 15.117 11.791 4.645 7.146 0.606 
0.79 15.228 12.030 4.645 7.384 0.614 
0.80 15.338 12.270 4.645 7.625 0.621 
0.81 15.447 12.512 4.645 7.867 0.629 
0.82 15.556 12.756 4.645 8.111 0.636 
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650, the relationship between G and W can be approximated by assuming 
that the increase in DCMI is offset by a proportionate decrease in C 
such that: 
C(DOMI) = K (3.23) 
where K is a constant. Then we have; 
G = KZ (3.24) 
ÔG/ÔQ=Q"^ (q+l)K (3.25) 
Equation 3.25 implies that for W greater than 650, the change in G as 
Q changes is independent of W. The relatively steep slope of the re­
lationship between DOMI and W, for W < 650, suggests that C(DCMI) will 
decline with declining weight. This would result in a smaller change 
in gain for these lighter animals, for a given change in Q. 
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IV. GENERAL MODEL FOR THE REÎuATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
LIVEWEIGJIT GAIN AND STOCKING RATE 
A. Biological Basis for the General Model 
1. Definition of terms 
The variables measured in the stocking rate experiments are as 
follows : 
Stocking Rate (SR) is defined as the number of animals (of a 
particular type) grazing per acre for a specified period of time. 
Liveweight Gain Per Head (LWGH) is weight gain in pounds live-
weight over a specified period of time. This is obtained by weighing 
the animal when grazing starts and at intervals thereafter. The weight 
gain interval used in the analysis will be referred to as the "grazing 
per iod." 
Type of animal is classified according to its weight, age and sex. 
Crude distinctions can also be made in terms of breed. 
SysLcm of grazinc rotational grazing is practiced. The pasture 
area is divided into a number of units (approximately ten) and the 
animals graze the units in sequence, having access to only one unit at 
any given time. 
2. Assumptions of the analytical model 
1. Any given type of animal has a characteristic maximum rate of 
liveweight gain that it can achieve. 
2. For any given pasture, an animal achieves maximum rate of live-
weight gain when its intake is restricted only by appetite. (Animal 
appetite is the maximum voluntary intake of a particular feed that an 
animal will ingest.) 
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Critical stocking rate ; The critical stocking rate is the 
highest number of animals of a given type, per acre, associated with 
maximum rate of liveweight gain. 
3. Increasing the availability of any given pasture above the 
level required by the animal to achieve its appetite intake, results 
in the animal attaining the maximum rate of liveweight gain. 
4. The maximum rate of liveweight gain differs between animals. 
5. The maximum rate of liveweight gain of an animal is related to 
its weight. This is so because a certain level of intake is required 
to maintain weight and studies on the maintenance requirements of ani­
mals show that this level of intake is a function of the animal's physio­
logical weight; that is, the actual weight to the power of .73, (9, 18, 
43). The maximum level of liveweight gain depends on the level of 
appetite intake, which is also related to the weight of the animal 
(Chapter III.E). Other factors affecting maximum rate of liveweight 
gain are breed and sex. 
6. The level of protein, vitamins and minerals in a pasture are 
such as to be nonrestricting for animal performance. 
7. A pasture can be specified by the availability of dry matter 
per unit area and the digestibility of the dry matter. 
8. Stocking rate affects pasture type through the demand for 
pasture (in terms of animal appetite) in relation to the supply of 
pasture. Effective Stocking Rate (ESR) is the ratio of stocking rate to 
critical stocking rate. Treading and other concomitant effects of stock­
ing rate are assumed to be so correlated with the ratio of appetite de­
mand to pasture supply that this ratio variable is a satisfactory ex­
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planatory variable in explaining the effects of stocking rate. 
9. The level of net pasture production is not significantly af­
fected by the level of stocking rate within the range of stocking rates 
encountered. 
10. The critical stocking rate of a pasture at any grazing period 
is not affected by the previous stocking rate within the range of stock­
ing rates encountered. 
11. The distribution of critical stocking rates over the year is 
relatively stable. 
12. The relationship between rate of gain and stocking rate at any 
grazing period may be affected by the previous stocking rate within the 
range of stocking rates encountered. 
13. The rate of liveweight gain of an animal depends on the level 
and digestibility of its pasture intake. 
3. Parameters of the analytical model 
Where the stocking rates on any experiment have been sufficiently 
low, such that the availability of pasture is nonrestrieting, then 
animals will have achieved their maximum rate of liveweight gain. The 
maximum rate of liveweight gain can be identified as that rate of live-
weight gain which is not exceeded at a lower stocking rate on a given ex­
periment. Decreasing stocking rate on a given pasture below that re­
quired to achieve maximum liveweight gain could adversely affect pasture 
type, particularly with respect to digestibility; however, the increased 
opportunity for selection may maintain digestibility and level of 
pasture intake. The maximum rate of liveweight gain per head will be 
designated g^. 
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Definition ; is the maximum rate of liveweight gain for 
animal i. 
The only measure of stocking rate directly available from ex­
periments is number of animals per acre (n). The variable we need to 
know to establish a functional relationship between it and liveweight 
gain is the ratio of pasture available to appetite demand for pasture. 
When we identify g^, we can identify the largest n associated with g^ 
and call this n^ (Figure 4.1). This we will call the critical stocking 
rate. When n is identified, we can then use the transformed variable 
o 
n/n as our measure of demand for pasture per unit area, n is a 
o o 
pasture parameter which indicates the number of these animals that this 
pasture can carry so that the animals just achieve their appetite in­
take. Using n/n^ as our measure of "effective stocking rate" results 
in the measure being appropriate for different pastures in different 
years. 
Definition; n^ (the critical stocking rate) is the highest 
number of animals/acre associated with maximum liveweight gain per 
animal, for a given type of animal. 
4. Grazing period 
The variation in the rate of pasture production over the grazing 
season causes the effective stocking rate to vary over this period 
where the number of animals per acre is held constant. Figure 4.2 
illustrates this point. Take the case where there are three stocking 
rates n^, n^, which are constant over a period of time. Now divide 
this period into three equal subperiods a, b, and c of progressively de­
clining pasture output. Consequently, we get three progressively de-
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dining critical stocking rates n , n , n . Consequently, while the 
a b c  
actual stocking rates n^, n^, n^ are constant, the effective stocking 
rates are increasing from a to b to c. 
n > n > n 
°b 
n^ is a pasture parameter and the variation in n^ reflects the difference 
in available pasture in periods a, b, and c. In the case illustrated 
in Figure 4.2, the observed liveweight gains and stocking rates will 
follow the pattern shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1» The pattern of observations in Figure 7.6 
Stocking 
Rate 
Period 
Observation g Observation g Observation g 
"Z 2 g^=g^ 5 gj < S g; < g, 
"3 ^ <g; 9 Sg < gg 
Due to the uneven distribution of grass growth over the year (14), 
the use of different stocking rates in different sub-periods of the 
grazing season is an important instrument in achieving effective 
utilization of available pasture (16). The variation of stocking rate 
over the season is standard commercial practice. Hence, in order that 
the analysis have operational application, we need to be able to specify 
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Che effect of different stocking rates for different periods of the 
grazing season. 
5. niscusston oC assumptions 5, 9, 10, 11, 1 2 ,  13 
The maximum rate of liveweight gain depends on the level of appe­
tite intake and the maintenance requirements of animals. The level of 
intake required for maintenance is related to the weight of an animal 
(Equation 3.10). The extra activity involved in grazing does not seem 
to result in any significant increase in the energy requirements for 
maintenance or liveweight gain (47). The level of appetite intake is 
also related to animal weight (Equation 3.3). Consequently, the maximum 
rate of liveweight gain of an animal is related to its weight. The 
general nature of the relationship has been discussed in Chapter III.E. 
Under grazing conditions (within the range of stocking rates ex­
amined), there is no evidence of a significant effect of stocking rate 
on net pasture production. The decline in grass output as stocking 
rate increases is apparently offset by a lower rate of herbage decay. 
In a comparison of two stocking rates with dairy cows (13), the higher 
stocking rate gave lower net production, but the differences were not 
significant. Another comparison of three stocking rates (29) gave no 
evidence of declining net production with increasing stocking rate. In 
this experiment the available pasture was 25, 35, and 45 pounds of dry 
matter per head per day; 45 pounds of dry matter was considered to 
correspond to the critical stocking rate in the model set out here (30). 
Hence, assumption 9 is considered satisfactory. 
The available pasture per acre at any point in time depends on the 
net pasture production since the previous grazing and the carryover of 
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available pasture which remained after the previous grazing. This 
carryover will be referred to as surplus. Consequently, the stocking 
rate in previous grazing periods affects available pasture (29, 40) 
even if it has no effect on net pasture production. The greater the 
contribution of surplus to available pasture, the lower will be the di­
gestibility of the available pasture (40). Consequently, the animal 
grazing the pasture with higher surplus needs greater opportunity for 
selection if it is to maintain its appetite intake. Greenhalgh (30) 
found the critical level of availability for lactating cows is about one 
and a half times their appetite intake of highly digestible grass. His 
data (29) also show that the critical level is the same even on pasture 
of lower digestibility where the appetite intake declines. Consequently, 
assumption 10 will be accepted as a satisfactory approximation to 
reality. This assumption implies that all portions of a given pasture 
will have the same critical stocking rate at any grazing period, even 
though the available grass per acre may differ due to differences in 
previous stocking rate. 
The distribution of dry matter production over the grazing season, 
for grass harvested mechanically each time it reached 2, 4, 6 and 8 
inches for the years 1959 through 1961, was examined under Irish 
conditions (14). While the level of yield was affected by harvesting 
pattern, the distribution of grass growth over the year remained rela­
tively stable over treatments. This evidence along with assumption 10 
supports assumption 11. This assumption implies that a pasture can be 
characterized by its critical stocking rate estimated at any period of 
the growing season. 
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The effect of previous stocking rate on animal weight will be 
taken account of by its effect on the animal parameter; g^. Dif­
ferences in available grass per acre due to differences in the contribu­
tion of surplus from previous grazings may affect the response of gain 
to changes in effective stocking rate above the critical level (assump­
tion 12). Under heavy stocking rates the available grass, rather than 
its digestibility, will restrict animal intake and the higher digesti­
bility may not counterbalance the lower availability. Consequently, 
the relationship between liveweight gain and effective stocking may 
depend on the effective stocking rate in previous grazing periods. The 
effective stocking rate in the previous grazing period(s) should be 
considered as a variable in the response model. The inclusion of this 
variable may not be necessary. This situation could arise due to the 
effect of digestibility of organic matter intake on the level of intake. 
In an experiment with dairy cows (29), reducing grass available by 
twenty-three percent from the critical level, was associated with a 
three percent decline in organic matter intake. The same percentage 
decline was associated with a one percent decline in the percentage 
digestibility of organic matter intake. When the differences in level 
of available grass per acre (due to differences in previous level of 
stocking) are greatest, the compensating differences in digestibility of 
available grass will also be greatest. The decision as to whether pre­
vious stocking rates should be included in the response model must be 
based on the analysis of the empirical evidence available. 
The digestibility of grass varies over the grazing season (19, 57, 
62). Since digestibility affects intake (Chapter III.F), we expect the 
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appetite intake and maximum rate of gain to vary over the grazing 
season. The decline in digestibility cannot be compensated for by 
allowing increased availability (Chapter IV.B.2). In accordance with 
assumption 13, a time-of-season variable must be used in the relation­
ship which predicts the maximum rate of gain of grazing animals. 
B. A General Prediction Model for Maximum Rate of 
Liveweight Gain 
1. Identification of appropriate data 
The maximum level of g which is attained at more than one stocking 
rate is g^. Unless the same value of g is attained at different stock­
ing rates, we cannot tell whether any stocking rate has been sufficiently 
low to permit the maximum g being attained. 
Let t = 1, 2, ..., T denote the same sequence of animal weights over 
the grazing season; i = 1, 2. ..., I the stocking rates in each 
time period ranked in order in increasing stock rate and the 
associated rate of liveweight gain. Then for each time period (t) test 
®it ~ ®i+l,t > 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., k where it is found that g^ ^ ^ ?*• g^^ 
and g^^ - g^^^ ^  > 0. Then is the highest stocking rate that does 
not result in a decline in g. 
The example data given in Table 4.2 are rearranged in Table 4.3 
so that n^^ < n^^^ These data refer to a particular animal type. 
Applying the above analysis to Table 4.3, we conclude that: 
^11 ~ ^ 21 " %1 " ®01 
gl3 ° §23 ° 8o2 
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Table 4.2» Example data 
Animals Per Rate of Liveweight 
Per iod Acre Gain 
(t) (n) (g) 
1 3 
12 3 
3 3 
2 3 
2 3 2 
4 1 
1.5 2 
3 2.0 2 
2.5 1 
Table 4.3. Rate of liveweight gain (g) 
Stocking Period 
Rate i t = 1 2 3 
n^ 1 3 3 2 
n^ 2 3 2 2 
n^ 3 3 11 
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An estimate of can be gotten where at least two stocking rates are 
below the critical level. (If the stocking rate levels were selected 
to ensure that one was below the critical level in each period, then 
this treatment would provide an estimate of g^^ for the particular 
animal type used.) A sample of values of g^, with associated animal 
types and time of grazing, is gotten by applying the analysis to data 
for different animal types and grazing periods at different times in 
the grazing season. 
2. The effect of time of season and animal factors other than weight 
go 
a. Time of season The nature of the relationship between and 
both animal weight and digestibility of organic matter consumed was 
discussed in Chapter III. Time of grazing affects g^ through its effect 
on the digestibility of grass growth. Wilson and Conniffe (62) found 
that the digestibility of the first-cut herbages, harvested at intervals 
of two weeks from April to August, declined steadily. In relating dry 
matter digestibility (DMD) to the number of days after April 30th (X^), 
the following relationship was established under Irish conditions: 
DMD = 79.6 - 0.35%^ . 
Corbett, et al. (19), under British conditions, studied the digesti­
bility of herbage in spring and summer over 36-day periods. They 
established the following relationships between the digestibility of 
grazing pasture and time of grazing season: 
(spring) Y = 81.5 - 0.27a - G.Ola^ 
(summer) Y = 74.7 - 0.20b 
where 
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Y = 7o digestibility of the organic matter of cut herbage 
a = days after May 18th 
b = days after August 14th. 
Digestibility remained approximately constant until ear emergence 
(about mid-May). In this experiment, the animals were rotationally 
grazed so that the maturity of the herbage was positively related to 
a and also to b. The initial digestibilities of 81.5 and 74.7 were for 
comparable stages of growth. 
Cattle, by selective grazing, may be able to maintain a constant 
digestibility and level of intake if the available pasture is sufficient­
ly high, even though its digestibility is declining. Hence, increased 
availability may compensate for decreased digestibility, at least over 
a certain range of digestibility change. Data from Irish stocking rate 
experiments, shown in Figures 4.3 through 4.8, shed some light on this 
question. They show the average cumulative gain of similar groups of 
animals, stocked at different numbers of animals per acre, where the 
higher stocking rate did not significantly reduce the cumulative gain 
(using a 1 tail t test at the 25% level). Ignoring (for the present) 
the first measurement period, all these graphs show that the rate of 
gain declines in the latter part of the grazing season. The seasonal 
pattern holds for animals whose initial weight ranges from 380 to 800 
pounds. It is concluded that g^ declines in the latter part of the graz­
ing season. In no case did the rate of gain show a decline before mid-
June. For any given animal type, g^ will be at its maximum and stable 
over the early part of the grazing season. After a certain point in time 
(in the grazing season), not before mid-June, g^ will decline. 
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b.Animal factors other than weight Animal types can also be 
distinguished in terms of'sex and breed by the use of dummy variables 
in the model for predicting g^. 
c. Diet adjustment factor When cattle are first put on pasture, in 
spring, this coincides with a diet change. The change of diet gives 
rise to a change in gut fill. This phenomenon is likely to account for 
the differences in rate of gain between the first and subsequent 
measurement periods in Figures 4.3 through 4.8. In experiments reported 
by McCarrick, et al. (51), the rate of gain was lower in the first 
period, except for one group of animals (out of five) where there was a 
sharp decline in weight immediately prior to going to pasture. This 
suggests that change in gut fill is the dominating factor and that it 
operates, under the range of winter feeding regimes generally practiced, 
to lower the rate of gain for the first few weeks on pasture. The gut 
fill adjustment period is considered to be two to three weeks (51) 
which is in accordance with the data presented in Figures 4.3 through 4.8. 
Hence, the level and type of feed (hay gives higher gut fill than grass 
silage (48)), in the few weeks prior to grazing will have a big in­
fluence on the rate of liveweight gain in the first few weeks at pasture. 
Consequently, the model predicting will be fitted to the data ex­
cluding the first three weeks of grazing. 
d.Compensatory growth Compensatory growth in grazing cattle refers 
to the phenomenon whereby similar cattle given different levels of feed­
ing in winter, with consequent difference in liveweight gain, have 
compensating differences in their liveweight gain in the following graz­
ing season. An Irish study (51), using two-year old cattle on pasture. 
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found significant compensation over the first 120 days on pasture. The 
data indicated that compensation took place over a further 80 to 100 
days, but not at a significant level. The regression of liveweight gain 
per month on liveweight gain over the previous 130-day winter, using a 
zero intercept, gave a coefficient of approximately -0.1 for the first 
120 days and declined thereafter. If the level of gain in the previous 
winter is known, it should be included in the model. 
3. Prediction models 
In choosing among alternative models we must consider the ease with 
which the various models can be operationalized. Since the prediction 
relationship will form part of a decision model for a farm operator, 
the values of the independent variables must be known ex ante by the 
operator. Thus, if animal weight is a variable in the model, we must 
use the weight at the beginning of the grazing period. The values of 
different variables differ in the ease with which they can be ascertained. 
If a farmer buys cattle he will generally know their weights, whereas it 
would often be very difficult to ascertain their rate of gain or level 
of feeding in the previous winter. 
Consideration must be given to the type of decision model that 
can handle the relationship and to the costs of a decision as they are 
affected by the choice of relationship. Let Equation 4.1 represent the 
relationship between rate of liveweight gain per animal and stocking 
rate; let Equations 4.2 and 4.3 be two alternative models for predicting 
the maximum rate of liveweight gain. 
8t ° 
8ot -
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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'•oc • (4-3) 
K denotes the level of effective stocking rate 
W denotes the weight of the animal at the beginning of the 
grazing period 
S denotes the location of the grazing period on the grazing 
season time axis 
g denotes the liveweight gain per animal per day 
t subscript denotes the grazing period 
Consider a situation where a farmer has cattle, of a given type, from 
the beginning of the grazing season and wishes to examine the possi­
bility of keeping them over more than one grazing period. Let n^ de­
note the critical stocking rate for the pasture and n denote the number 
of animals per acre. Then Equation 4.1 gives: 
St = (4-4) 
The operator's decision variable is n^. 
The two prediction models. Equations 4.2 and 4.1, give the animal 
production function in Equations 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. 
St - "t/%t) (4.5) 
«t = ^ 02("f '(/"ot) (4-«) 
Now 
"t = + A  St (4.7) 
Equations 4.6 and 4.7 give: 
St ° fo2("l'St' °2'°o2 Vl'^o.t-l' \/%t) (4'S) 
Prediction Equation 4.3 gives the dynamic production function. Equation 
4.8, where the rate of gain in period t depends on the stocking rate in 
period t and all previous grazing periods. Equation 4.2 gives the pro­
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duction function. Equation 4.5, where the rate of gain in period t de­
pends on the stocking rate in period t and is independent of the stock­
ing rate in other grazing periods. While a dynamic model may describe 
the actual relationship more closely, a non-dynamic approximation may 
be preferred because of the associated reduction in the costs of a de­
cision. A dynamic model may be approximated by a static model, where 
the variable giving rise to the dynamic property is represented by its 
value at a point in time, as in the above example. Another alterna­
tive is to develop separate functions for different ranges of the variate. 
Experimental data will often provide values of variables for the 
prediction equation, which may not be operable variables for farm oper­
ators. The use of such variables may give the preferred prediction 
model which can be used in estimating the relationship between live-
weight gain and stocking rate. However, an operational model should also 
be estimated for the users of the relationship. 
The following is a general model for predicting maximum rate of 
liveweight gain of grazing cattle after the first three weeks at pasture: 
Sot ° "b) (4-9) 
where 
is the weight at the beginning of the grazing period 
is the rate of liveweight gain in the previous winter 
is the time of season at which grazing period t occurs 
Dg is a dummy variable to distinguish between sexes 
is a dummy variable to distinguish between breeds 
In estimating a prediction equation, the actual specification of Equation 
4.9 will be decided on the basis of the available data as well as the 
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above c oiis idcrat ions . 
C. The Appropriate Independent Variable to Kstimate 
a Stable Relationship Between Rate of Liveweight 
Gain and Stocking Rate 
The pasture parameter, n^, is the maximum value of n for which the 
pasture will permit a given type of animal to achieve its maximum rate 
of liveweight gain, (g^). Any level of n < n^ is economically irrele­
vant, because the same liveweight gain per animal could be achieved by 
using the same number of animals and less pasture. Hence, that section 
of the relationship g = f(n), for values of n ^  n^, is what we are in­
terested in estimating. 
A general model will be used to illustrate that the effective 
stocking rate (n/n^) is the appropriate independent variable and not the 
number of animals per acre (n) or in excess of, n^; that is, (n - n^). 
Let us assume that the value of n^ for three different pasture condi­
tions, a, b, and c for a particular animal type are: 
n =2 
°b 
n =3 
°c 
Let us assume that for this animal, the minimum available pasture per 
head to achieve is A^. Biological knowledge tells us the g is a 
function of the intake of the animal. The level of. intake does not de­
pend on n alone (see Figure 4.2), but on the effective stocking rate, 
n/n^. It can be seen from Table 4.4 that pasture available per animal 
is inversely proportional to n/n^, at a constant proportion, but is 
not so related to n or (n - n^). Available pasture per head is in-
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Table 4.4. 
Pasture Critical Available Animals Animals Effective Available 
Condi- Stock- Pasture Per in Ex- Stocking Pasture 
tion ing Rate Per Acre Acre cess of Rate Per Head 
n 
o 
(n ) (A )(n ) (n) (n-n ) n/n 
o O O o O 
10 1 A 
o 
A^ 2 1 2 A (%) 
o o 
3 2 3 A (1/3) 
o 
2 0 1 A 
o 
2A 3 1 3/2 A (2/3) 
o o 
4 2 2 A (%) 
o 
3 0 1 A 
o 
3A 4 1 4/3 A (3/4) 
o o 
5 2 5/3 A_(3/5) 
versely proportional to n but the ratio of available pasture per head to 
n depends on the value of n^ which is a pasture parameter. Consequently, 
it is necessary to use n/n^ as the independent variable in order to be 
able to combine data from different pasture conditions for similar type 
animals. 
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The model relates rate of liveweight gain of an animal to pasture 
available per head- To illustrate the need to use n/n as the inde-
o 
pendent variable, in relating gain per head to stocking rate, the follow­
ing general model will be used. 
Let be the pasture available per head that just permits the 
animal to achieve its appetite intake. Therefore, 
F (pasture available per acre) = n^A^ (4.10) 
H (pasture available per head) = n^A^/n (4.11) 
Let the following general polynomial represent the relationship be­
tween gain per head and pasture available per head. 
g = J (4.12) 
= S a. (n A /n)^ 
1 o o 
= 2 a. n ^ A ^ (l/n)^ 
_ 1 o 
= E b. n ^ (1/n)^ where b. - a.A ^ 
i 1 o 1 1 o 
= Z c. (1/n)^ where c^ = b^n^^ (4.13) 
Since n^ is a pasture parameter which varies between pastures, and 
between years on a given pasture, the coefficients of Equation 4.13 
vary depending on the value of n^. In order to combine the data from 
various trials, in estimating the relationship in Equation 4.13, we need 
stable coefficients. These coefficients are stabilized by using n/n^ as 
the independent variable in: 
g = Z b^ (n^/n)i (4.14) 
The coefficients, b^,are stable for any given type of animal since A^^ 
is an animal parameter. The model can be applied to any pasture once 
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the value of the pasture parameter, n^, has been established. It is 
concluded, therefore, that n/n^ (or some transformation of n/n^) is the 
appropriate stocking variable to use in predicting rate of liveweight 
gain under different stocking conditions. 
It has already been shown that the maximum value of g,(=g^), can 
be estimated. Where stocking rate data gives values of g less than g^, 
then n is greater than n^ by assumption 2 of section A. The functional 
form of Equation 4.13 is the same as for Equation 4.14. The variable 
n/n^ can be used to estimate the coefficients of Equation 4.15 from the 
combined data. The model is efficient in that it facilitates combining 
data from different experiments. Conversely, the estimated function for 
Equation 4.14 can be applied to any pasture, for any grazing period, once 
the critical stocking rate of the pasture is known. 
D. The Form of the Functional Relationship Between 
Rate of Liveweight Gain and Effective Stocking Rate 
1. A general functional relationship 
In order to facilitate discussion of the biological factors affect­
ing the form of this relationship, a general functional form will be 
used as a point of departure. This model can be set out as follows: 
g = f^(I) g is rate of liveweight gain per animal 
g^= fj^(I^) A is pasture available per animal 
I = f^CA) I is the pasture intake per animal 
I^= f^CA^) n is stocking rate (animals per acre) 
n is the critical stocking rate at which the animals 
just achieve appetite intake 
A is the level of A which permits the animal to 
° achieve appetite intake 
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is the appetite intake per animal 
An = pasture available per acre 
o o 
2. Relationship between pasture available per head (A) and intake per 
head (I) 
First consider the relationship between pasture available per head 
(A) and intake per head (I). 
A = A (n /n) 
o o 
I = f^CA^Cn^/n)) 
Since A^ is an animal parameter, then for any given type of animal 
we have 
I = fg (n^/n) (4.15) 
There is biological evidence to suggest that the nature of the relation­
ship may be nonlinear. Work with lactating cows reported by Green-
halgh, et al. (30) states that "intake increased in a curvilinear fashion 
as the herbage allowance increased, there being a significant quadratic 
component of variance." It should be realized, however, that there are 
two discrete portions to the relationship between I and A. For n^/n > 
1, then I = Ig and is independent of A. For n^/n < 1 and n^/n > 1, then 
a curvilinear relationship will be estimated even if I = f(A) is linear 
for n^/n <1. In the study mentioned there was no difference in dry 
matter intake per head on average overall periods between a herbage 
allowance of 45 and 55 pounds of dry matter per head. This implies that 
45 ^ A^. Consequently, the curvilinear relationship between I and A re­
ported for this study does not establish that I = f(A), for n^/n <1 is 
curvilinear. Hull, et al. (40) established the following relationship 
between digestible energy consumed per day (Y) and forage available x 
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(in Ibs/W'^^ 100); 
Y = 0.16 - 0.29(l/x). (r = 0.85). 
For any given type of animal, W is fixed. Consequently, x is propor­
tional to A and therefore proportional (n^/n). Hull's relationship 
implies that I = f^ (n^/n) is a curvilinear relationship. However, this 
may not hold for n /n ^  1. 
o 
To summarize, the biological evidence suggests that the relation­
ship between intake (I) and n^/n, for n > n^ is likely to have one of the 
following forms : 
(1) I is a linear function of (n^/n) 
(2) I is a curvilinear function of (n^/n) 
In order to be consistent with biological reality as indicated by experi­
ments relating I to A, the model used should be consistent with (1) or 
(2) and preferably both. For n^/n <1, I is a non-decreasing function of 
(n^/n). 
3. Relationship between intake per head (I) and liveweight gain per 
head (g) 
We know that if 1 = 0, then g < 0 because a certain intake is re­
quired to maintain weight. Hence, g = f(I) does not go through the 
origin. The experimental evidence suggests the relationship between 
liveweight gain and intake is a nonlinear relationship. The net energy 
intake increases less rapidly than the gross energy intake.^ The general 
nature of the relationship between liveweight gain and intake is illustra­
ted in Figure 4.9. 
^Source: Brody (9, pp. 76-99). 
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I • ! I L_ 
Intake of grass per animal per day (I) 
Figure 4.9, The nature of the relationship between 
liveweight gain and animal intake 
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4. Mathematical considerations 
This section considers values of n > n . Setting n /n = X, we 
o o 
have, in general, 
I = fg 
S = 
= ( fgCK)) = f(X) (4.16) 
We know that g = f^(I) is a non-decreasing function with declining 
marginal product. Hence: 
dg/dl > 0 (4.17) 
dfg/dl^ < 0 (4.18) 
We know that I = f^(X) is a non-decreasing function with a constant 
or declining slope. Hence: 
dl/dX > 0 (4.19) 
d^I/dX^ = 0 or < 0 (4.20) 
The function to be estimated is given by Equation 4.16. Conditions, 
Equations 4.17 through 4.20, imply conditions. Equations 4.22 and 4.23, 
thus : 
dg/dX = (dg/dI)(dl/dX) > 0 
d^g/dX^ = (dg/dI)(d^l/dX^) + (d^g/dI^)(dI/dX)^ (4.21) 
By Equation 4.21, we have: 
when d^l/dX^ = 0 then d^g/dX^ < 0 
when d^I/dX^ < 0 then d^g/dX^ < 0 
Hence, it is concluded that: 
dg/dX > 0 (4.22) 
d^g/dX^ <0 (4.23) 
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Any functions fitted to the data must be consistent with these properties 
within the range of X values occurring. We also know that g reaches its 
maximum value, g^, when X = 1. There are a number of functions excluded 
because they do not satisfy one or more of the following three conditions; 
dg/dX S: 0 
d^g/dX^ ^ 0 , 
dg/dX = 0 for X < = 
Thus, for example, the Cobb-Douglas function is unsuitable as can be shown 
by the following algebraic exposition: 
The Cobb-Douglas function is 
g = aX^, where a is positive. 
b < 0 implies g is a decreasing function of X 
b = 0 implies g is a constant regardless of the value of X 
b = 1 implies marginal product dg/dX = a is a constant 
b > 1 implies d^g/dX^ = b(b-l) aX^"^ > 0 
2 2 
0 < b < 1 implies dg/dX > 0, d g/dX < 0 but the maximum g is 
undef ined . 
The Spillman Function g = M - AR^ and the Resistance Formula g ^ = 
A X  + 0  b o t h  h a v e  p o s i t i v e  a n d  d e c l i n i n g  m a r g i n a l  p r o d u c t s .  T h e y  h a v e  
- 1  
maximum values for g which are M and C , respectively, but these are 
reached asymptotically and are, therefore, unsuitable for the phenomenon 
being analyzed. 
There are a number of polynomial functions which will give g as non-
decreasing functions of X, with declining marginal product and maximum 
g = for X = 1. Consider polynomials of the following general form: 
g - a + bX^ - cX^, b, c, h and k > 0» h ^  k . (4.24) 
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dg/dX = hbX^"^ - kcX^'^ 
dg/dX^O&r X^ 0 implies hb - kcX^"^ 2: 0 
X ^  (hb/kc)l/k-h 
g = g^ when X = X^ = (hb/kc)^^^"^ (4.25) 
d^g/dX^ = (h-l)(h) bX^"^ - (k-l)(k) cX^"^ (4.25) 
2 2 
It can be seen from Equation 4.26 that for all X ^  0, d g/dX ^ 0 for 
h ^  1, k ^  1. Consequently, any polynomial of this general form 
satisifes the following three conditions for 0 < X ^  X^ 
1. dg/dX ^ 0 (4.27) 
2. d^g/dX^ ^  0 (4.28) 
3. dg/dX = 0 for x = < =° (4.29) 
as long as h ^ Ij k ^  1 . 
5. Using our knowledge of g^ in estimating g = f(X) 
Estimation of the function g = a + bX^ - cX^ requires estimation of 
a, b, and c. However, by using our knowledge that maximum g = g^, we 
should be able to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated. 
Equations 4.24 and 4.25 give: 
g - g = bX ^  - cX ^  - bX^ + cX^ 
o o o 
= b(hb/kc)^/(^^^) - c(hb/kc)^^(^"^) - bX^ + cX^ . 
In the particular case where k = 2h, we have: 
g^ - g = b(b/2c) - c(b/2c)2 - bX^ + cX^^ 
= b c - br + cX 
and 
X ^  = b/2c 
o 
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We also have the following: 
gg - g = c(b^/2c^ - b^/4c^ - bx'^/c + 
= c(b/2c -
(g^-g)^ = (b/2c - X^) (4.30) 
We know that the alternative root (X^ - b/2c) is not appropriate be­
cause this would give the following function: 
(Sq - g)^ = c^X^ - %bc 
which would imply that the difference between the actual and maximum 
gain gets larger as X increases. The logic of Equation 4.30 can be seen 
when it is evaluated for X = X 
o 
X^ = (hb/kc)l/k"h 
k = 2h implies X^ = (b/2c)^^^ which implies (g^ - g) = 0 when X = X^. 
Hence, 
(g^ " g)^ ~ %bc ^ - c^ 
= A - BX^ (4.31) 
where A = %bc ^ 
B = c ^  
gives the relationship between the amount by which the rate of gain falls 
short of the maximum and the available pasture per animal. The curve 
goes through the point (g^, X^). 
The function can be estimated in the form: 
(go - g)^ = A - BX^ 
Then: 
AB = %bc^c ^ 
= b/2 
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. c 
AB/B^ = b/2c 
(A/B)l/^ = (b/2c)l/h = 
= (A/B)l/h (4.32) 
The coefficients of Equation 4.24 can be derived as follows : 
c =B2 
b = 2AB 
a = g - bX^ + cX^^ 
Using the subset of equations of the general form, 
g = a + bX^ - cX^ 
where 
k = 2h, we get: 
g = a + bX^ - cX^^ (4.33) 
As was shown. Equation 4.33 satisfies conditions. Equations 4.27, 4.28 
and 4.29, for 0 < X X and h ^ I, 2h ^  1; that is, for % ^  h ^  1. 
h > 0 can be shown to satisfy conditions. Equations 4.27 and 4.29, as 
follows : 
dg/dX = hbX^'^ - 2hcX^^~^ 
dg/dX ^ 0 implies hb ^ 2hcX^ for X > 0 
X^ ^  b/2c 
X ^ (b/2c)l/h 
Since the maximum value of X = (b/2c)^^^ conditions. Equations 4.27 
and 4.29, are satisfied for h > 0. For k = 2h, Equation 4.26 gives: 
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d^g/dX^ = (h-l)hbX^~^ - (2h-l)(2h) (4.34) 
For 0 < h < %, Equation 4.34 gives: 
d^g/dX^ < implies: 
(h-l)b < (2h-l) 2cX^ for X > 0 
X^ < ((b/2c)(h-l)) / ((2h-l)) 
X <X^((h-l) / (2h-l))l/h (4.35) 
h < % implies ((h-1) / (2h-l))"^^ > 0 for all h 
Limit of ((h-1) / (2h-l))l/h = 1 
h—^ 0 
Limit of ((h-1) / (2h-l))l"h = ® 
h—> % 
Since condition. Equation 4.35, is satisfied, it can be concluded that: 
d^g/dX^ <0 for 0 < h < % and X ^  X^ . 
Therefore, 0 < h ^ 1 satisfies conditions. Equations 4.27, 4.28, and 4.29 
for 
0 < X ^  X = 0 < X/X ^ 1 . 
o o 
For h > 1, Equation 4.34 gives: 
2 9 
d g/dX~ < 0 implies: 
(h-l)b < (2h-l)2cX^ 
X^ > ((b/2c)(h-1) / (2h-l))l/h 
X > X^ ((h-1) / (2h-l))l/h 
Limit of X ((hOl) / (2h-l))^^^ = 0 
h^l ° 
Hence, for h > 1 and (h-1) small condition. Equation 4.28 will be 
satisfied for the range of X > 0 encountered. 
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It is concluded, therefore, that the appropriate values of the 
parameter, h, in the relationship g = a + bX^ - are: 
0 < h ^  1 
a n d  h  >  1  w h e r e  ( h - 1 )  i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  s m a l l  t h a t  t h e  X  v a l u e s  o b ­
served are greater than ((h-1) / (2h-l))^^^ . 
6. Mathematical relationship between the functions relating liveweight 
gain to n^/n and 1/n 
g = a + bX^ - cX^^ , a, b, and c > 0, X = n^/n (4.36) 
= 1 = (b/2c)^/^ (4.37) 
g = a +b'x'^ - c'x'^^, x' = 1/n (4.38) 
b' = (n^)^ (b) 
c' = (HQ)^'^ (c) 
X' = (bV 2c')^^ = (b(n )h / 2c(n )2h)l/h = 1/n (4.39) 
o o o o 
X = x'/ x' 
o 
Equations 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39 give: 
s, . . . h X  " - c - b'x'" + c'x'Zh 
. b'= -h - c'. b'x'h + c'x'Zh 
o o 
= b - c - b'x'^ + c'x'^^ (4.40) 
x'h = b'/ 2c' (4.41) 
o 
X^ = X / X^^ (4.42) 
g ^ - g = b - c - b  ' n ^  ^  X ^  +  c  n ^  X ^ ^  •  
- b - c - bX^ + cX^^ 
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= b(l-X^) - cfl-X^h) (4.43) 
The three parameters (b-c), b and c of Equation 4.40 can be estimated 
for each grazing period in each experiment. Then by carrying out the 
transformation in Equation 4.42, the data can be combined to estimate 
the parameters b and c of Equation 4.43. 
The number of coefficients to be estimated at each stage can be re­
duced by one if the square root transformation given by Equation 4.31 is 
carried out. This transformation gives Equation 4.44 to be fitted to 
each data set and Equation 4.46 for the combined data set. Using the 
transformation given by Equation 4.31 on Equation 4.38 gives: 
(GJ, - G)^ = A' - B' (4.44) 
= (A' / B') (4.45) 
xh = X'h / X'h 
o 
Equations 4.31, 4.32 and 4.37 give: 
(SQ - g)^ = A - BX^ and X^ = (A/B)^^  ^ = 1 
A/B = 1 
•*. (Sq - g)^ = A(l-X^) (4.46) 
\ 2 
A = c implies c = A 
A = %bc ^ implies b = 2A^ 
g^ = a + b - c implies a = g^ - A 
7. A first order polynomial relationship between g and X 
The linear model to be discussed here is similar to the quadratic 
discussed above where c = 0. The general model can be represented thus: 
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g = a + bx^ , 0 < X ^ X^ b, h, > 0 
X = n / n 
o 
X = 1 
o 
dg/dX = hbX^"^ > 0 for ail h > 0 
dfg/dX^ = h(h-l) bX^"^ < 0 for ail h < 1 
Hence, 0 < h < 1 satisfies conditions. Equations 4.27 and 4.28. Condition, 
Equation 4.29, is satisfied by: 
g = a + b for X ^  X . 
The corresponding relationship between g and x' is 
g = a + b'x'^ where b', h, x' > 0 
X' = 1/n 
b' = (n b 
O 
= (g_ - a) / b' = 
x" = x'" / x'" 
o 
The following transformations can be derived: 
g = a + b'x'h (4.47) 
s, = a + b'sj" 
So - S = b'x^  ^- b'x* 
= a'- b'x'^ where a = b X^^ (4.48) 
xj^ = a'/ b' (4.49) 
X^ = x'^ / X^h (4.50) 
«o " 8 - b (1-(X'/ x')^) 
= b(l - X^) (4.51) 
Ill 
8. The relationship between liveweight gain and animals per acre 
An alternative specification would be to relate liveweight gain to 
animals per acre rather than to acres per animal. First- and second-
order polynomials will be considered. 
Let Y = (X) ^ = n and y' = n 
o o 
Y = (X)"^ = n/n = yV y' 
o o 
Hence, 
Y = 1 
o 
First-order polynomial; 
g = d - eY^; d, e, k > 0; Y > Y^ (4.52) 
g = d - eX ^  
dg/dX = ekX > 0 for X > 0 satisfies condition. Equation 4.27. 
d^g/dX^ = -e(k+l)kX < 0 for X > 0 satisfies condition. 
Equation 4.28. 
g = d - e for Y ^ Y^ satisfies condition. Equation 4.29. 
The corresponding relationship between g and Y' is: 
g = d - e'Y'k (4.53) 
e'= e(Y;)-k 
= (d-So) / (e') = % 
yk = y/k / y/k 
o 
The following transformation can be derived: 
g . g . -s' Y'k + e'Y'k 
o o 
= d'+ B'y'^ where d' = -e Y^^ (4.54) 
Y^^ = -d / e (4.55) 
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. Y* , Y* 
o 
g - g = -e 'Y + e 'Y 
O o 
= eV^ (-1 + (yV Y^)k) 
= e(Y - 1) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
Second order polynomial : 
g = d + eY^ - fY^^, e, f, k > 0, 
= d = eX"^ - fX"^^ 
dg/dX = -ekX"^'^"^^^ + ^ 0 
dg/dX ^  0 implies X ^  ^  e/2f 
Y ^ e/2f 
dg/dX = 0 for ]r = 2f/e=l 
Y >Y 
Hence, k > 0 satisfies conditions. Equations 4.27 and 4.29. 
d^g/dX^ = ek(k+l)x"^^"^^^ - 2fk(2k+l)x"(2k'^2) 
Equation 4.59 gives; 
d^g/dX^ < 0 for e(k+l)< 2f(2k+l)x"^ 
(e/2f)(k+l) / (2k+l) < X" -k 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
X*^ < ((2f/e)(2k+l) / (k+1) 
< (2k+l) / (k+1) (4.60) 
Therefore, k > 0 satisfies conditions. Equations 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 for 
0 < X = S X  =  Y  <  Y  <  "  
o o 
Equation 4.58 gives the following relationship between g and Y ; 
(4.61) d +e'Y''' - f'y'Zk 
where 
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y" = Y* / Y'"' 
o 
e ' = e(Y^) ^  
t' = f(Y^ 
g = d + e'y'k - t'x' 
o o o 
- g = e - f - e'y'^ + (4.62) 
= e - f - e'y'^ + (4.63) 
= e'/ 2f' (4.64) 
= Y'k / Y^^ (4.65) 
g ^ - g = e - f - e Y ^ +  f Y ^ ^  .  
k 9> 
= e(l-Y ) - f(l-Y^*) (4.66) 
Equations corresponding to Equations 4.63 and 4.66 can be derived 
applying a square root transformation to Equation 4.62. This can be 
shown as follows : 
g„ - g = e'Yf - - e'Y* + î'y'^" 
= e'(e'/ 2f') - £(e'/2f')^ - e'v''' + 
= f'(e'^/ 2f'^ - e'2 / 4f- e'Y'^ / £ + Y'^^) 
. f'(Y'k . e'/ 2f')2 
(S„- = (4.67) 
= C'+D'Y''' (4.63) 
where : 
c' = 
D' = f'^ 
Y'" -eV 2f' 
o 
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= -c'y D' (4.69) 
(4.70) 
Equation 4.67 then gives: 
(g, - g)% = 
= Y^ -%ef"^ 
= C + DY^ (4.71) 
where 
C = -%ef"^ 
D = 
Y^ = -C/D 
o 
Since -C = D, Equation 4.71 can be written as follows: 
(Sq - 8)^ = D(Y^ - 1) (4.72) 
The parameters of Equation 4.58 can be derived from the parameters of 
Equation 4.72 as follows: 
f = 
e = 2D^ 
d = g - e + f 
= go -
E. Alternative Models for Estimating the Relationship Between 
Rate of Liveweight Gain and Effective Stocking Rate for a 
Given Maximum Rate of Liveweight Gain 
The models presented here have the appropriate functional form. They 
relate to data where the stocking rate exceeds the critical level. The 
logical connection between the response to actual stocking rate and to 
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effective stocking rate can be shown by considering a sequential pro­
cedure for estimation. A relationship is established for the data 
from each grazing period first. This is done by using the actual 
stocking rate as the independent variable, (Step 1). This relation­
ship is used to estimate the critical stocking rate for each grazing 
period, (Step 2). Then the effective stocking rate for each grazing 
period is calculated (Step 3). Finally, the combined data are used 
to estimate the relationship between liveweight gain and effective 
stocking rate (Step 4). 
Linear and quadratic models, as well as a square root transforma­
tion of the quadratic model, are presented. If empirical evidence 
should favor a quadratic over a linear model, then the square root 
transformation merits investigation. The quadratic model would require 
three levels of stocking rate for estimation of the coefficients. The 
square root transformation would only require two levels. 
1. Notation 
g = liveweight gain per animal per day 
g^ = maximum rate of liveweight gain per animal per day 
n = stocking rate (number of animals per acre over the grazing 
period) 
n^ = the critical stocking rate 
X = n /n 
o 
x'= 1/n 
Y = n/n 
o 
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2. Models using X and x' as independent variables 
Linear model; This model is given by Equations 4.48 through 4.51. 
Step 1 g^ - g = a'- b'x'^ (4.73) 
a% b' > 0 
0 < h < 1 
0 < x' < 1/n 
o 
Step 2 X^^ = aV b' (4.74) 
Step 3 X^ = x'^ / X^^ (4.75) 
Step 4 gg - g = b(l-X^) (4.76) 
b = b'x'h 
o 
/ 
= a 
Quadratic model; This model is given by Equations 4.40 through 
4.43. 
Step 1 gg - g = (b-c) - b X ^  + c'x'^^ (4.77) 
b % c ' > 0 
b . b'x'h 
. . . V »  
O 
0 < h ^  1 
0 <x' < 1/n 
o 
Step 2 = bV 2c' (4.78) 
Step 3 X^ = x'^ / X^^ (4.79) 
Step 4 Sq - 8 = b(l-X^) - c(l-X^^) (4.80) 
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Square root transformation of the quadratic model: This model 
is given by Equations 4.44 through 4.46. 
Step 1 (g^ - g)^ = A' - B'X^ (4.81) 
A% B' > 0 
b' = 2A'B' 
c'= B'^ 
0 < h s 1 
0 < x' < 1/n 
o 
step 2 A'/ B' (4.82) 
Step 3 X^ = x'^ / X^^ (4.83) 
Step 4 (g^ - g)^ = A(l,X)h (4.84) 
c = A^ 
b = 2A^ 
3. Models using Y and as independent variables 
Linear model; This model is given by Equations 4.54 through 
4.57. 
Step 1 g^ - g = d' + e' Y'^ (4.85) 
d' < 0 
e% k > 0 
n < Y' 
o 
Step 2 Y^^ = -dV e' (4.86) 
Step 3 Y^ = Y'k / Y^k^ (4.87) 
Step 4 g^ - 8 = e(Y^ - 1) (4.88) 
e  =  e Y ^  
o 
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Quadratic model: This model is given by Equations 4.63 through 
4.66. 
Step 1 g^ - g = (e - f) - e'y'^ + (4.89) 
e', f', k > 0 
e = e' y'k 
o 
f = 
o 
Y'> n 
o 
Step 2 = e V f ' (4.90) 
Step 3 / Y^^ (4.91) 
Step 4 gp - g = e(l-Y^) - f(l-Y^^) 
f = D 
2 
e = 2D 
(4.92) 
Square root transformation of the quadratic model: This model is 
given by Equations 4.68 through 4.72. 
Step 1 (g^ - g)^ = c'+ n'Y'k (4.93) 
c ' < 0 
k > 0 
f ' = D'2 
e' = -2C'D' 
Step 2 Y^k = _c'/D' (4.94) 
Step 3 Y^ = y'^ / Y^^ (4.95) 
.2 
Step 4 (g^ - g)^ = D(Y^ - 1) (4.96) 
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F. A Generalized Response Model for a Range of 
Maximum Rate of Liveweight Gain 
1. Biological basis for generalization 
The models relating liveweight gain to stocking rate are based on 
the effect of stocking rate on animal intake. They are biologically 
consistent and can be estimated for any given value of g^. However, 
it is possible to get a general function for a range of values of g^. 
In Chapter II, the relationship between animal weight and 
animal appetite intake was studied. Table 3.6 shows that for a given 
level of digestibility, under ad libitum grazing, the digestible organic 
matter available for conversion into gain (DOMG) is a fairly stable 
fraction of appetite intake (DOMI). For animal weight ranges 300 to 
1350 and 500 to 1350 pounds, this fraction was estimated to range from 
0.493 to 0.562 and 0.553 to 0.562, respectively; the ranges of the 
fraction lie between 1 + .07 and 1 + .01 times the mid-range, re­
spectively. Consequently, the fraction (F) of appetite intake used 
for maintenance (DOMM) can be approximated by a cms tant. Any given 
level of effective stocking rate results in animals achieving an 
associated fraction (S) of their appetite intake. Let 
DOMI represent appetite digestible organic matter intake. 
DOMM = F(DOMI) represent digestible organic matter required for 
maintenance. 
S(DOMI) represent the intake for a given level of effective stock­
ing rate where 0 < S < 1-
DOMG denote digestible organic matter available for conversion 
into liveweight gain for the given level of effective 
stocking race. 
DOMG denote digestible organic matter available for conversion 
into gain at appetite intake. 
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DONG = DOMI - DOMM = DOMI (1-F) (4.97) 
DOMGg = (DOMI)S - DOMM = DOMI(S-F) 
DONGg / DOMG = (S-F)/(l-F) = P 
(4.98) 
(4.99) 
Since F is approximately constant and S is the same for a given effective 
stocking rate, then for all weight of animals at the same effective 
stocking rate we have: 
Equation 4.101 implies that the rate of liveweight gain (g) for 
any given stocking rate is proportionate to g^. For any given level 
of digestibility, the response model can be generalized as follows: 
The general model, given by Equation 4.102, is empirically sup­
ported by the work of Harlan (48). In attempting to estimate generalized 
curves from data pooled from various sources, it was found necessary to 
adjust the rate of gain by using a scaling factor for each data subset. 
Equations 4.97 through 4.101 suggest that g^ is the appropriate scaling 
factor. 
The generalized models are gotten by applying the scaler transforma­
tion of Equation 4.102 to Equations 4.73 through 4.96. The same notation 
will be used for the generalized models (the coefficients now referring 
to those for the general model) and the same stepwise procedure for 
estimation will also be presented. 
2. Generalized models using X and x'as independent variables 
Linear model ; This model is given by Equations 4.73 through 4.76 
and 4.102. 
g = % 
S/So = P 
(4.100) 
(4.101) 
(Sq - g) / Sq = f(n / n^) (4.102) 
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. /h 
Step 1 (g^ - g) / Sg = a - b' x' (4.103) 
Step 2 = a.'! b' (4.104) 
Step 3 X^ = X* / X^^ (4.105) 
Step 4 (g^ - g) / 8Q = b(l-X^) (4.106) 
Quadratic model; This model is given by Equations 4.77 through 
4.80 and 4.102. 
Step 1 (g^ - g) / 8Q = (b-c) - b'x'^ +c x'^^ (4.107) 
Step 2 X^^ = b' / 2c' (4.108) 
Step 3 X^ = X'h / X^^ (4.109) 
Step 4 (g^ - g) / g^ = b(l-X^) - c(l-x2h) (4.110) 
Square root transformation of the quadratic model ; This model is 
given by Equations 4.81 through 4.84 and 4.102. 
Step 1 ((g. - g) / g )^ = A'- B X'^ (4.111) 
° o 
Step 2 X^^ = a'/ b' (4.112) 
Step 3 X^ = X'^ / X^^ (4.113) 
Step 4 ((g^ - g) / g^)^ = A(l-X^) (4.114) 
3. Generalized models using Y and Y'as independent variables 
Linear model ; This model is given by Equations 4.85 through 4.88 
and 4.102. 
Step 1 (gg - g) / g^ = d' + C'y'^ (4.115) 
Step 2 Y^^ = -d'/ e' (4.116) 
Step 3 Y^ = Y'k/ Y^^ (4.117) 
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Step 4 (g^ - g) / SQ ~ e(Y^ - 1) (4.118) 
Quadratic model; This model is given by Equations 4.89 through 
4.92 and 4.102. 
Step 1 (g^ - g) / 8^ = (e-f) - e'y'k + (4.119) 
Step 2 Y'^ = e' / 2f' (4.120) 
"" o 
Step 3 = Y'^ / Y'^ (4.121) 
* o 
Step 4 (g^ - g) / gg = e(l-Y") - fd-Y^*") (4.122) 
Square root transformation of the quadratic model: This model is 
given by Equations 4.93 through 4.96 and 4.102. 
Step 1 ((g^ - g)/g^)^ = C' + D'Y'k (4.123) 
Step 2 y'^ = -cV d' (4.124) 
—o
Step 3 Y^ = y'^ / y'^ (4.125) 
o 
Step 4 ((g_ - g)/g_)^ = D(Y^ - 1) (4.126) 
o o 
4. A relatively simple model for a complex relationship 
The relationship between liveweight gain and stocking rate is a 
complex one. It has to take account of the variations in animal intake 
which result from variations in stocking rate, aniiiA.\ type, and pasture 
type. Furthermore, it is the available grass per animal and its quality 
that affect rate of gain and not the number of animals per acre. This 
complexity has been pointed out by Dillon and Beerley (22) and Dillon (21). 
Nevertheless, relatively simple generalized models, consistent with 
biological knowledge, have been shown to be appropriate. 
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The simplicity of the general model is due to the specification 
of the variables. The general model expresses the relationship between 
animal and pasture parameters. The dependent variable is the deviation 
of rate of liveweight gain from its maximum where the maximum rate of 
gain is used as the scale of measure. The independent variable is the 
amount by which the actual stocking rate exceeds the critical level 
with the critical stocking rate used as a scale of measure. 
The fact that the model describes the relationship between two 
parameters is what gives it the property of generality. The relation­
ship can be applied to any grazing situation by putting in the appro­
priate values of the parameters. Take, for example, the general model 
given by Equation 4.118 where Y = n/n^ > 1 and we have: 
(SQ - g) / g* = e(Y^ - 1) (4.127) 
Let g^^ and n^^ represent the values of the parameters for situation i. 
Then the relationship between liveweight gain and stocking rate for 
situation i is given by Equations 4.128 and 4.129 where n > n^ and n ^  
n , respectively. Equation 4.127 implies, for n > n : 
o • o 
1 - g/g^. = - e 
g = gjji (e-1) - (4.128) 
For n ^  n^, we have: 
g = g^i (4.129) 
Equations 4.128 and 4.129 show that the relationship between rate of live-
weight gain per animal and stocking rate in any particular case is a 
function of the animal and pasture parameters prevailing for that situa­
tion. A stable relationship can only be estimated between the animal 
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and pasture parameters. 
G. Procedure for Estimating the Generalized Model 
1. Problem of using the "stepwise procedure 
In order to illustrate the logical link between the generalized 
model and the model for a particular grazing period and pasture, a 
stepwise procedure for estimation was presented. The third step of this 
procedure (Equations 4.105, 4.109, 4.113, 4.117, 4.121, and 4.125) gave 
an estimate of the effective stocking rate. Effective stocking rate 
(or its inverse) is the independent variable for the generalized model. 
Consequently, the stepwise procedure would give problems of errors in 
the independent variable. However, examination of the properties of the 
generalized model will show that this problem can be overcome. 
2. Estimation of the generalized model, directly from the original data 
a.Models linear in the independent variable These are the linear 
and square root transformations of quadratic models for the generalized 
relationship given by Equations 4.106, 4.114, 4.118 and 4.126. These 
models can be estimated from the un trans f ormed variables, x' = 1/n and 
Y' = n, respectively, due to the choice of scaling factors in the 
generalized model. Equations 4.103 through 4.106 give: 
1 - g/g^ = b(l-X^) 
= b - bX^ 
= b - bx'^ / X'^ 
o 
* * /h 
= a - b X (4.130) 
where 
* 
a = b 
1.25 
b = b/x'^ 
o 
* 
Equation 4.130 can be used to estimate the coefficient, (a ), for the 
generalized model from the original data, using x'^ as the independent 
variable. The model for an individual grazing period in a given pasture 
is given by Equation 4.131. Letting i denote the particular grazing 
period gives: 
, * * /h * * , / h 
1 - gj^/g^j^ = a - bj^ where b^ = a / X^^ (4.131) 
Equation 4.131 is fitted to the original data "by estimating a common 
* * 
constant term, a , and a separate slope coefficient b^ for the data 
from each grazing period. Similar analysis can be applied to Equations 
4.114, 4.118 and 4.126. The corresponding equations for direct estimation 
are given by Equations 4.132, 4.133 and 4.134, respectively. 
(1 - = A* - B*X^^ where B* = A*/X^^^ (4.132) 
1- g./g . = d + e. where e. = -d / Y (4.133) 
1 Ol il 1 Ol 
(l-g^/Soi)^ = D* + E* Y^" where E* = -D*/ Y^^" (4.134) 
b. Models quadratic in the independent variable These are given by 
Equations 4.80 and 4.92. Estimating these models gives overdeterminâtion 
of the parameters of the general model. That is to say, that we will get 
two estimates for the same parameter. In the case of Equation 4.80, this 
can be shown by reference to Equations 4.77 through 4.80 as follows: 
- g = b(l-2^) - cd-X^*') 
b / 2c "b'x'^ / 2c 
o o 
= (b'Z 2c') / 
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= 1 
b = 2c 
g^- g = 2c(l-X ) - c(l-X ) 
Similar analysis applies to Equation 4.92. The quadratic models will 
give two estimates of the same parameter. Consequently, only Equations 
4.131, 4.132, 4.133 and 4.134 will be fitted to the data. 
c.Models to be fitted to the data Let the subscript i refer to the 
grazing period within an experiment and n^ the number of animals per 
acre. The models to be fitted to the data where n > n^, are as follows: 
1 - g^/g^. = a* - b* (1/n^)^ , 0 < h < 1 (4.135) 
(l-g^/goi)^ = A* - B*(l/n.)^ , 0 < h =2 1 (4.136) 
1 - g./g^. = d* +e* (n.)k , 0 < k (4.137) 
(1- = D* + E* (n_)k ^ 0 < k (4.138) 
H. Review of the Literature on Models for Expressing the 
Relationship Between Animal Liveweight Gain 
and Stocking Rate 
The review is given at this point because the previous discussion of 
the biologic underlying the relationship between liveweight gain and 
stocking rate and the implications derived therefrom regarding the appro­
priate model specification, permit a more fruitful discussion of the 
literature. It also facilitates a comparison of the model suggested by 
the author with those reviewed. The author appreciates that the develop­
ment of this model owes much to the studies reviewed. The published 
work reviewed will be dealt with in the chronological order of its 
publication. 
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Harlan (32) attempted to develop generalized curves relating 
livcwcight gain to stocking rate, pooling data from many sources. In 
order to get a satisfactory fit, he adjusted the data from each source 
by a scaling factor. The scaling factor should not be arbitrary. The appro­
priate unit of measurement is the animal's maximum rate of liveweight 
gain (g^). Biological knowledge suggests that the independent variable, 
animals per acre, should be measured in units of the critical value. 
The independent variable (X) in Harlan's work is not clearly specified. 
The rate of stocking is described as light, moderate or heavy and so 
is probably related to the ratio of animal appetite to available grass 
rather than the number of animals per acre. However, slight adjust­
ments along the X axis were made which is biologically meaningful inso­
far as the critical stocking rate would be expected to vary from 
location to location but the appropriate scaling factors should be 
based on the relative critical stocking rates. The curve relating 
gain (Y) to stocking rate (X) was: 
Ï - 6 -
which reaches its maximum when animals per acre are zero. This is in­
consistent with the biological fact that an animal's appetite has an 
upper limit, but would be satisfactory if the independent variable, X, 
was changed to X = n - n^, where n^ is the critical number of animals 
per acre. It is possible that Harlan's specification of X is such that 
it approximates to x'. 
The use of arbitrary scaling factors and using light, moderate and 
heavy to describe the values of the variables makes interpretation and, 
consequently, generalization of such a relationship difficult. The 
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author's model uses biologically meaningful scaling factors, the critical 
stocking rate, which is a pasture parameter, and the animal parameter of 
maximum rate of gain to account for the differences in animals and grass 
digestibility. While the arbitrary scaling used by Harlan makes inter­
pretation difficult, the logic of scaling is shown by Equations 4.127 
and 4.128. The degree of fit achieved by Harlan suggests that appro­
priate scaling of variables will give a good explanatory model. 
Mott (52) suggests the following relationship: 
Y' = K - ab* 
Y _ Product per animal (Y) 
Product per animal at the optimum grazing pressure 
Stocking rate (X) 
Stocking rate at the optimum grazing pressure 
K, a and b are constants . 
This relationship gives maximum y' at x' = 0 and, since the animal's 
appetite intake is limited, is only a correct specification for X = 
n - The scaling of Y and X to y' and X is biologically appropriate 
if the optimum grazing pressure is a multiple of the critical stocking 
rate (n^). A more fundamental problem arises in the use of "optimum 
grazing pressure." From an economic point of view, the optimum will de­
pend on the prevailing relative prices for animal products and for 
factor inputs in grass production such as land and fertilizer. Conse­
quently, a stable optimum is unlikely to exist. More fundamental still 
is the fact that we need to know the relationship between animal output 
and stocking rate in order to determine the optimum stocking rate. If 
some arbitrary biological "optimum" such as maximum output per acre 
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(overlooking for the moment, the problems of joint products) of an 
animal product is used, then a stable functional relationship can only 
be expected if this optimum stocking rate is a multiple of the criti­
cal stocking rate so that maximum Y' corresponds to the same value of 
x' in the scaled data. Mott's (52) paper deals specifically with using 
animals as a measure of pasture output. He points out that for such 
purposes the stocking rate should be such as to maintain the same 
grazing pressure, (i.e., number of animals per unit of available forage). 
Due to the lack of control over the grass growing environment, this is 
difficult to achieve. It can only be attempted by subjective adjust­
ments of stocking rate which makes the data difficult to analyze and 
interpret; it also makes pooling of data from different experimentors 
of dubious value. The relative values of n^ for each pasture gives 
the relative grass available per unit area. By using relative stock­
ing values, (Table 3.5), the data from experiments using animals of 
different weights can be pooled. 
Riewe (58) in analyzing data from various stocking rate trials 
applies a linear regression model of gain per animal on animals per 
unit area on that portion of the data where X is greater than or equal 
to the critical stocking rate. He gets quite a good fit for each 
location. This model corresponds to Equation 4.85, transposed so that 
g is on the left-hand side and k = 1. Riewe found that for a given 
location using data over longer periods reduced the goodness of fit. He 
suggests that changes in the pasture over time may be the cause. The 
use of n/n^ and g/g^ takes account of the change in pasture as it affects 
the animal-gain/stocking-rate relationship, as shown by Equations 4.127 
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and 4.128. The generalized model facilitates the combining of data 
from different locations and different periods of the grazing season. 
The model developed in this chapter is closely related to that 
of Peterson, et al. (54) in that the parameters of the model have bio­
logical significance. The notion of critical stocking and maximum 
rate of gain are used to specify parameters of the model relating gain 
to stocking rate. The main difference is that their model applies to 
a pasture of given quality and animals of a given type and consequently, 
is not generally applicable. The model developed in this chapter is 
based on assumptions which more nearly approximate the real world. 
Peterson, et al. (54) assumed that the type of forage consumed is the 
same as that available; the digestibility of consumed forage is inde­
pendent of stocking rate; the degree of pasture utilization does not 
increase above the critical stocking rate; the composition of liveweight 
gain is independent of stocking rate; the ratio of liveweight gain to 
intake in excess of maintenance is constant, and that the amount and 
type of forage available is independent of stocking rate. These assump­
tions imply a linear relationship between gain and acres per animal 
for stocking rates above the critical level. Such a model is incon­
sistent with the nature of the relationship derived in this chapter. It 
is also inconsistent with the relationships empirically estimated by 
Harlan (32) and Riewe (58). 
Owen and Ridgman (53) used the same model as Peterson, et al. 04) as a 
basis for experimental design to measure pasture output in units of 
animal product. The model is inappropriate as indicated above. The use 
of the model developed here provides a relative measure of pasture out­
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put by estimating the relative critical stocking rate. Where similar 
animals are used, the relative critical stocking rates can be estimated 
from the slope coefficients (Equations 4.131, 4.132, 4.133, and 4.134). 
Two stocking rates, above the critical level, is all that is required 
to estimate the relative critical stocking rates of pastures. 
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V. ESTIMATION OF A PREDICTION EQUATION FOR THE 
MAXIMUM RATE OF GAIN OF STEERS UNDER AD 
LIBITUM GRAZING CONDITIONS 
A. Data 
1. Experimental procedure 
The data used is from experiments carried out by the staff of The 
Agricultural Institute in. Ireland. Fixed stocking rates were used, ex­
cept in a few cases where the stocking was halved in one treatment for 
the latter half of the grazing season. The animals were rotationally 
grazed. 
A balanced random design was used where the animals were balanced 
between treatments according to initial weight. The animals were 
weighed at approximately equal intervals on each experiment. The 
weighing intervals varied between experiments, being two, three or four 
weeks. 
2. Length of grazing period used 
The rate of liveweight gain depends on the effective stocking rate. 
This will vary from day to day under fixed stocking rates. The grazing 
period should be as short as possible, consistent with getting a sat­
isfactory measure of the relevant variables. The levels of stocking 
rate used have resulted in very small or no differences in effective 
stocking rate for the early part of the grazing season. Consequently, the 
effect of the treatments on liveweight gain can only be detected where the 
latter is measured relatively accurately. The changes in animal weight 
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are most accurately measured where these changes are large. Two months 
was chosen as the grazing period to use. 
3. Identification of appropriate data 
The experiments were not designed so as to provide data for the 
model outlined in Chapter IV. The proposed model describes a relation­
ship between an animal parameter and a pasture parameter. It is 
possible to use the properties of these parameters to identify the sub­
set of data where ^  libitum grazing was realized. 
The general procedure was outlined in Chapter IV.B.l. The data 
were selected to satisfy the following conditions : 
(a) The hypothesis that there is no significant difference 
(50 percent two-tail t test) between treatments in the 
average cumulative gain at the beginning of the grazing 
period is not rejected. 
(b) The hypothesis that there is no significant decline (25 
percent one-tail t test) in cumulative gain as stocking 
rate increases at the end of the grazing season is not 
rejected. 
The groups of animals on each treatment were similar at the beginning 
of the grazing period. Condition (a) ensured that the test for condi­
tion (b) was appropriate. Relatively high probabilities of a type one 
error were accepted because the probability of a type two error is in­
versely related to the probability of a type one error. The data were 
chosen to give a good spread of grazing periods over the grazing 
season (Figure 5.1) within the constraints of the above conditions. The 
selected data are given in Table B.l. 
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Figure 5.1. The range of at various times of the season in the ad libitum 
grazing data. 
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4. Checks on the selected data 
The data for each grazing period relate to animals stocked at or 
below the critical level. Consequently, the animals in each grazing 
period are subjected to the same effective stocking rate and have no 
differences due to stocking rate treatment. The hypothesis that the 
2 
variation within grazing periods (o^) is the same as the variation with­
in stocking rate treatments (^) was tested, k regression model using 
a constant and a dinrany variable for thirteen of the fourteen grazing 
periods was fitted. Another model using a constant and thirty-one dummy 
variables for thirty-one of the thirty-two stocking rate trea,tments with­
in each grazing period was also fitted. These regression models will 
be referred to as error models 1 and 2. The regression residuals will 
2 2 
give estimates of cr^ and respectively. The results of the test are: 
2 2 
The hypothesis that equals is not rejected. 
Error model 1 will not give the appropriate estimate of experimental 
error for the data if the differences in animal weight at the beginning 
of the grazing period, (W^), contribute significantly to the variation 
within each grazing period. Error model 3 is an expansion of error model 
1 allowing a separate coefficient for within each grazing period. The 
residual mean squares for error model 1 (o^) and error model 3 (o^) were 
compared. The results were: 
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2 2 2 
The hypothesis that is not rejected and is chosen as the esti­
mate of the experimental error for the data. 
A two-month grazing period was chosen because the measurement 
errors, associated with the rate of liveweight gain (g^)» is higher 
the shorter the measurement interval. A comparison was made between 
the experimental errors for one and two-month grazing periods, as esti­
mated from the selected data. Applying one-month intervals to the data 
gives twenty-eight grazing periods. Error model 4 used a constant and 
a dummy variable for twenty-seven of the twenty-eight one-month grazing 
periods. Error model 4 gives an estimate of the experimental error 
2 (c^) higher than error model 1. The appropriate test of the hypothesis 
that one-month intervals do not add significantly to the measurement 
error is derived as follows : 
g is the liveweight gain per animal per day when a two-
month interval is used. 
gg is the liveweight gain per animal per day when a one-
month interval is used. 
is the liveweight gain over the first month of a two-
month interval. 
is the liveweight gain over the second month of a two-
month interval. 
M is the number of days in a month. 
is the variance of g^. 
is the variance of g% 
8o = ^ (Gi/M + G^/M) 
= % (So + So) 
Variance of = 1/4 (cr^ + cr^) 
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= o2 / 2 
2 
Variance of g = a 
o 1 
hi til -
The hypothesis that the measurement error is just as small when one-
month intervals are used is rejected at a significance level p, (0.01 < 
p < 0.05). 
B. Estimation of the Prediction Equation 
1. Models for the available data 
A general model was discussed in Chapter IV.B. The model given by 
Equation 4.9 must be modified according to the data available. The data 
here refer only to steers. Commercial animals of mixed breed are used and 
consequently, no meaningful distinctions can be made on the basis of ani­
mal breed. The animals used in the experiments are either one or two 
years old at the beginning of the grazing season. This occurs because 
the major portion of the annual calf crop in Ireland is born at the be­
ginning of the grazing season. This results in the weight at the be­
ginning of the grazing period being highly correlated with time of year 
(Figure 5.1). The weight gain of the animals in the previous winter is 
not known. However, it is known that some of the animals were fed at 
exceptionally low levels. These animals can be distinguished by means 
of a dummy variable. 
The variables considered for the prediction model are as follows: 
g = liveweight gain per head per day over the grazing 
period. 
T = mid-point of grazing period in days after March 31. 
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= T - 45 (0) for T ^ 45 (T < 45) . 
S. = T - 60 (0) for T ^ 60 (T < 60) . 
S = T - 75 (0) for T ^ 75 (T < 75) . 
= T - 90 (0) for T ^ 90 (T < 90) . 
A = 0 (1) for animals 1 to 2 (2 to 3) years old. 
= weight of animal at the beginning of the grazing period. 
Wj = weight of animal at the beginning of the grazing season. 
W = weight of animal after three to four weeks at pasture. 
F = 1(0) for animals on low (other) winter feed. (A value 
of F = 1 does not exist in the data for animals over 
120 days at pasture by mid-grazing period.) 
F^ = F^ (0) for mid-grazing periods occurring (not occurring) 
in the first 90 days at pasture. 
The structure of the data, in relation to the variables listed, is 
given by the correlation matrix in Table 5.1. The time of grazing 
season is the most important independent variable. The seasonal vari­
able most highly correlated with g is S_. The variables A, W , W , W_ 
O V L j. G 
are so highly correlated that only one of them can be used in any pre­
diction model estimated from this data. It should also be noted that 
each non-seasonal variable is more highly correlated with the seasonal 
variables than with the dependent variable (g^). This is a serious 
data problem in the case of because the regression coefficients of 
the independent variables are functions of their intercorrelations.^ A 
prediction model using the variable W^, estimated from this data, is 
only applicable where the correlation between and S is of the 
^ Source : Fox (27, pp. 256-265). 
Table 5.1. A matrix of correlation coefficients for the regression variables in the ^  libitum 
grazing data 
80 ^ =2 S3 ^4 
60 1 
-.192 1 
Wj .153 .868 1 
W_ .185 .866 .990 1 
F .300 -.299 -.228 -.204 1 
o 
A .193 .814 .889 .899 .017 1 
-.713 .627 .205 .182 -.359 .203 1 
Sg -.713 .638 .220 .198 -.356 .218 .998 1 
Sg -.723 .632 .224 .201 -.381 .213 .987 .993 1 
®4 -.713 .618 .226 .198 -.384 .210 .968 .978 .992 1 
F, .400 -.396 -.218 -.212 .726 -.046 -.470 -.460 -.466 -.420 
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same order. The variable should not be included in the operational 
model to be used for decis ion-making. The variable S is exogenously 
determined and any attempt to optimize with respect to is likely to 
change the correlation between these two variables. The models con­
sidered were; 
i = 0, 1 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4 
go = fiij (F^, A, Sy S^, s], AS., ASj, As]) (5.1) 
So - ^21J "f :j' 4 4 "c "j) (5-2) 
S. = ®3ij "l- 4- :j' :j' Sj. "l :j) (5.3) 
S. = ^ 4ij "G- 4- =:• i' Sy "G-
It was not possible to decide from the literature review in 
Chapter IV.B.2 whether pasture digestibility declined monotonically as 
the season progressed under conditions of rotational grazing. Conse­
quently, a cubic in Sj is considered. 
2. Results of regression analysis 
A stepwise regression procedure^ was used. The critical F level 
to enter a variable was set at 2.71. The variable did not enter any 
of the models considered. Some power of the variable S^ was the first 
to enter each model. The standard deviation of the overall regression 
for each model is given in Table 5.2. 
The variable S^ gave the smallest standard deviations over all the 
models. This is consistent with the correlation matrix in Table 5.1. 
S^ is chosen as the best specification of the seasonal variable out of 
the set examined. This time of season variable denotes the mid-point of 
^Source: Draper (23, pp. 171-172). 
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Table 5.2. Standard deviations for the regression models fitted to the 
ad libitum grazing data 
Model j = 1 2 3 4 
f._. .3595 .3592 .3551 .3635 
10] 
f,,. .3579 .3577 .3551 .3598 
11J 
f20j .3583 .3627 .3580 .3711 
fgij .3531 .3526 .3527 .3591 
f _ _ .  . 3 6 1 7  . 3 6 1 9  . 3 6 0 1  . 3 6 6 2  
30 J 
f_,. .3568 .3571 .3557 .3584 31j 
f,n. .3543 .3542 .3528 .3593 
40] 
f,,. .3502 .3496 .3498 .3521 
41] 
the grazing period in days after mid-June. The rate of liveweight gain 
for any given type of animal is estimated to be constant for all graz­
ing periods which lie in the period between the beginning of the graz­
ing season and mid-July. 
The stepwise regression estimates for Equations 5.1 through 5.4, 
where i = 1 and j = 3, are given in Table 5.3. All the models using 
an animal weight variable suggest that g^ increases with weight at an 
increasing rate over the weight ranges in the data. The review of the 
Table 5.3. Stepwise regression estimates of equations for predicting maximum rate of liveweight 
Rain of Brazing steers 
Equation 5.1  Equation 5.2  Equation 5.3  Equation 5.4  
Variables 
Coeffi- F to 
dents Remove 
Coeffi- F to 
clents Remove 
Coeffi­
cients 
F to 
Remove 
Coeffi- F to 
dents Remove 
Constant 2.72088 2.45894 2.38533 3.19013 
"I 0.20530 7.98 0.23841 9.82 0.16825 5.02 
=3 -0.13028(10)"^ 399.66 -0.15289(10)"^ 327.10 -0.94737(10)"^ 32.36 -0.1775(10)"^ 269.01 
-0.30205(10)'^ 2 .91  
A 0.44320 82.16 
"T 0.77653A0)"^ 83.92 
0.11268(10)"^ 73.83 
"G -0.26494(10)"^ 3.24 
0.31035(10)5 
Standard 
Deviation 0.3551 0.3527 0.3557 0.3498 
0.6483 0.6544 0.6502 0 .6617 
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biological literature in Chapter III does not give any evidence to sup­
port such a relationship. Since the animals are either one or two 
years old at the beginning of the year, variables W and W are poorly I G 
distributed over their respective ranges. The high correlation (0.632) 
between and S^, associated with the low correlation (-0.192) between 
and could account for the entry of into the model. It cannot 
be accepted that Equations 5.2 and 5.4 gave satisfactory estimates for 
the coefficients of their respective weight variables. The appropriate 
interpretation of the results is to select Equation 5.1 even though it 
has a higher standard deviation. The fact that this model does not have 
the interaction term, AS^., is consistent with the deductions in Chapter 
III.F. A linear term in is also consistent with the literature re­
viewed. It is concluded that Equation 5.1 is more likely to be repeated 
in other population samples than either Equations 5.2 or 5.4, even though 
the latter give a slightly better fit in this sample. The selected pre­
diction equation is: 
G^ = 2.72088 + 0.44320 (A) - 0.013028 S^, ( + 0.3551) (5.5) 
The prediction equation only explains about 65 percent of the cor­
rected sums of squares. However, it explains 89.8 percent of the po­
tentially explainable sums of squares as given by: 
Regression sums of squares for prediction equation _ q g^g 
Regression sums of squares for error model I 
Detailed results for regression Equation 5.5 are given in Table 5.4. Re­
gression lack of fit is significant at less than the 0.1 percent level. 
It is the author's opinion, based on the literature review and analysis 
in Chapter III, that the variable would make a significant contribu-
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Table 5.4. Regression results for Equation 4.5 
Standard Error Significance 
Variable Coefficient of Coefficient t-Va lue Level 
Cons tant 2.72088 0.36913(10)"^ 73.709 p < 0.001 
A 0.44320 0.48895(10)"^ 9.064 p < 0.001 
S 
-0.13028(10)"^ 0.65166(10)"^ 19.992 p < 0.001 
Analysis of Var iance 
Source of 
Variation d.f. 
Sums of 
Squares Mean Square F 
Significance 
Level 
Total 233 1394.9600 
Corrected 
for Mean 232 82.4527 
Regression 2 53.4526 26.7263" 
Regression 
Res idual 230 29.0001 0.1261 
211.967 p < 0.001 . 
Lack of 
Fit 11 6.0703 o.ssisT 
Error Model 
1 Residual 219 22.9298 0.1047_ 
5.270 p < 0.001 
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tlon to the regression sums of squares, if the data structure were 
appropriately designed. However, the variables in Equation 5.5 are 
operational in the sense discussed in Chapter IV.B.3 and do not give 
the dynamic properties to the relationship which would result from the 
inclusion of W^. Variables A and were fixed by experimental design 
and consequently are appropriate variables from a regression point of 
view. 
The predicted value of maximum rate of liveweight gain over the 
grazing season is given in Figure 5.2 along with the mean for each group 
of animals. 
3. Autocorrelation in the errors 
The rigorous criteria, for identifying treatmenis resulting in ad libi­
tum grazing, made it necessary to use repeated observations on the same 
animals. The two hundred and thirty-three observations is composed of 
one, two and three observations on ninety-one, thirty-five and twenty-
four animals, respectively. The data was checked for autocorrelation in 
the errors associated with sequential observations on the same animal. 
The following regression model was fit to eighty-three observations: 
where 
^i,t ®oit ^oit 
i denotes animal 
t denotes the grazing period sequence 
g^^^ was estimated from Equation 5.5. 
20 40 60" •" 80 100 120 140 160 180 
Mid-grazing period in days after Mardi 31 (T) 
Figure 5.2. Predicted along with the means for the 14 groups. 
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The estimated value of b is: 
b = 0.07532477 + 0.11048371 
The hypothesis that b = 0 is not rejected at the 40 percent significance 
level. It is concluded that the expected maximum rate of liveweight 
gain of an animal in a grazing period, given by Equation 5.5, can be 
treated as being independent of its maximum rate of gain in the previous 
grazing period. This independence between grazing periods facilitates 
application of a linear programming decision model. The activities of 
an L.P. model are taken to be independent of each other. The data pre­
sented here gives justification for using independent activities for 
each grazing period. 
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VI. ESTIMATION OF THE REIATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATE OF LIVE-
WEIGHT GAIN AND STOCKING RATE FOR GRAZING STEERS 
A. Data 
1. Experimental procedure 
The data used in this analysis is from the experiments discussed 
in Chapter V.A.I. The length of grazing period (two months) is the 
same as that used in predicting the maximum rate of liveweight gain. 
The fixed stocking rates used in the experiments resulted in the 
animals achieving maximum rate of liveweight gain until the latter 
portion of the grazing season. The higher stocking rates exceeded the 
critical value earlier in the season than the lower stocking rates. 
Consequently, the heavier stocked animals tended to be lighter by the 
time all the stocking rates had exceeded the critical value. This 
weight difference will tend to offset any possible effect of previous 
stocking rate. 
2. Modification of assumption 12 
Assumption 12, Chapter IV.A.2., states that the relationship be­
tween rate of liveweight gain, and stocking rate may be affected by the 
previous stocking rate. The literature reviewed (Chapter IV.A.5.) in­
dicated that any effect of previous stocking rate may be offset by the 
counteractive effect of change in digestibility of available grass. 
The effect of previous stocking rate cannot be empirically estimated 
where fixed stocking rates are used. The analysis of the data avail­
able requires assumption 12 to be modified. The modification is given 
in assumption 12(a). 
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Assumption 12(a); The critical number of animals per acre in 
any grazing period is the same as if the stocking rate in the previous 
grazing perids was at the critical level. 
This assumption implies that under fixed stocking, the differences 
in animal weights offset the corresponding differences in available 
grass which arise due to differences in previous stocking rate. The 
assumption is considered a satisfactory approximation to the real 
world. 
The critical number of animals per acre on a given pasture, depends 
on the animal's stocking value equivalent, which, is a function of the 
animal's weight (Chapter III.D.). An animal's weight at the beginning 
of a grazing period is its weight at the beginning of the grazing 
season plus the weight gain in the previous grazing periods. The 
latter depends on the effective stocking rate in the previous grazing 
periods. Assumption 12(a) implies that differences in stocking value 
equivalents due to differences in previous effective stocking rates are 
offset by corresponding differences in the critical stocking value of 
the pasture. Consequently, the critical number of animals per acre is 
not affected by the previous rate at which these animals were stocked. 
3. Data selected 
The relationship between rate of liveweight gain and acres per 
animal (Equations 4.135 through 4.136) is nonlinear. Experiments, where 
three or more stocking rates were above the critical level, were con­
sidered appropriate for fitting this model. The available data refers 
to two-year old. steers. Data were selected to satisfy the following 
condition: 
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The IiypoLhcH.i.s that Llicrc is no significant decline In 
cumulative liveweight gain as stocking rate increases 
is rejected at the 20 percent level on a one-tail t 
test. 
Notât ion ; The notation used in referring to the data is as 
follows : 
g^ = maximum liveweight gain per animal per day over the 
grazing period, predicted by Equation 5.5. 
g = actual liveweight gain per animal per day over the grazing 
period. 
T = mid-point of grazing period in days after March 31. 
Sg = T - 75(0) for T ^ 75 (T < 75). 
= weight of animal at the beginning of the grazing period. 
n = number of animals per acre. 
n = critical number of animals per acre. 
o 
The data selected is given in Table C.l. There are six grazing 
periods, one each from six different experiments. The stocking rates 
used did not exceed the critical level in the early part of the grazing 
season. The mid-point of the grazing periods ranges from 83 to 145 
days after March 31. 
The treatment mean values for g, g^, g/g^, (l-g/g^), and n are given 
in Table 6.1. Equation 5.5 gives the same value of g^ for all treatments 
in the same grazing period. The treatment mean values of g/g^ and 
(1-g/gg) are plotted against n and 1/n for experiments 1 through 6 in 
Figures 6.1 through 6.6, respectively. The nature of the relation-
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Tabic 6.1. Treatment means for the StockinK rate response data 
Animals 
Experi­ per 
ment Trtmnt. 
S \ S So g/go 1-g/go n (No.) (No.) 
29 892 2.140 2.7863 0.768 0.232 1.41 1 5 
29 874 2.086 2.7863 0.749 0.251 1.85 1 7 
29 876 1.651 2.7863 0.593 0.407 2.13 1 8 
29 854 0.629 2.7863 0.226 0.774 2.66 1 10 
8 868 2.222 3.060 0.726 0.274 1.44 2 5 
8 815 1.896 3.060 0.620 0.380 1.86 2 7 
8 806 1.774 3.060 0.580 0.420 2.12 2 8 
8 883 1.273 3.060 0.416 0.584 2.40 2 9 
8 777 0.562 3.060 0,184 0.816 2.66 2 10 
49 1060 1.341 2.526 0.531 0.469 1.75 3 12 
49 1039 1.262 2.526 0.500 0.500 2.00 3 12 
49 1042 0.908 2.526 0.360 0.640 2.29 3 13 
49 1026 0.450 2.526 0.178 0.822 2.60 3 12 
70 1030 1.042 2.252 0.463 0.537 1.75 4 12 
70 1025 0.623 2.252 0.277 0.723 2.00 4 12 
70 990 0.313 2.252 0.139 0.861 2.26 4 13 
54 980 1.554 2.461 0.632 0.368 2.00 5 7 
54 962 1.293 2.461 0.526 0.474 2.57 5 9 
54 937 0.876 2.461 0.356 0.644 3.14 5 11 
54 1032 1.736 2.461 0.706 0.294 2.00 6 7 
54 996 1.269 2.461 0.516 0.484 2.57 6 9 
54 908 0.942 2.461 0.383 0.617 3.4 6 11 
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Figure 6.1. Treatment means for experiment 1 
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Figure 6.2. Treatment means for experiment 2 
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Figure 6.3. Treatment means for experiment 3 
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Figure 5.4. Treatment means for experiment 4 
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Figure 6.6. Treatment means for experiment 6 
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ship is consistent with the models given by Equations 4.135 through 
4.138. Rate of liveweight gain increases at a decreasing rate as acres 
per animal increases. These figures also show the relationship between 
g/gg and (1-g/g^). The latter is a mirror image of the former about 
g = g^. The value of (1-g/g^) will always be positive and consequently, 
its square root will be a real number. 
B. Estimation of the Stocking Rate Response Relationship 
1. Models 
The models used (Equations 4.135 through 4.138) are given by Equa­
tions 6.1 through 6.4 where i refers to a grazing period within an ex­
periment and j refers to the animal within a grazing period: 
(1-gij/goii) = b - (6.1) 
0 < h < 1 
b > 0 
b: = bn .h 
X oi 
(l-g.j/g^.j)% = B - (6.2) 
0 < h < 1 
B > 0 
b' = B n 
X OI 
(1-gij/goij) = e + (n^)^ (6.3) 
k > 0 
e < 0 
= -«/""oi" 
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(1-gij/goij)^ = E + E'(n.)k (6.4) 
k > 0 
E < 0 
E. = -E/n . 
X oi 
Equations 6.1 through 6.4 are fitted to the combined data using a com­
mon intercept and a separate slope for each grazing period. 
2. Basis for selecting regression equation 
The estimated regression equation should have parameter estimates 
consistent with the specifications in Equation 6.1 through 6.4. These 
properties of the parameters are derived from the biological nature of 
the relationship between rate of liveweight gain and stocking rate 
(Chapter IV). 
The general model should be equally efficient in predicting the 
dependent variable for all grazing periods. This implies that the slope 
coefficients should have similar variances. The intercept is the slope 
coefficient for a grazing period where n^ = 1. Consequently, the inter­
cept and the slope coefficients should have similar variances. 
3. Results of regression analysis 
Least squares estimates of the coefficients in Equations 6.1 through 
6.4 were estimated for various values of h and k. The results for 
Equations 6.1 and 6.2, with h = 0.9, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 are given in 
Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The results for Equations 6.3 and 6.4 
with k = 2.0, 1.0, 0.1,and 0.01 are given in Tables 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. 
The standard errors of the coefficients are given in parenthesis under­
neath each coefficient. 
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Table 6.2. Regression results for Equation 6.1 
h = 0.9 h = 0.1 h = 0.01 h = 0.001 
b 
(s .e.b) 
1.43455 9.12379 86.9821 864.974 
(0.09328) (0.83850) (8.4008) (83.993) 
(s.e.b^) 
1.83112 
(0.18355) 
9.31222 
(0.90214) 
87.1505 
(8.4623) 
865.141 
(84.054) 
(s.e.bg) 
1.76321 
(0.18816) 
9.27148 
(0.90536) 
87.1124 
(8.4653) 
865.103 
(84.057) 
(s.e.bg) 
1.62897 
(0.18971) 
9.18731 
(0.90504) 
87.0330 
(8.4650) 
865.023 
(84.057) 
(s.e.b^) 
1.35424 
(0.18349) 
9.01584 
(0.89925) 
86.8705 
(8.4593) 
864.862 
(84.051) 
(s.e.bg) 
2.13488 9.47311 87.3004 865.289 
(0.23272) (0.92364) (8.4819) (84.073) 
(s.e.b^) 
2.20323 
(0.23272) 
9.50305 
(0.92364) 
87.3276 
(8.4819) 
865.316 
(84.073) 
Regression Standard 
Deviation 0.21307 0.20938 0.20903 0.20900 
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Tabic 6.3. Regression results for Equation 6.2 
h = 0.9 h = 0.1 h = 0.01 h = 0.001 
B 1.34255 6.74265 61.4173 607.744 
(s.e.B) (0.06246) (0.56352) (5.6485) (56.478) 
1.30199 6.54776 61.2076 607.533 
(s.e.B') (0.12292) (0.60629) (5.6899) (56.519) 
1-
(s.e.B^) 
(s.e.Bg) 
, 
(s.e.B^) 
(s.e.Bp 
(s.e.Bg) 
1.23211 
(0.12600) 
1.14528 
(0.12704) 
0.95577 
(0.12288) 
1.49531 
(0.15584) 
1.58121 
(0.15584) 
6.50761 
(0.60846) 
6.45441 
(0.60824) 
6.33535 
(0.60435) 
6.65045 
(0.62074) 
6.68819 
(0.62074) 
61.1702 
(5.6919) 
61.1201 
(5.6917) 
61.0073 
(5.6878) 
61.3034 
(5.7031) 
61.3377 
(5.7031) 
607.496 
(56.521) 
607.446 
(56.521) 
607.333 
(56.517) 
607.628 
(56.532) 
607.661 
(56.532) 
Regression Standard 
Deviation 0.14269 0.14072 0.14055 0.14053 
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Table 6.4. Regression results for Equation 6.3 
k = 2.0 k = 1.0 k = 0.1 k = 0.01 
e 
(s.e.e) 
0.04740 
(0,04748) 
-0.38941 
(0.08788) 
-8.17763 
(0.84245) 
•86.0295 
(8.4043) 
(s.e.e^) 
0.09286 
(0.01143) 
0.40593 
(0.04331) 
8.03298 
(0.78349) 
85.8656 
(8.3433) 
(s.e.sgl 
0.09946 
(0.01064) 
0.42263 
(0.04158) 
8.06811 
(0.78056) 
85.9032 
(8.3402) 
®3 
(s.e.Eg) 
/ 
(s.e.e^) 
/ 
, 
(s.e.e^) 
/ 
(s.e.e^) 
0.11606 
(0.01090) 
0.16232 
(0.01376) 
0.6295 
(0.00785) 
0.06015 
(0.00785) 
0.46072 
(0.04201) 
0.54852 
(0.04638) 
0.33836 
(0.03536) 
0.32948 
(0.03536) 
8.14185 
(0.78099) 
8.29401 
(0.78659) 
7.89550 
(0.76580) 
7.87134 
(0.76580) 
85.9815 
(8.3406) 
86.1421 
(8.3463) 
85.7181 
(8.3240) 
85.6915 
(8.3240) 
Regression Standard 
Deviation 0.20476 0.20606 0.20862 0.20896 
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Table 6.5. Regression results for Equation 6.4 
k = 2.0 k = 1.0 k = 0.1 k = 0.01 
E 
(s.e.E) 
0.36990 0.06278 -5.40685 -60.0769 
(0.03232) (0.05945) (0.56679) (5.6515) 
(s.e.Ep 
0.06413 0.28204 5.63396 60.2898 
(0.00778) (0.02930) (0.52712) (5.6105) 
(s.e.Eg) 
0.07003 0.29768 5.66825 60.3267 
(0.00725) (0.02813) (0.52515) (5.6084) 
(s.e.Ep 
0.08007 0.32118 5.71464 60.3761 
(0.00742) (0.02842) (0.52544) (5.6087) 
(s.e.E^) 
0.11234 0.38243 5.82042 60.4876 
(0.00937) (0.03137) (0.52921) (5.6125) 
(s.e.Eg) 
0.04441 0.23821 5.54602 60.1956 
(0.00534) (0.02392) (0.51522) (5.5975) 
(s.e.E^) 
0.04094 0.22706 5.51557 60.1621 
(0.00534) (0.02392) (0.51522) (5.5975) 
Regression Standard 
Deviation 0.13938 0.13939 0.14036 0.14051 
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Equations 6.3 and 6.4 are not accepted as being appropriate. 
Figures 6.1 through 6.6 show (1-g/g^) increasing at an increasing rate 
as n increases. Increasing k up to 1.9, reduces the regression 
standard deviation, but increases the disparity in the relative 
efficiency with which the coefficients are estimated. Further in­
creases in k still reduce the regression standard deviation but the 
constant terms, e and E, become positive. Consequently, Equations 6.3 
and 6.4 are not considered to be appropriate models. 
Figures 6.1 through 6.6 show (l-g/g^) decreasing at a decreasing 
rate as (1/n) increases. Decreasing h reduces the regression stan­
dard deviation and reduces the disparity in the relative efficiency 
with which the coefficients are estimated. The coefficients have the 
appropriate signs. Rounding errors in the independent variable increase 
as h decreases. The choice of h must be such as to make it as small 
as possible while keeping rounding errors at a satisfactory level. 
The selected value of h is 0.01. 
Detailed regression results for Equation 6.1 with h = 0.01 are 
given in Table 6.6. An error regression models using a separate dummy 
variable for each treatment was fitted. This model provides an esti­
mate of the potentially explainable sum of squares. The regression 
model explains 40 percent of the variation about the mean, but 89 percent 
of the potentially explainable variation as given by the regression sums 
of squares for the error model. The coefficients of the regression 
model are highly significant and have similar standard errors. Further­
more, the hypothesis that there is no significant lack of fit, in re­
lation to the error model, is not rejected even at the 25 percent sig-
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Table 6.6. Regression results for Equation 6.1, with h = 0.01 
Standard Error Significance 
Variable Coefficient of Coefficient t Value Level 
b 86.9821 8.4008 10.354 p < 0.001 
b^ 87.1505 8.4623 10.299 p < 0.001 
b^ 87.1124 8.4653 10.290 p < 0.001 
b^ 87.0330 8.4650 10.282 p < 0.001 
b^ 86.8705 8.4593 10.269 p < 0.001 
b^ 87.3004 8.4819 10.293 p < 0.001 
bg 87.3276 8.4819 10.296 p < 0.001 
Source of 
Variation d.f. 
Analysis of Variance 
Mean 
Sums of Squares Square 
Significance 
F Level 
Total 209 
Corrected for 
Mean 208 
Regression 6 
Regression Re­
sidual 202 
Lack of Fit 15 
Error Model Re-
sidual 187 
81.5442 
14.9030 
6.0763 
8.8267 
0.7605 
8.0662 
1.0127 
0.0437 
0.0507' 
0.0431 
23.174 p < 0.001 
1.176 0.25<p<0.50 
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nificancc level. 
Table 6.7 gives detailed results of the regression using Equa­
tion 6.2, with h = 0.01. An error regression mmodel was also fitted 
using (1-g/gg) as dependent variable. There is no significant lack 
of fit in relation to the error model. In terms of t values for the 
coefficients and F value for regression and lack of fit. Equation 6.2 
fits slightly better than Equation 6.1. 
The regression equations estimated (h = 0.01) from Equations 6.1 
and 6.2 will be referred to as model 1 and model 2. In order to com­
pare the two models the sum of squares of deviations of (1-g/g^) about 
its predicted values was estimated for both models. The ratio of these 
quantities is given in Equation 6.5 where the subscript denotes the 
model and Y = (1-g/g^). 
2 (Y-Y^)^ / S (Y-Y^)^ = 1.0144 (6.5) 
Since models 1 and 2 use the same degrees of freedom. Equation 6.5 gives 
202 
an estimate of F ^ 02 • Th& hypothesis that both models give the same 
regression residual mean square when used to predict (l-g/g^) is not 
rejected even at the 25 percent significance level. 
Use of model 2 would require a quadratic objective function in a 
linear programming decision model if the least square estimates of co­
efficients are to be used. If the square of the dependent variable in 
model 2 is expressed as a function of acres per animal, then the slope 
2 
coefficients are functions of B . This is shown by Equations 6.6 and 
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Tabic 6.7. Regression results for Equation 6.2, with h = 0.01 
Standard Error Significance 
Variable Coefficient of Coefficient t Value Level 
B 61.4173 5.6485 10.873 p < 0.001 
K 61. 2076 5.6899 10.757 
p < 0.001 
61. 1702 5.6919 10.747 p < 0.001 
^3 61. 1201 5.6917 10.738 
p < 0.001 
< 61. 0073 5.6878 10.726 p < 0.001 
61. 3034 5.7031 10.749 p < 0.001 
61.3377 5.7031 10.755 p < 0.001 
Analysis of Variance 
Source of 
Variation d.f. Sums of Squares 
Mean 
Square F 
Significance 
Level 
Total 209 118.0170 
Corrected 
for Mean 208 7.0173 
Regression 
Regression Re-
s idual 
6 
202 
3.0261 
3.9912 
0.5044" 
0.0198_ 
25 .475 p < 0.001 
Lack of fit 
Error Model 
Res idual 
15 
187 
0.2884 
3.7028 
0.0192" 
0.0198 
0 .970 0.25<p<0.50 
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(1-g/g )* = B - Bn' (1/n)'^ (6.6) 
o o 
1 - g/gg = - 2B^ (1/n)^ + B^ (1/n)^^ (6.7) 
2 
Regression model 2 does not give a least squares estimate of B . Model 
1, however, provides an operable relationship where the coefficients 
are least squares estimates. This is shown by Equation 6.8 
1-g/So = b - bn^ (l/n)h (6.8) 
Condequently, model 1 is chosen as the appropriate model. 
The purpose of the model is to predict the value of g associated 
with a given value of n. The sum of squares of deviations of g about 
g for the chosen model was calculated. The result, along with an 
error model residual sum of squares for g, is given in Table 6.8. The 
selected model explains 57 percent of the variation in g and 90 percent 
of the potentially explainable variation, as given by the error model. 
Lack of fit in predicting g is not significant at the 10 percent level. 
The estimated generalized relationship, given by Equations 6.9 
and 6.10, is accepted as being a satisfactory prediction model. 
For n > n , g/g = -85.9821 4- 86.9821 (n /n)°*°^ (6.9) 
o o o 
For n ^  n^, g/g^ = 1 (6.10) 
The predicted response curve for each experiment along with the actual 
treatment means is shown in Figure 6.7. 
4. Estimated critical stocking rate for each grazing period 
The estimated coefficients provide an estimate of the critical 
stocking rate for each grazing period. Equation 6.1 gives: 
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Table 6.8. Analysis of variance of error model for g with lack of fit 
test for selected prediction model 
Source of 
Var iat ion d.f. Sum of Squares 
Mean 
Square 
Significance 
Level 
Corrected for 
Mean 208 
Selected Model 6 
. 2  
2 (g-g) 
Lack of 
Fit 
202 
15 
Error Model 
Res idual 187 
108.8980 
51.2347 
57.6633 
5.8433 
51.8200 
8.5391 
0.2855J 
0.3896* 
0.2771 
29.909 p < 0.001 
1.406 0.10 <p <0.25 
b . = bn . 
1 oi 
Hoi = Cb^ / b)l/h (6.11) 
The for the six grazing periods were estimated using Equation 6.11 
and the values of b and bf given in Table 6.6. The estimated critical 
stocking rates for experiments 1 throu^ 6 are 1.213, 1.161, 1.062, 0.879, 
1.439 and 1.486, respectively. 
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each experiment 
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5. The rclaclonshii") bcLwccn race of liveweight: gain per acre and 
stocking rate 
Liveweight gain will be measured in units of the maximum rate of 
liveweight gain, g^, as in Equations 6.9 and 6.10. The relationship be­
tween rate of liveweight per acre (G) and stocking rate is given by 
Equations 6.12 and 6.13. 
For n > n^, G = n(g/g^) = n(l-b) + nb(n^/n)^ 
= n(l-b) + bn^ n^'h (6.12) 
For n ^ n , G = n(g/g ) = n (6.13) 
o o 
Figure 6.8 shows the relationship between G and n for n^ = 0.75, 1.0, 
1.25 and 1.5 where b = 86.9821. 
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VII. ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE STOCKING RATE 
RESPONSE MODEL 
A. The General Properties of the Stocking Rate Response Model 
1. The scope of the model 
The generalized relationship between rate of liveweight gain and 
stocking rate (Equations 6.9 and 6.10) was estimated from data re­
lating to two-year old steers. However, the model can be generally 
applied to cattle ranging from 300 to 1350 pounds as was shown in 
Chapter IV.F.l. The generalized relationship can be applied to all 
animals for which we have an estimate of the animals' maximum rate of 
liveweight gain (g^). The maximum rate of liveweight gain of an animal 
reflects the type of animal and the quality of the pasture. Conse­
quently, the estimated value of g^, given by Equation 5.5, can be sub­
stituted in Equations 6.9 and 6.10 to give the stocking rate response re­
lationship for one-year old steers. 
The experimental sites, used for the stocking rate experiments, 
did not include mountain pasture. The quality of pasture, in terms 
of the grass digestibility, is likely to differ between lowland and 
mountain pasture. Differences in pasture quality result in differences 
in the parameter, g^, as shown by Figure 5.2 where digestibility de­
clines in the latter part of the grazing season. The model can be 
applied to pastures, other than those similar to Irish lowland pastures, 
when g^ has been estimated for these pastures. 
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2. Physical properties of the model 
The stocking rate response model provides a basis for deciding the 
optimum stocking rate to use on any pasture. The pasture is character­
ized by its critical stocking rate for a given type of animal. The 
nature of the relationship between gain per acre in units of g^ (G) 
and stocking rate, given by Equations 6.12 and 6.13, is illustrated in 
Figure 6.8. 
The value of g^ for a given type of animal changes over the year 
under Irish conditions. Consequently, the actual liveweight gain per 
acre, at the same effective stocking, changes by a scalar factor. The 
scale of change is given by the relative values of g^ in the grazing 
periods. The general nature of the relationship between liveweight gain 
per acre and stocking rate remains unchanged. 
Using different types of cattle in a given grazing period changes 
both g^ and the critical stocking rate, n^. An 850 pound two-year old 
steer has a relative stocking value one and a half times greater than 
a 500 pound one-year old steer (Table 3.5). Let the critical stocking 
rate for the 850 pound animal be 1.0. The critical stocking rate for 
the 500 pound animals is then 1.5. The relationship between liveweight 
gain per acre, in units of g^, and stocking rate for this example is 
shown in Figure 6.8. The relative values of g^ for the two- and one-year 
old animals in the early part of the grazing season are 3.16 and 2.72, 
respectively (Equation 5.5). When animals are stocked at the critical 
value, the rate of liveweight gain per animal and per acre is g^ and 
n^g^, respectively (Equations 6.10 and 6.13). Hence, the rate of live-
weight gain per acre over the grazing period for the 850 and 500 pound 
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animals will be 2.72 and 4.08, respectively, when stocked at the 
critical level. 
The parameters and n^ play an essential role in defining the 
relationship between rate of gain per acre and stocking rate. This can 
be further illustrated by identifying the stocking rate that results 
in the maximum rate of liveweight gain per acre. For stocking rates 
above the critical level. Equation 6.12 gives: 
G = n(l-b) + bn^ n^ ^  (7.1) 
ÔG/Ôn = (1-b) + (1-h) bn^ n ^  ; ÔG/Ôn = 0 implies (7.2) 
n^ = (1-h) bn^ / (b-1) 
o 
n = n^ ((l-h)b / (b-1))^/^ (7.3) 
Substituting the estimates of b and h in Equation 6.9 into Equation 7.3 
gives Equation 7.4; 
n = n^(1.16) (7.4) 
Equation 7.3 states that the maximum rate of gain per acre occurs when 
the stocking rate is 16 percent above the critical level. The rate of 
gain per animal associated with the maximum rate of gain per acre 
given by Equation 7.5 is derived from Equation 6.9. 
g/g^ = -85.9821 + 86.9821 (1/1.16)°*°^ 
= 0.87 
g = 0.87 g^ (7.5) 
The maximum rate of liveweight gain per acre is then given by Equation 
7.6; 
Maximum ng = (1.16 n^)(0.87 g^) 
= 1.01 n g (7.6) 
o o 
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3. Economic implications of the relationship between rate of gain 
per acre and stocking rate 
In Ireland the price, per unit weight, of cattle declines over 
the grazing season. This price pattern restricts the set of economically 
relevant stocking rates. This is illustrated below: 
Notation ; Using as the unit of weight, the following 
notation will be used: 
D = number of days in the grazing period 
w = weight per animal at the beginning of the grazing period 
Pp = purchase price per unit weight 
Pg = sale price per unit weight at the end of the grazing period 
W = animal weight per acre at the beginning of the grazing period. 
The gross profit per acre (Y) is given by Equation 7.8. 
W = nw (7.7) 
Y = PgDG + (Pg - Pp) W (7.8) 
Equation 7.9 gives the condition for maximizing gross profits where 
n > n . 
o 
oY/on = DP ôG/ôn + (P - P ) ôW/ôn 
s s p 
ÔY/Ôn = 0 implies: 
-(P - P ) / P =D ÔG/ÔW 
s p s 
D ôG/ôW = -(Pg - Pp) / Pg (7.9) 
Equation 7.7 gives: 
ôw/àn = w > 0 (7.10) 
Equations 7.2 through 7.4 give: 
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ôG/ôn ^  0 for n S: 1.16 (7.11) 
Equations 7.10 and condition, Equation 7.11, give: 
DôG/ôW ^ 0 for n à 1.16 n^ (7.12) 
When n ^  n^. Equation 6.13 gives: 
G = n (7.13) 
Substituting Equation 7.13 in Equation 7.8 gives: 
Y = nP D + n(P - P )w (7.14) 
s s p 
Equation 7.14 shows that we should use at least the critical stocking 
rate n^ when condition. Equation 7.15, is satisfied. 
P D - ( P  - P ) w >  0  ( 7 . 1 5 )  
s s p 
If condition. Equation 7.15, is not satisfied, then zero stocking rate 
is optimal. This latter situation does not usually arise so that the 
problem is one of choosing a stocking rate greater than or equal to 
the critical level. Equations 7.9 and 7.12 define relevant stocking 
rate ranges where condition. Equation 7.15, is satisfied. The relevant 
ranges are as follows : 
(P - P ) ^ 0 implies D(BG/ÔW) ^ 0 
s p 
n < n ^  1.16 n (7.16) 
o o 
(Pg - Pp) ^  0 implies D(ÔG/ÔW) ^  0 
n ^  1.16 n (7.17) 
o 
The economically relevant ranges of stocking rates, given by Equations 
7.16 and 7.17, are illustrated in Figure 7.1. 
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Under Irish conditions the relevant range is given by Equation 
7.16. Consequently, only stocking rates between the critical level 
and 16 percent above the critical level need be considered in a de­
cision model. Equation 7.6 shows that the liveweight gain per acre 
only changes by 1 percent when stocking rate is increased from the 
critical level by 16 percent. Consequently, uncertainty of selling 
price will not cause the actual optimum stocking rate to deviate 
seriously from the expected optimum. 
4. Beef output viewed as a joint product 
Beef output can be viewed as a joint product under changing prices. 
Equation 7.8 expresses gross profit per acre as a function of live-
weight gain per acre and initial animal weight. The liveweight gain and 
initial weight can be considered joint products. Under Irish conditions 
the initial weight has a negative price. 
In this context, we can construct a production possibility curve 
for weight gain and initial weight. This is shown below where X, de­
notes liveweight gain over the period and denotes initial liveweigjht. 
Xg = nw (7.18) 
X^ = DG (7.19) 
Equations 7.1, 7.13 and 7.19 give: 
n ^  n , G = n 
o 
X^ = Dn (7.20) 
n > n , G = n(l-b) +bn^ n^ ^  
o o 
X, = D(l-b) n + Dbn^ n^~^ 
1 o (7.21) 
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The production possibility curve is given by substituting Equation 
7.18 in 7.20 and 7.21. 
-1 
n = w Xg 
n ^  n^, = Dw"^ X^ (7.22) 
n > n^, X^ = D(l-b)w"^ X^ + Dbn^ X^^"^ (7.23) 
The production possibility curve, given by Equations 7.22 and 7.23, 
has the same form as the relationship between G and n in Figure 7.1. 
X^ and Xg are scalar multiples of G and n, respectively, as shown by 
Equations 7.18 and 7.19. When the prices of both products are positive, 
then n ^  1.16 n^ is the relevant range of production and conforms to the 
usual case of joint products. When initial weight has a negative price 
the relevant range is n ^  1.16 n^ . The slope of the production 
possibility curve is constant for n ^  n^. Consequently, the relevant 
range with a negative price for X^ is given by n^ ^  n < 1.16 n^. 
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VIII. THE STOCKING RATE RESPONSE MODEL AS AN INTEGRAL 
PART OF A COMPLETE PASTURE MODEL 
A. Interrelationships Between Stocking Rate, Mechanically 
Harvested Grass and Fertilizer Application 
1. The relationship between critical stocking rate and yield of mechan­
ically harvested grass 
Pasture output may be mechanically harvested and fed at the time 
of harvesting (zero-grazing) or conserved for feeding at a later time. 
Mechanically harvested grass is conserved for winter feeding in Ireland. 
The conserved grass is then fed to animals and may be supplemented with 
other feeds. Consequently, it is necessary to establish a relationship 
between yield of mechanically harvested grass and critical stocking rate, 
The stocking rate response model expresses liveweight gain as a 
function of effective rate, n^^/n^^^, where i and t denote type of 
animal and period of grazing season, respectively. 
* 
Let n ^  = the critical number of one thousand pound animals in 
ot 
grazing period t 
z^ = the relative stocking value of animals type i, as 
given in Table 3.5. 
Equation 8.1 gives the rate at which animals substitute for each other 
in generating effective stocking rate. 
% = (8.1) 
The critical stocking rate for each period can then be expressed in 
* 
units of n^ as given in Equation 8.2. 
= "oit "i (*-2) 
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Greenhalgh (30) found that lactating cows grazing highly digest­
ible grass,(digestibility of organic matter intake was seventy-six 
pcrcent), achieved appetite intake when available grass per animal 
was 150 percent of the appetite intake. In the latter part of the 
grazing season when level and digestibility of intake is lower, the same 
actual level of availability is required to achieve appetite intake 
(22). The available grass was measured by harvesting at a height of 
two inches. The critical level of available grass per animal occurs 
at the critical stocking. Consequently, a stable relationship can be 
established between mechanically harvested grass and critical stocking 
rate. 
Let be the yield per acre of mechanically harvested grass 
over period t. 
Ht = (8.3) 
Equation 8.3 represents the relationship between the yield of harvested 
grass per acre and the critical stocking rate. Liveweight gain per 
acre (G^) over the same period under grazing conditions, is expressed 
generally by Equation 8.4. 
®=it ° (=olc / (8-4) 
Substituting Equation 8.2 in Equation 8.4 gives: 
/ 'i'it) (8-5) 
The mechanically harvested grass can be fed to produce beef also. This 
feed is often supplemented with other foods. ïhe liveweight gain from 
mechanically harvested grass is represented by Equation 8.6. 
Let S denote the supplementary foods 
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denote liveweight gain for feeder cattle 
( 8 . 6 )  
The rate of substitution of pasture gain for feeder gain can be de­
rived. Substituting Equation 8.3 in 8.6 gives: 
Equations 8.5 and 8.7 give pasture gain and feeder gain, respectively. 
forms the key link in establishing the rate of substitution between 
pasture gain and feeder gain in the utilization of grass output. This 
is shown by Equation 8.8 where the subscript j refers to cattle type and 
j may be equal to i. 
It is concluded that the stocking rate model can form an integral 
part of a complete pasture utilization model which considers non-grazing 
uses of grass output. 
2. The relationship between critical stocking rate and fertilizer 
application 
The level of available grass per acre in any period is affected 
by the level of fertilizer application per acre. The yield of mech­
anically harvested grass is usually used as the response variable in 
fertilizer experiments. 
(8.7) 
as functions of the pasture parameter n^^. The critical stocking rate 
(8.8) 
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Hj. = (F) (8.9) 
Equation 8.9 expressed the general relationship between mechanically 
harvested grass and fertilizer application per acre, (F). Equation 
8.3 can be inverted to give the relationship between critical stocking 
rate and mechanically harvested grass as shown in Equation 8.10. 
The relationship between critical stocking rate and fertilizer applica­
tion in Equation 8.11 is gotten by substituting Equation 8.9 in 8.10. 
It is concluded that the stœking rate model can form an integral 
part of a complete pasture model. The complete model describes the 
effect of fertilizer application on grass output and considers grazing 
and non-grazing uses of the grass produced. The critical stocking 
rate, n^, provides the essential link between the three components of 
the complete model. 
1. The relationship between mechanically harvested grass and critical 
stocking rate 
Estimation of the relationship between mechanically harvested grass 
and critical stocking rate (Equation 8.3) is the key to developing input/ 
output coefficients for a complete pasture model. This can be achieved 
by using a split plot design on fertilizer trials. One portion of each 
fertilizer treatment would be mechanically harvested and the other 
grazed. Two stocking rates above the critical and one below the critical 
level would be applied to the grazed portion. The lowest stocking rate 
(8.10) 
"ot = (?) (8.11) 
B. Implications for Research 
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would provide an estimate of the maximum rate of liveweight gain, (g^)* 
Applying the stocking rate model given by Equation 6.8, the critical 
stocking rate can be estimated (Equation 6.11). Then the relationship 
between mechanically harvested grass and critical stocking rate 
(Equation 8.3) can be estimated. The relationship between critical 
stocking rate and fertilizer application. Equation 8.11, could also 
be estimated directly. 
The estimation of Equation 8.3 can also be achieved by using 
pastures with different levels of production. Then the relationship 
between critical stocking rate and fertilizer application could be 
gotten as an implied relationship. This is done by substituting Equa­
tion 8.9 in Equation 8.10 to give Equation 8.11. 
2. Stocking rate experiments 
The stocking rate response model can be generalized to any particu­
lar situation once the animal and pasture parameters are known. The 
animal parameter of maximum rate of liveweight gain depends on the 
animal type and pasture quality. Grass digestibility is likely to differ 
between lowland and mountain pastures, under Irish conditions. Conse­
quently, stocking rate experiments on mountain pastures are necessary to 
apply the model in such areas. 
Stocking rate experiments should be designed so that one stocking 
rate is below the critical and two above the critical level in each 
grazing period. The data analyzed (Chapter V.A) indicates that two 
months is an appropriate grazing period. The seasonal pattern of grass 
growth will require changing the number of animals per acre between 
periods. The experiment should be designed to test the hypothesis that 
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response to effective stocking rate is independent of the effective 
stocking rate in previous grazing periods. 
C. Commercial Application 
1. Sources of variation in the pasture parameter 
The application of the stocking rate response model to any 
particular farm requires knowledge of the appropriate parameters. Dif­
ferences in pasture critical stocking rate is the main source of varia­
tion between farms. This arises due to differences in soil and weather 
conditions. Another source of variation is the grazing system practiced. 
Rotational grazing, (Chapter IV.A.1) with about ten grazing units, was 
practiced in the stocking rate experiments used to estimate the param­
eters of the response model. Many commerical operators use a smaller 
number of grazing units. These differences in grazing practice can 
affect net pasture production and consequently, the critical stocking 
rate. 
2. Local estimates of the -gastura •paraaatsr 
The individual farmer can get estimates of the pasture parameter for 
his situation. The liveweight gain of animals in the previous year or 
grazing period will provide an estimate of the pasture parameter for his 
farm. One grazing period can be used because of the relatively stable 
distribution of grass growth over the season (Chapter IV.A.2). Equation 
6.9 describes the relationship between actual relative to the maximum 
r-'te of gain and effective stocking rate. This relationship is plotted 
in Figure 8.1. A given level of (g/g^) implies a given level of (n^/n). 
When animals are subjected to the same effective stocking rate, they 
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realize the same level of (g/g^). Consequently, the value of (g/g^) 
is given by Equation 8.12 where different types of animals graze 
jointly. 
° ? "it Sit ' Î "it S.it (8-12) 
The subscript i and t denote animal type and grazing period, re­
spectively. The value of (g/g^)^ is given by the ratio of total to 
maximum possible weight gain over the period. The critical stocking 
rate can then be derived as follows: 
Let (n^/n)^ = the effective acres per animal associated with 
(g/gg^t as given by Figure 8.1. 
z^ = relative stocking value of animal type i as 
given in Table 3.5. 
= stocking value equivalent in terms of 1000 pound 
animals, as given by Equation 2.5. 
* 
critical number of 1000 pound animals per acre 
^ ? "it ^it 
"It' : ° 
°ot ° =<V")t 
Equation 8.13 gives the critical stocking value of the pasture in terms 
of the number of 1000 pound animals. The critical stocking rate for 
the different animal types is given by Equation 8.14. 
"oit = "ot' =i 
When the relationship between harvested grass and critical stocking 
rate (Equation 8.3) is established, it will provide an" estimate for 
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operators who mechanically harvest portions of their pasture. 
The procédaie outlined in Equations 8.12 through 8.14 allows re-
estimation of the pasture parameter over time. This re-estimation is 
part of good management. It will also take account of the effect of 
factors such as grazing system on the pasture parameter. While the 
stocking rate response relationship is a static model, changes over 
time can be accounted for by their effect on the pasture parameter. 
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Summary of Study 
1. Purpose of study 
The purpose of the study was to estimate a production function de­
scribing the relationship between livewelght gain of grazing non-lactat-
ing cattle and stocking rate, under Irish conditions. The production 
function estimated should be capable of generating input/output coef­
ficients for planning on individual farms. 
2. Data 
Data relating to grazing cattle was available from enterprise 
studies on farms and from stocking rate experiments. The farm data is 
shown, in general, to be unsuitable for estimating the production function. 
The experimental data was used to estimate the production function. 
3. Relative stocking values for different types of cattle 
Stocking rate is measured as the number of animals per acre. The 
liveweight gain of a grazing animal depends on its grass intake. 
Changes in stocking rate on a given pasture for a given type of animal, 
affect animal intake by altering the ratio of grass available to ani­
mal appetite. Animal appetite is defined as the level of intake under 
ad libitum grazing. The appetite intake of animals on a given pasture 
is a function of their weight and lactation status. The ratio of ani­
mal appetite to grass available depends on the type of animal as well 
as the number. In order to establish the relative appetites of various 
types of animals, the literature on animal intake under ad libitum 
grazing conditions was reviewed. The data in the literature was used to 
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estimate the relationship between pounds organic matter intake per 
animal per day (OMI), animal weight in pounds (W), lactation status 
(X = 1(1.217 for lactating (non-lactating) cattle), and the di­
gestible fraction of intake (Q). 
OMI = 0.4672 (W-150)°'5G8 (1.217.3X) (9.1) 
Equation 9.1 was used to estimate the relative stocking values (RSV) 
of cattle giving a value of 1 to a 1000 pound non-lactating animal. 
The stocking value equivalent (SVE) of a group of cattle is given by 
Equation 9.2, where n denotes the number of animals and subscript i 
denotes type of animal. 
SVE = r n.(RSV). (9.2) 
i l l  
Equation 9.2 gives the appetite demand for pasture per day in equivalents 
of a 1000 pound non-lactating animal. 
4. A general model 
Animals graze ad libitum until stocking rate reaches a certain 
level. This level is referred to as the critical level, when stocking 
rate is below the critical level, animals graze to appetite and achieve 
their maximum rate of gain (g^). The value of g^ depends on the level 
and quality of intake as well as the net conversion efficiency of the 
animal. An estimated prediction equation for g^ for one-and two-year 
old steers on lowland Irish pastures is given in Equation 9,3. 
g^ = 2.72088 + 0.44320 (A) - 0.013028 (9.3) 
A =0 (1) for one-year old (2-year old) steers 
T = days after March 31 
Sg = 0 (T-75) for T ^  75 (T > 75) 
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Rate of liveweight gain decreases as stocking rate increases above 
the critical level. A generalized model applicable to all pastures and 
cattle ranging from 300 to 1350 pounds weight, was developed to describe 
this relationship. In estimating the relationships, data for two-
month periods were used. The estimated function is given in Equation 
9.4. 
For n > n^, g/g^ = -85.9821 + 86.9821 (n^/n)°*°^ (9.4) 
n = number of animals per acre 
= critical number of animals per acre 
g = actual liveweight gain per animal per day 
g^ = maximum rate of liveweight gain per animal per day 
given by Equation 9.3 
When stocking rate is below the critical level, the rate of gain is 
given by Equation 9.5. 
For n 3 g = g^ (9.5) 
B. Conclusions 
The estimated production function (Equations 9.4 and 9.5) is con­
sistent with biological knowledge. It is also capable of application 
to any individual farm once the appropriate values of n^ and g^ are 
known. The application of Equation 9.2, along with the production 
function, enables a farmer to make an estimate of n^ from previous ani­
mal performance on his pasture. The stocking rate response model can 
form an integral part of a complete pasture model which also considers 
mechanical harvesting of grass and alternative rates of fertilizer 
application. It is concluded that the stocking rate response model sat­
isfies the objectives of the study. 
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XII. APPENDIX A: APPETITE INTAKE DATA 
Notation 
ONI = organic matter intake per animal per day in 
pounds 
DQMI = digestible organic matter intake per animal 
per day in pounds 
Q = DOMI/OMI 
W = animal' weight in pounds 
M = 1 (0) for lactating (non-lactating) cattle 
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Table A.l. Appetite intake data 
^ Reference Reference 
OMI^ M No. OMI W Q M No. 
29.0 1110 .761 1 . 45 17.6 909 .728 0 3 
35.1 1102 .771 1 45 14.0 978 .728 0 3 
26.6 1069 .737 1 31 14.0 893 .728 0 3 
29.9 1188 .744 1 31 16.9 921 .728 0 3 
26.9 1056 .760 1 30 17.1 844 -748 0 3 
27.5 1098 .766 1 30 13.5 825 .748 0 3 
27.0 1140 .765 1 30 17.1 834 .748 0 3 
27.1 1023 .766 1 30 24.5 1403 .702 0 38 
27.8 1140 .757 1 30 21.8 1195 .706 0 38 
27.8 1023 .756 1 30. 27.5 1323 .691 0 38 
25.6 1152 .707 1 39 19.4 1313 .784 0 38 
26.1 1102 .691 1 39 24.5 1192 .788 0 38 
25.1 1167 .696 1 39 23.3 1404 -773 0 38 
25.5 1108 .689 1 39 21.3 790 .709 0 38 
28.0 1097 .730 1 " 39 26.1 849 .701 0 38 
27.5 1172 .701 1 39 23.7 809 .696 0 38 
27.1 1113 .702 1 39 14.3 387 -734 0 38 
24.6 1181 .670 1 39 15.6 436 -724 0 38 
23.4^ 1117 .744 1 11 15.3 432 .732 0 38 
23.9^ 886 .722 1 11 18.8 763 .777 0 38 
25.4^ 1161 -711 1 11 18.6 761 -790 0 38 
21.8^ 1222 .733 1 11 16.4 758 .774 0 38 
25.7^ 947 -700 1 11 13.8 517 .804 0 38 
29.cf 1138 .700 1 11 14-2 469 .803 0 38 
24.9^ 969 .700 1 11 12.9 467 -791 0 38 
24-1 1320 .755 0 45 17.3 618 -758 0 1 
18.3 913 .748 0 3 16.1 658 .676 0 1 
16.2 727 .668 0 1 5.7 275 .700 0 35 
14.8 639 .724 0 1 5.5 295 .730 0 35 
^Notation is defined in previous page. 
^OMI = 0.9 (dry xoatter intake). 
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Table A.l (continued) 
OMI W Q M Reference 
No. 
OMI W Q M Reference 
No. 
15.3 674 . 666 0 1 5.0 280 .700 0 35 
14.3 775 .706 0 1 18.9^ 940 --- 0 2 
15.2 643 .743 0 1 18.9^ 1005 — —— 0 2 
16.1 682 .664 0 1 18.9^ 1095 —— — 0 2 
17.3 760 .665 0 1 20.7^ 986 — —— 0 2 
16.9 641 .757 0 1 17.6^ 970 — —— 0 2 
17.5 674 .681 0 1 17.6^ 1050 — 0 2 
18.2 766 .637 0 1 17.7^ 1095 — —— 0 2 
16.0 697 .681 0 1 16.4^ 1035 — —— 0 2 
17.3 771 .647 0 1 20.2^ 1080 — —— 0 2 
3.2 180 .690 0 35 18.0^ 1075 — —— 0 2 
2.9 187 .675 0 35 20.7^ 1095 — —— 0 2 
3.0 185 .690 0 35 4.8^ 235 0 2 
6.0 230 .780 0 35 4.5^ 245 - —- 0 2 
6.7 235 .820 0 35 6.8^ 330 — —— 0 2 
6.9 270 .750 0 35 7.8^ 340 — —— 0 2 
6.6 280 .750 0 35 11.7^ 805 — - 0 2 
9.6 405 « 680 0 35 14.7^ 770 G 2 
9.4 410 .700 0 35 13,6^ 775 — —- 0 2 
5.3 230 .760 0 35 14.4^ 725 — —- 0 2 
6.0 240 .820 0 35 12.6^ 680 ——— 0 2 
6.2 230 .820 0 . 35 15.9^ 670 — —— 0 2 
4.5 250 .700 0 35 11.4^ 650 — —  0 2 
5.1 280 .730 0 35 14.6^ 630 — —— 0 2 
3.9 260 .700 0 35 11.7^ 610 — —— 0 2 
9.0^ 590 —— 0 2 10.4^ 565 — —— 0 2 
13.8^ 860 ——— 0 2 14.9^ 620 0 2 
13.7^ 805 ——— 0 2 15.8^ 660 — —  0 2 
17.1^ 780 —— 0 2 16.cf 720 — —— 0 2 
13.5^ 780 « w 0 2 16.6^ 720 — — — 0 2 
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Table A.l Ç continued") 
Reference Reference 
OMI W Q M No. OMI w Q M No. 
18.cf 770 —  — —  0 2 14. G^ 640 —  — —  G 2 
17.5^ 750 — -  —  G 2 13.5^ 695 --- 0 2 
15.cf 750 — — — G 2 14.7% 725 --- G 2 
13.5^ 745 — -  —  G 2 13.5% 755 — —  —  G 2 
16.7^ 745 G 2 13.3% 765 —  — —  G 2 
16.of 740 — — — 0 .. 2 7.7% 431 -  — - 0 10b 
13.8^ 720 — -  — G 2 11.9% 519 — - 0 1Gb 
16.7^ 700 G 2 10.6% 480 —  — —  G 1Gb 
16.4^ 685 — —  G 2 8.2% 439 —  — - 0 1Gb 
18.0^ 680 —  0 2 9.1% 481 — 0 5G 
14.4^ 660 —  — — G 2 10.0% 482 -  — - 0 50 
11.9^ 645 —  —  —  G 2 10.6% 472 -  — - 0 50 
13.1^ 640 —  — —  G 2 11.2% 663 —  —  —  G 50 
15.8^ 640 —  —  —  G 2 18.1 897 - G 36 
11.8^ 590 — G 2 22.8 913 —  —  —  G 36 
9.0^ 570 — -  —  0 2 15.0 608 —  0 36 
11.4^ 590 —  -  —  G 2 18.3 627 — — —  0 36 
11.1^ 585 —  — —  G 2 11.1 400 —  — —  G 36 
14.4^ 745 — — —  0 2 13.5 412 — — — G 36 
14.4^ 770 0 2 
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XIII. APPENDIX B: AD LIBITUM GRAZING DATA 
Notation 
liveweight gain per head per day over the grazing period, 
in pounds 
mid-point of grazing period in days after March 31 
0 (1) for animals 1 to 2 (2 to 3) years old 
animal weight at the beginning of the grazing period, in 
pounds 
animal weight at the beginning of the grazing season, in 
pounds 
animal weight after three to four weeks at pasture, in 
pounds 
1 (0) for animals on low (other) winter feed 
F (0) for mid-grazing period occurring (not occurring) in 
° the first 90 days at pasture 
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Table B.l. Ad libitum grazing data 
a 
So V F ^ o 
3.143 150 1 1208 844 895 0 0 
2.804 150 1 1124 816 827 0 0 
3.036 150 1 1069 756 811 0 0 
2.929 150 1 1049 730 811 0 0 
2.875 150 1 1069 719 789 0 0 
2.161 150 1 1034 694 756 0 0 
2.643 150 1 1164 829 882 0 0 
2.375 150 1 1043 807 849 0 0 
2.446 150 1 983 750 807 0 0 
2.946 150 1 992 732 794 0 0 
2.518 150 1 939 712 . • 725 0 0 
2.607 150 1 875 705 697 0 0 
1.839 150 1 1116 926 941 0 0 
2.125 150 1 1118 813 842 0 0 
2.518 150 1 1056 765 811 0 0 
2.214 150 1 972 741 805 0 0 
2.607 150 1 974 710 761 • 0 0 
2.679 150 1 972 679 725 0 0 
2.161 141 1 1100 769 791 0 0 
2.125 141 1 1063 769 802 0 0 
2.446 141 1 1146 763 847 0 0 
1.768 141 1 1019 752 802 0 0 
2.286 141 1 1045 723 758 0 0 
1.768 141 1 928 668 725 0 0 
1.500 141 1 1016 769 840 0 0 
2.839 141 1 1100 767 820 0 0 
2.214 141 1 1016 765 796 0 0 
1.964 141 1 990 743 758 0 0 
1.964 141 1 928 690 747 0 0 
a 
Notation is defined in previous page. 
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Table B.l (continued) 
a 
So w ^  t V F ^ o 
1.875 141 1 955 677 716 0 0 
2.125 141 1 1016 772 827 0 0 
2.179 141 1 1060 769 827 0 0 
2.643 141 1 992 756 811 0 0 
2.554 141 1 1041 745 791 0 0 
2.018 141 1 1036 721 769 0 0 
1.786 141 1 855 672 725 0 0 
1.891 162 1 1241 800 820 0 . 0 
1.673 162 1 1087 774 811 0 0 
2.055 162 1 1190 754 783 0 0 
1.909 162 1 1063 739 767 0 0 
2.164 162 1 1074 710 736 0 0 
2.291 162 1 1076 624 681 0 0 
1.836 162 1 1202 805 831 0 0 
2.491 162 1 1065 778 785 0 0 
2.091 162 1 1069 772 780 0 0 
1.400 162 1 1067 736 761 0 0 
1.764 162 1 1127 666 732 0 0 
1.218 162 1 963 650 670 0 0 
1.764 162 1 906 619 653 0 0 
1.509 162 1182 796 822 0 0 
1.800 162 1 1142 745 789 0 0 
1.527 162 1 959 734 723 0 0 
2.327 162 1 1065 670 723 0 0 
1.400 162 1 1177 851 864 0 0 
2.554 72 0 465 419 432 1 1 
2.518 72 0 503 471 483 1 1 
2.768 72 0 423 388 386 1 1 
2.411 72 0 434 379 403 1 1 
2.554 72 0 384 362 364 1 1 
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Table B.l (continued) 
a 
So T^ V "c" o 
2.750 72 0 406 351 366 1 1 
2.946 72 0 534 481 514 1 1 
2.589 72 0 527 492 509 1 1 
2.554 72 0 377 362 359 1 1 
2.125 72 0 485 441 463 1 1 
3.143 72 0 399 348 362 1 1 
2.321 72 0 423 366 401 1 1 
2.564 86 0 637 542 575 0 0 
2.727 86 0 624 483 545 0 0 
2.727 86 0 553 430 472 0 0 
2.527 86 0 549 430 . • 467 0 0 
2.400 86 0 549 403 478 0 0 
2.564 86 0 573 434 494 0 0 
2.236 86 0 675 547 595 0 0 
2.327 86 0 602 412 529 0 0 
2.091 86 0 593 476 516 0 0 
2.291 86 0 522 399 452 0 0 
2.473 86 0 556 430 474 0 0 
2.455 86 0 540 399 463 0 0 
2.125 141 0 778 542 575 0 0 
2.429 141 0 774 483 545 0 0 
2.125 141 0 703 430 472 0 0 
2.089 141 0 688 430 467 0 0 
1.964 141 0 681 403 478 0 0 
1.768 141 0 714 434 494 0 0 
1.268 141 0 798 547 595 0 0 
1.732 141 0 730 412 529 0 0 
1.643 141 0 708 476 516 0 0 
1.661 141 0 648 399 452 0 0 
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Table B.l (continued) 
r ^ W ^ w/ W F ^ F.^ 
'o t I G o 1 
2.018 141 0 692 430 474 0 0 
1.929 141 0 675 399 463 0 0 
3.259 72 0 556 443 498 1 1 
2.889 72 0 448 368 408 1 1 
3.056 72 0 470 357 419 1 1 
3.148 72 0 467 373 425 1 1 
2.907 72 0 445 364 408 1 1 
2.611 72 0 421 328 373 1 1 
3.481 72 0 509 412 459 1 1 
3.315 72 0 487 425 443 1 1 
2.315 72 0 470 410 425 1 1 
2.741 72 0 410 370 362 1 1 
3.296 72 0 408 333 364 1 1 
3.093 72 0 439 359 395 1 1 
2.000 127 0 732 443 498 1 0 
1.857 127 0 604 368 408 1 0 
2.089 127 0 635 357 419 1 0 
1.821 127 0 637 373 425 1 0 
2.036 127 0 602 364 408 1 0 
2.250 127 0 562 328 373 1 0 
2.196 127 0 697 412 459 1 0 
1.696 127 0 666 425 443 1 0 
1.857 127 0 595 410 425 1 0 
1.446 127 0 558 370 362 1 0 
1.893 127 0 586 333 364 1 0 
2.214 127 0 606 359 395 1 0 
3.071 56 0 619 597 619 0 0 
2.393 56 0 613 593 613 0 0 
2.125 56 0 600 553 600 0 0 
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Table B.l (continued) 
C "i" "c" C 
2.482 56 0 549 542 549 0 0 
2.786 56 0 538 500 538 0 0 
3.000 56 0 529 496 529 0 0 
2.911 56 0 514 487 514 0 0 
3.175 56 0 525 481 525 0 0 
2.643 56 0 531 467 531 0 0 
2.482 56 0 461 437 461 0 0 
2.679 56 0 481 428 481 0 0 
2.911 56 0 655 628 655 0 0 
2.946 56 G 633 593 633 0 0 
2.554 56 0 573 536 573 0 0 
3.000 56 0 571 534 571 0 0 
2.554 56 0 547 516 547 0 0 
3.107 56 . 0 542 514 542 0 0 
2.768 56 0 531 492 531 0 0 
2.821 56 0 514 487 514 0 0 
2.679 56 0 509 483 509 0 0 
2.089 56 0 529 478 529 0 0 
2.286 56 0 478 459 478 0 0 
3.018 56 0 450 414 450 0 0 
2.125 56 0 622 595 622 0 G 
2.750 56 0 635 586 635 0 G 
2.357 56 0 571 545 571 0 G 
2.625 56 0 556 522 556 0 0 
2.911 56 0 562 514 562 0 0 
2.321 56 0 549 503 549 0 0 
2.714 56 0 538 498 538 0 0 
3.071 56 0 531 485 531 0 0 
2.732 56 0 511 474 511 0 0 
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Table B.l (continued) 
F/ 
2.286 56 0 503 467 503 0 0 
2.911 56 0 456 414 456 0 0 
2.357 56 0 419 395 419 0 0 
1.982 112 0 791 597 519 0 0 
2.054 112 0 747 593 613 0 0 
2.393 112 0 719 553 600 0 0 
2.196 112 0 688 542 549 0 0 
1.893 112 0 637 509 529 0 0 
2.286 112 0 694 500 538 0 0 
2.786 112 0 697 496 529 0 0 
2.875 112 0 677 487 514 0 0 
2.214 112 0 703 481 525 0 0 
2.000 112 0 679 467 531 0 0 
2.161 112 0 600 437 461 0 0 
2.554 112 0 631 428 481 0 0 
1.893 112 0 818 628 655 0 0 
2.321 112 0 798 593 633 0 0 
1.982 112 0 716 536 573 G 0 
2.321 112 0 739 534 571 0 0 
2.286 112 0 690 516 547 0 0 
2.054 112 0 716 514 542 0 0 
2.554 112 0 686 492 531 0 0 
2.250 112 0 672 487 514 0 0 
2.911 112 0 659 483 509 0 0 
2.750 112 0 646 478 529 0 0 
2.375 112 0 606 459 478 0 0 
2.250 112 0 619 414 450 0 0 
1.075 174 0 902 597 619 0 0 
1.224 174 0 • 862 593 613 0 0 
1.716 174 0 853 553 600 0 0 
Table B.l (continued) 
210 
a 
So V F ^ o ^1 
1.284 174 0 811 542 549 0 0 
1.716 174 0 743 509 529 0 0 
1.910 174 0 822 500 538 0 0 
1.970 174 0 853 496 529 0 0 
1.537 174 0 838 487 514 0 0 
1.239 174 0 827 481 525 0 0 
1.716 174 0 791 467 531 0 0 
1.015 174 0 721 437 461 0 0 
1.448 174 0 774 428 481 0 0 
0.881 174 0 924 628 655 0 0 
1.254 174 0 928 593 633 0 0 
2.030 174 0 827 536 573 0 0 
1.343 174 0 S69 534 571 0 0 
0.985 174 0 818 516 547 G 0 
1.582 174 0 831 514 542 0 0 
1.149 174 0 829 492 531 0 0 
1.582 174 0 798 487 514 0 0 
1.985 174 0 822 483 509 0 0 
1.313 174 0 800 478 529 0 0 
1.104 174 0 739 459 478 0 0 
1.522 174 0 745 414 450 0 0 
3.821 76 1 1025 902 957 0 0 
2.768 76 1 950 847 910 0 0 
3.929 76 1 957 829 902 0 0 
2.911 76 1 959 816 897 0 0 
3.036 76 1 917 796 831 0 0 
3.357 76 1 899 765 811 0 0 
3.214 76 1 1019 895 941 0 0 
3.071 76 1 990 882 915 0 0 
3.036 76 1 948 829 882 0 0 
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Table B.l (continued) 
o
 
to 
o 
3.304 76 1 959 847 888 0 0 
3.804 76 1 955 789 884 0 0 
2.714 76 1 829 705 756 0 0 
3.411 48 1 847 785 847 1 . 1 
3.232 48 1 820 732 820 1 1 
3.464 48 1 798 758 798 1 1 
3.071 48 1 756 679 756 1 1 
2.911 48 1 752 677 752 1 1 
3.196 48 1 723 615 723 1 1 
3.946 48 1 866 756 866 1 1 
3.304 48 1 783 710 783 1 1 
2.679 48 1 829 772 829 1 1 
3.071 48 1 800 721 800 1 1 
3.036 48 1 716 670 716 1 1 
2.839 48 1 683 639 683 1 1 
3.518 104 1 1038 785 847 1 0 
2.875 104 1 1001 732 820 1 0 
2.482 104 1 992 758 798 1 0 
2.357 104 1 928 679 756 1 0 
2.679 104 1 915 677 752 1 0 
1.964 104 1 902 615 723 1 0 
2.643 104 1 1087 756 866 1 0 
2.446 104 1 968 710 783 1 0 
2.786 104 1 979 772 829 1 0 
3.000 104 1 972 721 800 1 0 
2.286 104 1 886 670 716 1 0 
2.679 104 1 842 639 683 1 0 
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XIV. APPENDIX C: STOCKING RATE RESPONSE DATA 
Notation 
T = mid-point of grazing season in days after March 31 
S^ 0 (T-75) for T ^ 75 (T > 75) 
g = liveweight gain per head per day, in pounds 
g = predicted maximum liveweight gain per head per day, in 
° pounds, using Equation 5.5 
W = animal weight at the beginning of the grazing period, in 
pounds 
n = actual number of animals per acre 
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Table C.l. Stocking rate response data 
Experiment _ a ..a a a a 
(No.) S "t S 
29 918 2.095 2.786 1.41 
29 886 2.349 2.786 1.41 
29 828 1.810 2.786 1.41 
29 944 2.064 2.786 1.41 
29 882 2.381 2.786 1.41 
29 840 1.873 2.786 1.85 
29 890 2.222 2.786 1.85 
29 926 2.349 2.786 1.85 
29 892 1.904 2.786 1.85 
29 862 • 1.524 2.786 1.85 
29 738 2.831 2.786 1.85 
29 970 2.349 2.786 1.85 
29 824 1.397 2.786 2.13 
29 946 1.524 2.786 2.13 
29 978 1.302 2.786 2.13 
29 720 2.032 2.786 2.13 
29 752 1.746 2.786 2.13 
29 916 1.873 2.786 2.13 
29 1008 2.064 2.786 2.13 
29 860 1.270 2.786 2.13 
29 • 720 0.444 2.786 2.66 
29 932 -0.286 2.786 2.66 
29 788 0.794 2.786 2.66 
29 928 0.889 2.786 2.66 
29 840 1.048 2.786 2.66 
29 854 1.143 2.786 2.66 
29 936 1.270 2.786 2.66 
29 846 0.0 2.786 2.66 
29 856 0.444 2.786 2.66 
^Notation is defined in previous page. 
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Table C.l (continued) 
Experiment _ a / 3 a a a 
(Ho.) S "t S S, 
1 29 842 0.540 2.786 2.66 
2 8 804 2.064 3.060 1.44 
2 8 872 2.413 3.060 1.44 
2 8 840 1.937 3.060 1.44 
2 8 880 2.667 3.060 1.44 
2 8 944 2.032 3.060 1.44 
2 8 884 1.556 3.060 1.86 
2 8 800 2.000 3.060 1.86 
2 8 788 1.619 3.060 1.86 
2 8 852 1.810 3.060 1.86 
2 8 780 2.159 3.060 1.86 
2 8 824 2.191 3.060 1.86 
2 8 778 1.937 3.060 1.86 
2 8 838 1.365 3.060 2.12 
2 8 786 1.841 3.060 2.12 
2 8 872 2.222 3.060 2.12 
2 8 724 1.905 3.060 2.12 
2 8 866 1.714 3,060 2.12 
2 8 850 1.841 3.060 2.12 
2 8 688 1.810 3.060 2.12 
2 8 824 1.492 3.060 2.12 
2 8 912 0.857 3.060 2.40 
2 8 930 1.397 3.060 2.40 
2 8 944 1.714 3.060 2.40 
2 8 868 1.746 3.060 2.40 
2 8 800 1.143 3.060 2.40 
2 8 820 0.254 3.060 2.40 
2 8 916 1.492 3.060 2.40 
2 8 916 1.524 3.060 2.40 
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Table C.l (continued) 
:r imcn t 
lo. ) ^3' 
a 
g 
a 
So 
a 
n 
2 S 838 1.333 3.060 2.40 
2 8 652 0.191 3.060 2.66 
2 8 822 -0.222 3.060 2.66 
2 8 752 1.397 3.060 2.66 
2 8 838 1.524 3.060 2.66 
2 8 744 0.349 3.060 2.66 
2 8 778 -0.159 3.060 2.66 
2 8 786 0.476 3.060 2.66 
2 8 836 1.492 3.060 2.66 
2 8 822 0.381 3.060 2.66 
2 8 744 0.191 3.060 2.66 
3 49 1198 1.968 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1128 1.905 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1124 1.905 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1064 0.952 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1054 1.333 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1096 1.206 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1036 1.270 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1138 1.143 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1016 1.238 2.526 1.75 
3 49 998 1.270 2.526 1.75 
3 49 960 1.206 2.526 1.75 
3 49 912 0.698 2.526 1.75 
3 49 1122 0.921 2.526 2.00 
3 49 1108 1.778 2.526 2.00 
3 49 1078 2.000 2.526 2.00 
3 49 1114 0.825 2.526 2.00 
3 49 1110 1.206 2.526 2.00 
3 49 1050 0.540 2.526 2.00 
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Table C.l (conLinued) 
Experiment g a g g a a a 
(No.) "3 "t ® -o 
3 49 1040 1.778 2.526 2.00 
3 49 990 1.683 2.526 2.00 
3 49 870 1.746 2.526 2.00 
3 49 996 0.921 2.526 2.00 
3 49 1022 0.889 2.526 2.00 
3 49 964 0.857 2.526 2.00 
3 49 1206 2.000 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1218 1.016 2.526 2.29 
3 49 988 1.905 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1044 0.698 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1032 0.444 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1080 1.238 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1082 0.952 2.526 2.29 
3 49 926 -0.064 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1062 1.238 2.526 2.29 
3 49 964 0.318 2.526 2.29 
3 49 964 0.032 2.526 2.29 
3 49 916 1.492 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1060 0.540 2.526 2.29 
3 49 1130 0.286 2.526 2.60 
3 49 1120 0.191 2.526 2.60 
3 49 1156 0.762 2.526 2.60 
3 49 1138 1.079 2.526 2.60 
3 49 1022 -1.175 2.526 2.60 
3 49 964 -0.762 2.526 2.60 
3 49 984 1.905 2.526 2.60 
3 49 956 0.984 2.526 2.60 
3 49 982 1.111 2.526 2.60 
3 49 942 0.286 2.526 2.60 
3 49 992 0.349 2.526 2.60 
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Table C.l (continued) 
Experiment „ a a a a a 
(No.) "c S S* 
3 49 932 0.381 2.526 2.60 
4 70 1134 1.143 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1052 0.476 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1078 1.270 2.252 1.75 
4 70 998 1.302 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1066 1.460 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1024 0.698 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1048 1.016 2.252 1.75 
4 70 980 1.175 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1008 0.571 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1046 0.984 2.252 1.75 
4 70 956 0.444 2.252 1.75 
4 70 972 1.968 2.252 1.75 
4 70 1108 -0.064 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1112 0.810 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1058 0.984 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1086 0.762 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1034 0.571 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1016 0.508 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1004 0.571 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1040 0.762 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1028 0.698 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1028 1.238 2.252 2.00 
4 70 962 -0.095 2.252 2.00 
4 70 826 0.730 2.252 2.00 
4 70 1144 0.730 2.252 2.26 
4 70 1092 0.762 2.252 2.26 
4 70 942 0.127 2.252 2.26 
4 70 1028 0.064 2.252 2.26 
4 70 1006 0.349 2.252 2.26 
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Table C.l (continued) 
Experiment _ a a a a a 
(No.) "t S ®o 
4 70 990 -0.476 2.252 2.26 
4 70 990 0.603 2.252 2.26 
4 70 964 -0.222 2.252 2.26 
4 70 986 0.635 2.252 2.26 
4 70 902 -0.222 2.252 2.26 
4 70 916 0.730 2.252 2.26 
4 70 906 0.095 2.252 2.26 
4 70 1008 0.889 2.252 2.26 
5 54 1008 0.667 2.461 2.00 
5 54 930 , 1.727 2.461 2.00 
5 54 1030 1.909 2.461 2.00 
5 54 862 1.242 2.461 2.00 
5 54 1034 • 1.970 2.461 2.00 
5 54 974 1.364 2.461 2.00 
5 54 1024 2.000 2.461 2.00 
5 54 802 0.212 2.461 2.57 
5 54 972 1.636 2.461 2.57 
5 54 998 0.970 2.461 2.57 
5 54 992 1.849 2.461 2.57 
5 54 1010 1.394 2.461 2.57 
5 54 994 1.606 2.461 2.57 
5 54 1032 0.970 2.461 2.57 
5 54 940 1.212 2.461 2.57 
5 54 922 1.788 2.461 2.57 
5 54 882 0.939 2.461 3.14 
5 54 892 0.606 2.461 3.14 
5 54 988 0.970 2.451 3.14 
5 54 838 0.970 2.461 3.14 
5 54 1058 1.485 2.461 3.14 
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Table C.l (concinued) 
Experiment _ a a a a a 
(No.) "c S S* 
5 54 994 0.697 2.461 3.14 
5 54 948 1.939 2.461 3.14 
5 54 986 0.030 2.461 3.14 
5 54 896 0.970 2.461 3.14 
5 54 874 0.667 2.461 3.14 
5 54 950 0.634 2.461 3.14 
6 54 926 1,455 2.461 2.00 
6 54 1016 0.667 2.461 2.00 
6 54 1068 1.939 2.461 2.00 
6 54 1032 2.030 2.461 2.00 
6 54 1002 1.515 2.461 2.00 
6 54 978 2.303 2.461 2.00 
6 54 1136 2.242 2.461 2.00 
6 54 • 906 1.061 2.461 2.57 
6 54 1094 1.394 2.461 2.57 
6 54 972 -0.182 2.461 2.57 
6 54 • 1050 1.606 2.461 2.57 
6 54 1010 1.576 2.461 2.57 
6 54 988 1.727 2.461 2.57 
6 54 982 2.121 2.461 2.57 
6 54 986 1.697 2.461 2.57 
6 54 978 0.424 2.461 2.57 
6 54 890 0.818 2.461 3.14 
6 54 838 0.970 2.461 3.14 
6 54 928 0.576 2.461 3.14 
6 54 892 1.849 2.461 3.14 
6 54 988 1.697 2.461 3.14 
6 54 852 -0.121 2.461 3.14 
6 54 770 -0.273 2.461 3.14 
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Tabic C.l (continued) 
Experiment _ a 
(No.) ^3 
6 54 1042 1.667 2.461 3.14 
6 54 986 0.849 2.461 3.14 
6 54 916 1.576 2.461 3.14 
6 54 890 0.758 2.461 3.14 
